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i.INTRODUCTION :

The following is brief description of most of the tests undertaken during

the Clean Coal project. It purpose is to provide a historical record of the

project and to show the procedures that were used to meet the project objec-

tives and to resolve operational difficulties. The tests begin with the Phase

2 shakedown tests in November 1987 and end with the final 4 day test in May

1990. The descriptions contained in this Appendix are mostly contemporaneous

with the period during which the individual tests were conducted. The final

data analysis, evaluations_ and conclusions are contained in the Final Report

Section of this Report, as well as in Appendix II. Beginning on page A-I-43, a

tabular listing is given of the total thermal input, percent coal input, first

and seoond stage stoichiometries for all the tests with the second combustor

wall liner. The first test in this table, PC9, corresponds to the llth test,

performed on 5/24,25,1988, (see page A-I-7), and the last one, PC26, is the

final test in the Clean Coal project.

2. TEST HISTORY

First Test: (PII-A); 11/10/87. Test Goals: hot shakedown of comh_tor on

coal water slurry (CWS). Major discoverles/results"

-Noted excessive vibration in, and noise from, the high pressure cooling/comcus-

tion air fan. According to the manufacturer, problem was _minly caused by

operation of the fan in the surge mode as well as the set-up of standing waves

in the downstream piping. The short-term solution was to operate above the

surge mode and put acoustic insulation on the piping. This proved only

partially effective. The long-term solution was to reduce the fan outlet

pressure by returnir_ the fan to the manufacturer for replacement of the far,

wheel. This was implemented prior to the Tenth Test at no cost to Coal Tech

and it eliminated the noise problem entirely.

-Combustion efficiency on CWS estimated to be near 100%.

Second Test: (PC-l); 11/19/87. Test C_als: first attempt at pulverized

coal (PC) operation. Major discoveries/results:

-Operated for 6 hrs on PC at total fuel heat inputs of 14 to 16 MMBTU/hr.
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-Stack particulate scrubber performed well, giving a clean white steam plume at

venturi delta-P = 14" WC.

-Experienced numerous nuisance UV fire eye trip-outs due to shadowing,of the

view port by the emerging coal stream. Modified coal injection (modification

#I) prior to next test.

-PC estimated combustion efficiency < 8(1%plus significant slag/ash carry-over

into the boiler.

-Oscillation in PC flow of +__7%at 900 P_H. Attributed to excessive

interaction of PC pneumatic line with of coal feed hopper. Before the next

test, piping was rearranged to reduce this interaction.

Third Test: (PC-2); 12/8/87. Test Goals: evaluate modified PC injection for

fire eye, combustion efficiency, and slag/ash carry-over effects; evaluate

rearranged pneumatic leed line for PC flow effects. Major discoveries/results:

-PC in the feed hopper was caked or in clumps, resulting in PC flow surges

causing upsets in combustor pressure. This prevented evaluation of eductor

operation.

-Modified PC injection did not improve PC combustion efficiency or solids

retention in the combustor. The quality of the PC, as noted above, may have

been a contributing factor to this result. It appears that moisture or tramp

material had entered the coal supply at the pulverization company site.

-Scrubber performance was poor. Due to surging PC flow it was decided to

evaluate scrubber performance during another test with better PC flow

conditions.

All the above tests were performed with coal fuel pre-heat of the

combustor.

Fourth Test: (PC-3); 12/16/87. Test Goals: attempt to improve PC combus-

tion efficiency and combustor solids retention by pre-heating combustor with

h'_h thermal in_x_toil burner: evaluate second pneu_mtic line rearrangement for

PC flow effects. Major discoveries/results:
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-No significant combustor pre-heating was achieved due to use of a too narrow

light oil gun spray angle.

-PC flow oscillations were reduced to +__3%at 600 FFH but scrubber still

performed poorly, pulling only 8" WC delta-P. It was subsequently discovered

that significant amounts of unburned coal had deposited in the boiler passages,

presumably during the previous test, thereby choking gas flow to the scrubber

and reducing its efficiency. Boiler and gas flow train were cleaned prior to

the next test.

-PC combustion efficiency and combustor solids retention were still too low.

Fifth Test: (PC-4); I/6, 7/88. Test Goals: evaluate scrubber performance;

again attempt to improve PC combustion efficiency and combustor solids

retention by pre-heatlng combustor with high thermal _t light oil burner,

but this time with a wide angle spray nozzle; evaluate modified (modification

#2) PC injection effects on PC combustion efficiency and combustor solids

retention. Major discoveries/results:

-Scrubber operation was once again good.

-Use of wide angle light oil spray nozzle resulted in effective combustor pre-

heating.

-At 700 PPH PC oscillations in flow were beck at +__7%.

-PC combustion efficiency :,,asnot improved.

-Combustor solids retention qualitatively improved. Visual observations

indicated that slag very viscous and flowing poorly. Some slag did come through

the tap; however, the bulk of the slag remained on the combustor walls and

hearth. Subsequent lab analysis showed that the glass-like slag composition

corresponded to coal ash with no carbon present. Analysis of coal ash

indicated that it was highly refractory, having a T-250 - 2800 F, and therefore

requiring additives for fluxing. To help in this area a different coal was

requested from FP&L, having a lower fusion temperature ash. This coal was

received before the next test.
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-Attempt to inject limestone to flux the slag failed due to blockage in the

limestone feed. System upgraded prior to next test.

-Inspection of the PC eductor showed excessive wear. The eductor was replaced

by a higher quality unit.

Sixth Test: (PC-5); 1/19, 20,/88. Test Goals: evaluate upgraded limestone

(LS) feed system and effects of LS injection and new coal on slagging. M_ior

discoveries/results:

-LS feed system worked well and had desired effect on coal ash/slag, fluxing

the residual slag from the last test and producing copious amounts of liquid

slag in the combustor. However, the slag tap blocked early on due to slag

flooding and poor air/fuel ratio adjustment on the slag tap heater which

allowed the slag in the tap to cool too quickly. Slag tap heating properly

adjusted prior to next test. In addition, coal ash chemical analysis showed

that the new coal (PC #2 ) had almost the same T-250 as the old coal (PC #I)

and was therefore of no benefit in the effort to improve slagging.

-New PC eductor _esulted in flow oscillations of +__11%at I000 FPH.

-With first time LS injection reductions of 7 to 36% in S02 were measured at

the boiler outlet at Ca/S = 2 to 4. Subsequent analysis of the slag showed the

presence of significant amounts of sulfur only in the presence of CaO from the

LS. In addition, 98.5% of this retained sulfur was unreactive as per the EPA

Reactivity Test for sulfides, i.e. evolved sulfide < 48 mg/kg vs. limit of 500

mg/kg. Further, cyanide reactivity was found to be < O.5 mg/kg vs. limit of 250

mg/kg; this result was duplicated for slag samples from the eighth and ninth

tests.

-With staged combustion, NOx levels at the boiler outlet were reduced by 60%

from the unstaged, excess air (XSA) values. This corresponds to about 200 ppm,

normalized to 3% oxygen, or 75 ppm at gas turbine outlet conditions, namely 15%

oxygen.

-PC combustion efficiency was estimated to be = or < 95%.
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-Slag sample chemical analysis, available on a two week turn-around, showed evi-

dence of chemical interaction between the liner refractory material and the

slag even though the slag still retained the same glassy appearance as previous-

ly. Visual observations indicated minimal liner degradation.

Seventh Test: (PC-6); 2/3, 4/88. Test Goals: gauge effects of properly

adjusted slag tap burner (STB) on slag tap operation. Major discoveries/re-

sults:

-Due to presence of rocks in the PC delivered by the grinding company, the PC

flow splitter blocked and the PC screw feed motor coupling sheared when the

screw jammed, resulting in early termination of the test. It was later

determinc_ that this contamination may have been wilful.

Eighth Test: (PC-7); 2/16, 17/88. Test Goals: gauge effects of properly

adjusted slag heating (STB) on slag tap operation. Major discoveries/results:

-Properly adjusted STB plus continued use of LS to flux the coal ash/slag

resulted in good slag flow through the tap and into the slag quench tank

(SQT). After 7 hrs on coal the tap was still open at the end of the test. A

mass balance of combustor solids yielded a comh_tor s]a= reiection of 70 to

-PC flow averaged 800 PPH with an oscillation of +__5%.Post- test examination

showed two coal ports blocked. Probably not thoroughly cleaz_d after the

preceding test. This resulted in limited coal flow. All PC lines cleared

prior to the next test.

-PC combustion efficiency was estimated to be = or > 95%.

-With LS injection at Ca/S = 3 to 5, reductions in SO2 of 16 to 39% were

measured at the boiler outlet. Slag samples again showed significant amounts

of sulfur only if LS-CaO also present.

-Slag chemical analysis again gave evidence of chemical reaction between liner

and slag. Slag contaminated with liner materials was, during this test, highly
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porous in appearance and yielded sulfide reactivities about 30% higher than the

limit. Slag leach testing (EP Toxicity Test) for hexavalent chrome yielded <

0.01 mg/L (chrome standard : 5 rag/L)even with significant chrome in the slag.

Ninth Test: (PC-8); 2/24/88. Test Goals: attempt to duplicate good over-

all combustor performance at higher PC flows and with a richer first stage.
Major discoveries/results:

-There was good slag flow through the tap and into the SQT. The slag tap re-
mained open throughout the test.

-With all four coal ports open the average PC flow was 800 PPH with an oscil-

lation of +__17%. Oscillation was believed to be due to continued excessive

interaction between the pneumatic line and the coal feed hopper. Prior to the

next test the pneumatic line was further modified to try to further this inter-
action effect.

-_;ing to the very high oscillatiol_ in the coal flow, the first stage stoichio-
metry was not adjustable.

-Persistent over-temperature readings on one of the combustor thermocouples

(TC's) brought about early termination of the test. Post-test evaluation of the

combustor liner gave evidence of partial liner failure due to thermal and

chemical causes. Initial assumption was that the cause of liner failure was

refractory natux_ of the coal ash, requiring LS injection and high liner

temperatures to achieve sufficient fluidity for slagging. Solution was three-

fold: (i) request from PP&L a new coal (PC #3), having a less refractory ash;

(2) install a new liner material having thermal and chemical properties more

compatible with the coal types used or anticipated, (3) implement a new TC

arrangement to directly monitor liner temperatures. Post test liner materials

analysis by X ray diffraction and other tests_ as well as a liner stress

analysis showed that the liner failure was due to thermal stresses caused in

large part by poor fabrication of the liner assembly.

-Analysis of total suspended solids in the scrubber water indicated that the
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discharged levels of cadmium, copper, and selenium were well below the limits

prescribed by the Williamsport Sanitary Authority.

-Slag analysis showed presence of liner: resultant porous slag had sulfide

reactivity about 10% above the limit.

Tenth Test: (CC-I); 5/10, 11/88. Test Goals: thermally cure new combustor

refractory liner; develop thermal "calibration" data and a heat-up/cool-down

procedure for the new liner on light oil; evaluate suitability of new TC

arrangement for combustor operation control. Major discoveries/results:

-A "calibration" curve of wall heat flux vs. total fuel heat input (Qt) as well

as heat-up/cool-down procedures were developed.

-The new TC arrangement proved adequate for combustor control and yielded

reasonable values for liner temperatures.

Eleventh Test: (PC-9); 5/24, 25/88. Test Goals: evaluate new liner and

operating procedures on PC (PC #3). Major discoveries/results"

-PC combustion efficiency estimated = or < 95%. PC average flow 420 PPH with

oscillation = +__3%.

-Measured wall heat flux agreed with "calibration" c_rve.

-With no LS injection the measured SO2 was reduced by 39% between the boiler

outlet and the scrubber stack. With LS injection at Ca/S = 1 there was a 34%

reduction in SO2 at the boiler outlet; however, at the scrubber stack there was

no additional decrease in measured SO2.

-With LS injection there was good slag flow through the tap and into the SQ.T;

however, plugging of the tap seemed imminent near the end of the test.

Analysis of the coal ash composition yielded T-250"s = 2725 F (oxidizing) and

2450 F (reducing), which are only slightly better than the previous coals.

Prior to the next test a refractory extension to the slag tap chamber was

installed to try to forestall slag hang-up or attachment in that area of the

slag drop-out chute.
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Twelfth Tes_" (PC-10); 6/7, 8/88. Test Goals" attempt to duplicate good

results of previous test, evaluate performance of refractory slag tap chamber

extension, and clarify S02 capture results. Major discoveries-results:

-Test was terminated early due to slag tap blockage. Post-test inspection

showed that the blockage started in the recently installed refractory

extension. This extension was removed prior to the next test.

-PC flow was 385 PPH +__12%. Besides pneumatic line suction effects it appeared

that the PC was hanging up in the screw feed hopper such that the operation of

the high level switch, which controls rotary valve feed to the hopper, was

being interfered with. To try to deal with this, a vibrator was installed on

the hopper before the next test. In addition the pneumatic system was

reconfigured to prevent fugitive coal dust emissions to atmosphere.

Thirteenth Test: (PC-II); 6/29/88. Test Goals: evaluate effects of hopper

vibrator and fugitive dust collector on PC feed. Major discoveries/results:

-PC feed averaged 800 PPH +__8%.This is worse than the +__3%obtained in the

tenth test. Evaluation of hopper-fill rotary valve operation during the test

indicated that the vibrator was not adequately d_slodging PC accumulated on the

hopper walls such that the PC hopper bed height fluctuated over a wide range.

After discussions with the vibrator manufacturer it is planned to install a

second vibrator to attempt to minimize wall hang-up. In addition, analysis of

all available coal flow data suggested that the fugitive coal dust collector

offered too much flow resistance for the pneumatic line to operate properly.

Modifications to the dust collector were made to overcome this problem.

-PC combustion efficiency estimated near 100%.

-No reduction in _sured S02 at the boiler outlet occurred with LS injection

at Ca/S = 0.5 to 2.5, but first stage inverse equivalence ratio was not

optimized for this test. However, there was a 46% reduction in measured SO2
between the boiler outlet and the scrubber stack.
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Fourteenth Test: PC 12; 8/18/88. Test Goals: evaluate effects of a added

heat input to slag tap on tap operation; evaluate effects of a new coal (PP&L

PC,#4: HHV : 12,590 Btu/ib; Moisture = 2.65 %; Volatile Matter = 34.3 %; Carbon

= 68.0 %; Ash = 13.0 %; Sulfur = 2.48 %) on coal combustion and slagging

properties; evaluate effects o± second feed hopper vibrator as well as

additional pneumatic line modifications on coal flow stability. Major

discoveries/results:

- With about two hours on coal the average flow was 1027 PPH + 3 %: the flow

variability being reduced considerably.

- Coal combustion efficiency 94 to 99 % based on stack gas and particulate

analysis.

- At Ca/S = 1.0 to 1.4 the measured reduction of SO2 in the boiler outlet was

30 to 35 % with a near stoichiometric first stage; similar to the results of

Test Nine, the scrubber had no effect on measured SO2 when sorbent was injected
into the combustor.

- Slag samples showed the presence of extraneous refractory material. S_ce

there were up to four potential sources for material having the observed

general composition, the origin was not clear although it did not appear t_ be

from the liner or slag tap. By inference, it was thought that the source was

the refractory cement used to fabricate the slag dam in the exit nozzle throat

or possibly exit nozzle material; if so, gradual loss of the dam was no cause

for concern as it was being replenished by slag.

- Test was stopped when slag tap blocked. Prior to the next test, the slag tap

was modified to provide access ports for a mechanical breaker to be used if the

slag tap became blocked.

In addition, the bare metal section of the slag tap was coated with refractory

since this area had been identified as a source of slag freezing, leading to

eventual blockage.
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Fifteenth Test: (PC-13); 9/1, 2/88. Test Goals: aim at trouble-free slag

tap operation or, in the event of slag tap blockage, evaluate the use of a

mechanical breaker for reopening the tap. Major discoveries/results"

- After only about a half-hour on coal the test had to be terminated when hot

combustion gases broke out into the room through the slag chute flange. This

occurred because the flange gasket was improperly installed.

- Slag samples, which were residual from Test Twelve, again showed "extra" high-

non-coal slag refractory material plus some iron oxide. This refractory was

again thought to be from the slag dam while the iron was attributed to the

chute which had become red-hot at one point during the preceding test when slag

collected on a metal section of the slag tap section.

Sixteenth Test: (PC-14); 9/22/88. Test Goals: aim at trouble-free slag

tap operation or, in the event of slag tap blockage, evaluate the use of the

mechanical breaker for reopening the tap. Major discoveries/results:

- Coal flow over two hours averaged 1220 PPH ± 1.5 %, i.e. there was almost no

flow fluctuation.

- Test ended with slag tap still open.

- Measured combustor slag rejection was 70 to 80 %.

- At Ca/S - 0.7 to 1.8, the measured reduction in SO2 in the boiler outlet was
14 to 20 % with the first stage near stoichiometric.

-Test ended when hot combustion gases vented into the room through small open-

ings in the boiler access door while a fairly wide section of the front boiler-

plate surrounding the exit nozzle became red-hot. Detailed thermomechanical

and heat transfer analysis has led to the conclusion that failure was mainly

due to poor insulating and thermal resistance properties of original refracto-

ries installed in the boiler which were not removed when the combustor was

retrofitted to the boiler. In retrospect, evidence of the onset of this pro-

blem occurred at the end of Test Eleven when hot combustion gases vented into
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the room through the gap between the exit nozzle flange and the front boiler-

plate. This development was originally, as it turned out, erroneously attri-

buted to leakage originating from the Tertiary Air ports. The solution at that

time was to make the ports and the flange/boilerplate inter_ace gas-tight by

welding the gaps shut. This actually aggravated the problem by eliminating

that gas relief point, and led to the refractory breakdown in the boiler front

wall.

-New materials and installation design were implemented following a detailed

two dimensional heat transfer analysis of the combustor exit nozzle-boiler

interface.

_eventeenth Test : CC-2; 11/3/88. Test Goals: on light oil only, cur_ new

refractories used to repair the exit nozzle/boiler front wall and obtain their

thermal characteristics via embedded TC's for future diagnostic monitoring.

Major discoveries/results:

- With about 6 to 8 MMBtu/hr light oil input, the exit nozzle was brought up to

around I000 to 1200 F at the prescribed rate. Liner thermal performance was

the same as in the original calibration test, CC- i, of 5/I0,ii/88.

Eighteenth Test: (PC-15); 11/8,9/88. Test Goals: evaluate operation of a

newly installed hot gas bypass line to establish fuel rich conditions in the

combustor, and collect time resolved data/samples for slag, scrubber water, and

boiler outlet plus f_n stack gases. In addition, evaluate the utility of new

and very novel mechanical slag breaker equipment installed in the slag chute

for clearing away slag blockages in the tap. Major discoveries/results:

- The hot gas bypass line was too small and did not allow enough air bleed to

desired fuel conditions in the combustor. It was decided to install a larger

line prior to the next test.

- The unit was operated at 5 to I0 MMBtu/hr at first stage theoretical air

fractions of i.I to 2.0, consuming about 1.2 tons of PC. Overall combustion

efficiency exceeded 98%.
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- The measured combustor sla_ rejection was > 70%. Slag was perceived as too

viscous, resulting in periodic tap blockages. Mechanical means were only

partially effective in removing slag blockages. The slag viscosity was subse-

quently attributed as the cause of this blockage.

- The temperature response time of the newly installed boiler refractory wall

(part of the exit nozzle/boiler refractory rebuild), with regard to gross

changes in thermal conditions, was ,easured. It was determined that an

additional modifications to the wall thermal profile was indicated, and this

was implemented prior to the next *.est. Without this change, continuous long

duration operation would have been more complicated.

- At Ca/S = 0.5 to 3.0, the measur¢_J reduction in SO2 in the boiler outlet was

0 to 18 %. However, with and without limestone (LS) injection the scrubber

removed from around i0 to 35 % of the SO2; the details of this interaction are

not yet clear.

Nineteenth Test: (PC-16); 12/13,14/88. Test Goals: evaluate new hot gas

bypass line for establishing desired combustor conditions and collect data as

noted for test PC-15. Evaluate combustor-boiler interface thermal profile with

new modification. Evaluate general perfo_nce of ne_7slag chute features for

keeping the tap open. Perform a consecutive, two-day test on PC with the first

day at fuel-lean conditions, and the second day at fuel-rich combustor condi-

tions. Major discoveries/results:

- The modified combustor-boiler interface maintained %his region at the desired

temperatures.

- Evaluation of the new bypass line to establish desired combustor conditions

on the second test day was not attempted due to the unscheduled termination of

the test due to development of a cherry red glow at the top of the new slag

chute. This was caused by accumulated partially frozen slag. The test ended

with the slag tap still open.
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- As in test PC-15, attempts to clear away large slag formations (which eventu-

ally formed even with the combustor liner at or above the slag fluidizin_ tempe-

rature) in the slag tap section by use of mechanical _eans were partially

successful in that only small holes could be made in the hot slag. However,

with technical input from the DOE pro3ect officer, who was on site durin_ the

second day, it was agreed that the new thermal input designed to keep the slag.

tap open was accomplishing its design function. However, it was not possible

to properly test it due to a lack of sufficient water pressure at the slag

chute. Prior to the next test a booster water pump was installed to overcome

this deficiency.

- During the two day period, the combustor was fired at i0 to 15 MMBtu/hr at

first stage theoretical air fractions of I.0 to i.4. About I.7 tons of PC were

consumed during this run. Overall combustion efficiency exceeded 95 %.

- At Ca/S = I.0 to 2.4, the measured reduction in SO2 in the boiler outlet was

0 to 31%. However, with LS in3ection the SO2 removal in the fan stack was

around 30 %; the details of this interaction are not yet fully understood.

Twentieth Test: (PC-17); I/i0,ii/89. Test Goals:(1) operate combustor at

target fuel rich condition (viz. inverse equivalence ratio or theoretical

combustion air fraction = 0.7) by manipulation of swirl air to the combustor.

A modification to allow this manipulation was installed prior to Test PC-16.

This was the Ist test in which this flow arrangement was used to evaluate fuel

rich effects on environmental control; (2) evaluate operation of new slag tap

cooling circuit; and (3) evaluate slag tap heating as an aid to keeping the tap

open. Major discoveries/results:

-The combined control of swirl air inlet positioning and gas bypass flow

allowed reduction of first stage combustion air to the required value. How-

ever, an air fraction of 0.85 was found to be a practical minimum owing to very

poor overall combustion efficiency at lower stoichiometries. The poor combus-

tion efficiency at lower stoichiometries was attributed to poor fuel/air mixing

at reduced firing rates, which results in relatively low total mass flow/veloci-

ty momentum at these operating conditions. This conclusion is suggested by the

low swirl air pressure levels. Previous successful operation at lower stoichio-
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_tries was likely due to better mixing at high thermal heat inputs to the

combustor where higher combustion swirl air injection velocities were obtained.

Thus, a thermal input threshold appears to exist for good combustion perfor-

mance at reduced loads and fuel rich conditions. Another factor that could

influence the poor combustion is the low temperature in the furnace region of

the boiler which would impede final fuel burnup.

- At Ca/S - 0.8 to 1.9, the measured reductions in SO2 at the boiler outlet

were ii to 15 %. In line with previously reported results, the scrubber

further reduced the measured SO2 to provide overall reductions of 17 (without

sorbent injection) to 38 % with sorbent injection. Calculations suggest t_mt

scrubber sulfur removal capacity is controlled by an equilibrium phenomenon,

probably involving the solubility of sulfur-containing species.

- Owing to the difficulties in trying to establish fuel rich operation, no

reliable slag rejection data were obtained. However, chemical analysis showed

about 5 % of the total sulfur present in the slag for fuel rich operation and

only 0.6 % for excess air conditions. These samples showed essentially the

same level of sorbent. This result is encouraging in terms of qualitative

validation of the Coal Tech's sulfur capture concept.

- _he slag tap heating system worked well, except as rioted below. Owing to

upsets associated with efforts to establish fuel rich conditions, it was not

possible to gauge effects of this new method of heating on tap performance:

however, at the end of the test the bottom of the slag chamber was only lightly
covered with easily removable slag.

- Inadequate cooling of the slag tap was noted when the discharge water became

hot and occasionally steamed. It was decided that prior to the next test the

water flow rate would be further increased.

Twenty-first Test: (PC-18); 1/23,24/89. Test Goals: attempt to operate

combustor at target fuel rich condition with good combustion performance by

raising swirl air pressure (velocity) to the combustor. Test another sulfur

sorbent and its effect on SO2 capture. Major discoveries/results:
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- The unit was _perated at about ii MMBtu/hr. However, owing to an error in

the cooling/combustion air flow reading, the first stage theoretical air

fraction was inadvertently set to 1.2 to 1.3, instead of 0.7.

- Based on scrubber solids carry-over, the calculated combustor/boiler slag

retention was near 70 %.

- With limestone (LS) injection at Ca/S - 1.7, the measured reduction in SO2 in

the boiler outlet was I0 to 14 %. With the other sorbent at an equivalent

level of Ca/S = 0.5, the corresponding reduction was around 16 %. Based on the

relative calcium utilization for the sorbents the latter material was 3 to '4

times more effective than the LS in removing SO2 . This result is believed to

be due to chemical differences in the two sorbents and/or a difference in size

distri_tions. For either sorbent injection, the scrubber further reduced the

measured SO2 o yield an overall reduction of about 30 %.

-The higher water flow rate to the slag tap solved the overheating problem

experienced during the last t_st.

- On 2/2/89 two new operational procedures were developed:

i. A hand held torch was successfully bench tested for melting large pieces of

slag. It was planned to use this torch to melt slag tap blockages via inser-

tion into one of the slag chute ports.

2. Steady state fuel rates and air flows plus combustor thermal conditions

were determined to allow overnight come,stor firing on NG, thereby savirg

several hours heatup the next day. To accomplish overnight firing required

some piping modifications to the air system. In addition, safety interlocks

were identified and upgraded where necessary to allow unattended operation.

This system was in place for the multi-day test (PC-20).

Twenty-second Test: (PC-19); 2/13/89. Test Goals: re-attempt to operate

fuel rich as per Test PC-18. Evaluate operation of a recently purchased and

installed slag conveying system. Confirm apparently higher sulfur capture with

the new sorbent vs. LS. Major discoveries/results:

- Efforts to adjust combustion air velocity/pressure to obtain good combustion
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performance at reduced loads and theoretical air fraction = 0.7 resulted in

poor second stage burnout as well as several flameouts. For this reason the

test wetsconducted at near stoichiometric or excess air conditions. The inabi-

lity tc,operate at the target stoichiometry, even with increased swirl air

velocity, essentially duplicated Test PC-17 results, reported above, and

strongly suggests that higher fuel heat inputs are needed to operate at the

lower stoichiometries.

- The slag conveyor worked well durirg this test.

- Slag and scrubber discharge chemical analysis data have not been suffici-

ently evaluated for inclusion and discussion at this t_. This information

will be presented in a later report if results are new or inconsistent with

historical trends.

- At LS Ca/S = I.5 to 2.0, the measured reduction in SO2 in the boiler outlet

was Ii %. With the other sorbent at an equivalent Ca/S = I.i, the correspond-

ing reduction was 22 %. This result is in agreement with that obtained in Test

PC-18 and confirms that the new sorbent performed significantly better than LS

as a sulfur "getter" for the operating conditions employed in the present

combustor /boiler system. With the new sorbent, the overall SO2 removal, in
the scrubber fan stack, was around 49 %.

- As in the preceding test, the slag tap blocked toward or during the end of

the test but the slag in the chamber was easily removed after the test was

complete.

Twenty-th_d_: The ist Continuous 4_: (PC-20) ; 3/6,7,8,9/89.

Test Goals: major objective is to demonstrate continuous combustor operation

over a multi-day period. The emphasis for this test was placed on experimental

observables related to operation rather than on parametric studies. The

combustor was operated near stoichiometric conditions and the unit was placed

on aytomatic overnight operation on gas fuel to minimize the next day's heat-up

tLv_ to reach coal operating temperatures. Major discoveries/results:
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Day_/: The combustor startup at 8 AM. During the day a level of about 12

MMBtu/hr was reached. In the evening, the combustor was shifted to gas fuel and

placed on automatic control for the night. At II PM, the unit shutdown for an

undetermined reason. Although the shutdown was not planned, it did confirm the

reliability of the newly installed unattended automatic shutdown procedure and

equipment. The combustor was restarted at 6 AZ the following day.

- Although the slag conveyor had worked successfully in previous tests, con-

tinued operation dur_,_ this test revealed design flaws which eventually caused

the conveying belt to finally jam. Necessary modifications were discussed with

the vendor and the unit was been taken out and repaired.

- The various slag tap and chute features designed to prevent slag tap blockage

appeared to delay but not prevent blockage, which eventually occured after

about two hours. However, these features did restrict the blockage formation

to a region of the slag chute where it was more accessible and/or more easily

removed than before these features were _ntroduced.

- As had been determined from earlier testing, mechanical slag breakers can be

partially or fully successful in keeping the tap open. However, the present

test showed that it is essential to design a breaker capable of clearing the

tap while the combustor is at normal thermal input power. The mechanical brea-

kers used in the present test did not have this feature, and it was necessary

to lower the combustor thermal input to operate them. This caused a major

buildup of slag deposits at various locations in the combustor. In fact, on

the 4th day of the test, the slag buildup in one region of the combustor

reached the point where shutdown was necessary to eliminate unstable combustor

operation. To correct this problem, design and fabrication of a slag breaker

capable of operating in a hot gas environment began, in time for testing in May

1989.

_: Combustor heat input reached 9 MMBtu/hr on coal.

- Overnight heating of the combustor, even at low levels, revealed that the

refractory insulated boiler wall, unlike the air cooled combustor, runs near-

adiabatic, retaining much of its thermal storage. This resulted in initiation
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of slag formation in the.exit nozzle, probably in addition to combustor wall

slagging. While this had been observed in the one day tests, the effect was

_re pronounced in the present test.

- The combustor wall temperature dropped significantly during the test at

steady state operation. This had been observed in earlier tests and was

attributed to slag buildup on the combustor wall. This effect appeared to be

localized, with other regions of the combustor remaining at normal temperature.

- The slag tap blocked at end of the test but was easily cleared upon cooldown.

The combust_r remained on gas fuel all night, with no automatic shutdowns.

Day 3: Combustor operated at about 12 MMBtu/hr with coal.

- Owing to operational problems, noted above, the slag conveyor was removed at

the beginning of the test day. Screen mesh buckets were used instead to

collect slag.

- After about two hours the tap became blocked. Efforts to mechanically clear

the tap of hot slag were only partially successful. After the slag was allowed

to cool by discontinuing firing, the tap was cleared with some difficulty. The

unit was then restarted and coal operation continued.

- As the consecutive-day test proceeded, slag initiation s6emed to occur prefer-

entially in the nozzle rather than in the combustor, such that at the end of

the "l_stthe exit nozzle was partially blocked with slag. This phenomenon

could be detrimental to the Phase III test goal of multi-day firing if not

corrected. Post-test inspection revealed large ash, not slag, deposits inside

the combustor. This observation, in itself, suggests that the combustor walls

were running too cold, possibly as a result of the above difficulty encountered

with the wall temperature _asurement. This may account for most of the exit

nozzle slagging and therefore might also provide a remedy, namely, operation

with a hotter combustor wall. Refurbishment of the wall temperature control

was performed prior to the next test.

D_A_4: Again the combustor remained on line with gas fuel all night. The

combustor was then fired to about 13 MMBtu/hr on coal.
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- Owing to continued slag buildup in the exit nozzle, potentially leading to

excessively restricted combustion gas flow, the test was terminated in the

early afternoon of the 4th day. The combustor had been on-line for a total of

65 hours out of a total elapsed time of 80 hours.

- After shutting off the main burners, the slag tap was found to be almost half

open. The hand held torch was tested to see if it would improve the situation,

but the blockage was not in a location where the torch flame impinged and

therefore had ,,oeffect. However, it seemed that this approach would be

efficacious in opening the tap if it were more fully blocked.

- Based on the weight of solids collected from the slag quench tank during the

test, the material retrieved from the combustor and boiler floor after the

test, and the measured discharge rate of scrubber solids, the cumulative

combustor/boiler solids retention was calculated to be near 80 %.

-Preliminary evaluation of the chemical composition of ash samples obtained

from inside the combustor after the test showed up to 25 % of the total sulfur

present in the ash along with hi_, CaO levels. Previous highs, obtained from

rejected slags, were only about 5 %. This amount of sulfur retention w_s the

hlmhp.at in the Dro_iect to that Hate. and it appeared to confirm the Coal Tech

ooneeDt of "in situ" sulfur caDt_re by inleeted sorbent: the reauisite corolla-

rv being_ rapid rejection and removal with the slag to prevent desulfurixation.

_%m_ntv-fourth Test: (PC-21) ; 5/16,17/89. The test goals were:

-To evaluate the effectiveness of a mechanical slag breake_ in keeping the slag

tap open.

-To operate combustor at target fuel rich condition, namely inverse equivalence

ratio or theoretical combustion air fraction = 0.7.

-To observe the effect of a reconfigured tertiary air piping designed to en-

hance the mixing of second stage air and first stage combustion gas

-To operate the recently refurbished slag conveyor.

-To evaluated and a check the sorbent screw feed calibration.
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Major discoveries/results:

- With oil firing the slag breaker was tested and a hot spot develo_2d. Modifi-

cation of the operating procedure on the second day solved this problem.

-After a short interval on coal, the rotary coal feed valve jammed. Inspection

indicated the presence of pieces of .metal in the PC. Several efforts were made

•to clear the valve and dump some of the coal. This would have solved the

problem if the tramp metal was localized in the lower portion of the storage

bin. Unfortunately, the valve repeatedly jammed, thus aborting the first day's
test.

- On the second day a screen was inserted above the rotary valve but without

vibration the sieved PC flow was too low to conduct useful tests. Later

discussions with the pulverization company could not clearly identify the

source of the tramp material. All contaminated coal was removed from the bin

prior to the next test.

- No environmental data were obtained owing to the coal feed problems; however,

visual observation of second stage combustion indicated improved operation

during staged combustion on oil.

- The flow calibration check of the sorbent screw feed showed that limestone

flows were actually somewhat higher than previously thought while flows of the

second sorbent agreed with the previous values.

- The control thermocouples which were upgraded after the last test operated

well and indicated there was some slag deposit buildup on the combustor walls

due to the erratic coal operation.

Twentv-f_fth Test: (PC-22); 6/19,20/89. The test goals were:

-To evaluate effectiveness of the new mechanical slag breaker in keeping the

slag tap open.

-To operate combustor at target fuel rich condition, namely inverse equivalence

ratio or theoretical combustion air fraction = 0.7.

-To observe effects of the reconfigured tertiary air pi.ping in providirg
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enhanced mixing of second stage air and first stage combustion gas.

- To continue operation of the recently refurbished slag conveyor.

Major discoveries/results"

- The unit was operated at about 12 to 13 MMBtu/hr, averaging around 870 PPH PC

and consuming about i.4 tons of coal. The first stage inverse equivalence

ratio was 0.89 to 1.26 with overall combustion efficiencies near I00 %. The

second stage burnout was visually improved. Obtaining a lower theoretical air

fraction at the above firing rates was found to be difficult owing to the

dynamic interaction of the several cooling/combustion air streams. At higher

firing rates operation at target combustor air level should be more easily

achieved.

- Test resulted in high slag rejection into the tap and slag quench tank

(SQT). The onset of slag tap blockage was noted several times. However, the

slag breaker proved to be effective in knocking out slag blocking the tap

without imposing a down-time penalty, i.e. without requiring banking or

turning-down the combustor. This result essentially removed a major barrier to

long duration testing.

- With limestone (LS) injection at Ca/S = 1.25, the measured reduction in SO2
in the boiler outlet was 16 to 30 %. At the scrubber stack the measured

reduction in SO2 was 33 to 47 %.

- NOx levels agreed with historical values.

- The peak wall heat flux levels corresponded to the highest measured fluxes,

obtained in Test PC-18 of 1/23,24/89. Data from both tests show that calcu-

lated liner wall temperatures were higher than in most tests.

-Presumably the slag layer was thin in these tests. Operationally this may be

the desired running condition. However, liner degradation could be a concern

at this operating condition. Evaluation of slag chemical composition is a key

parameter in clarifying this matter. In addition, combustion air swirl pres-

sure had a significant impact on heat flux for comparable thermal input. This

phenomenon had been noted in previous tests.
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- The slag conveyor jammed when a large piece of slag dropped on it after being

dislodged by the slag breaker. The conveyor was removed from the SQT with some

difficulty. On inspection small pieces of slag were found to have accumulated

near the bottom of the conveyor. They were jamming the guides. Further

design modifications were implemented before the next test to allow movement of

the conveyor in the SQT.

Twenty-sixth Test: The 2nd Continuo,_s 4 Day Test (PC-23) 7/30/90 to 8/3/90

This 4 day, 92 hour duration test took place between 7/30/89 and

8/3/89. Combustion occurred for 87 hours. 50 hours were unattended overnight

operation with natural gas, 21 hours were on heatup and cooldown with oil. 16

hours were on coal firing. 8 tons of coal were consumed. Coal firing occurred

at a steady 14 million Btu/ht during the entire test period. The first 3 days

of coal firing were under fuel lean conditions. The 4th day was under fuel

rich conditions to optimize sulfur capture in the combustor. All the test

objectives were met. The total operating time of the combustor approached 600

hours by the end of this test.

Test Description: The test consisted of four days of round-the-clock

operation, beginning on Sunday evening and ending on Thursday evening, using

the following schedule-

On Sunday evening, the combustor was fired with natural gas at a low ther-

mal input for pre-heating the combustor and boiler. The combustor was placed

on automatic, unattended operation until the following .morning. At that time,

gas/oil thermal input was increased until the combustor reaches normal operat-

ing temperatures. The fuel was then changed from oil to pulverized coal fir-

ing. Coal firing was maintained at a constant thermal inpu.tlevel for periods

ranging up to about 8 hours. The fuel was then switched to oil, and the combus-

tor was cooled to a thermal input level at which unattended overnight operation

on natural gas can be maintained. This _,rocedurewas repeated on all four

days. However, in the first 3 days, the emphasis was on durability testing

under optimum combustion efficiency. Therefore, the combustor operated at fuel

lean conditions. On the 4th day the emphasis was on sulfur reduction in the

combustor, and the combustor operates under very fuel rich conditions. In this

case, the combustion efficiency was somewhat lower.
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-DAY i: Combustion began with natural gas at 9PM Sunday, the 30th. The

combustor operated on automatic unattended control all night. Beginning at 7:30

AM Monday morning the thermal input to the combustor was increased by adding.

oil fuel. At noon, the thermal input was about 14 MMBtu/hr. The combustor

stoichiometry was fuel lean. At noon, rapid conversion to coal firing began.

The combustor remained at this thermal input level, which corresponds to

approximately 1/2 ton/hour of coal flow until 4 PM,,when a flameout occurred.

The cause of the flameout was not determined, and the combustor was restarted.

It was noted that thermocouples located in the front wall of the boiler in

the region of the exit nozzle were recording higher temperatures than had been

previously encountered. Also, visual inspection of the front refractory wall

of the boiler in the region of the exit nozzle during the flameout period

revealed an apparent loss of refractory. Also noted was the formation of a

slag dam across the bottom of the nozzle, at its exit to the boiler. It was,

therefore, decided to immediately shift to oil firing. The thermal input to

the combustor was gradually lowered to a level suitable for unattended

overnight operation. This was accomplished and the combustor remained on

natural gas fuel until 7:30 AM, Tuesday.

-DAY 2: At 7:30 AM, the fuel was shutoff. A rod was inserted in the com-

bustor to dislodge the slag at the bottom of the exit nozzle. It broke off

readily and fell into the floor of the furnace. Inspection of the combustor

and the exit nozzle revealed no apparent damage. However, the erosion of refrac-

tory in the downstream end of the exit nozzle which had been observed visually

the day before was confirmed. The inside wall of the combustor was in excel-

lent shape, and the slag tap was open. Therefore, the combustor was restarted

by 8:30 AM, and the procedure of the previous day was repeated.

The only charges made were to substantially lower the swirl in the combus-

tor, as this may have caused the exit nozzle erosion. In addition, it was de-

cided to stop coal firing and begin cooldown when the temperature in the front

wall of the boiler' at the exit nozzle reached the same temperature as on Monday

evening. It was also decided to repeat the internal inspection of the combus-

tor and boiler and to break out any accumulated slag in the exit nozzle on

every subsequent morning of the four day test. Coal firing at the 14 MMBtu/hr
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level commenced at about IPM on Tuesday and continued until about 5 PM, when

the boiler front wall thermocouples reached the designated temperature. The

combustor was cooled down, and placed on unattended overnight operation until

7 :30AM on Wednesday.

-DAY 3: Visual inspection on Wednesday morning revealed no change from the

exit nozzle condition on the previous day, operations resumed by 8:30 AM, as

planned. About 1 hour latter, a thermocouple located at the bottom of the

combustor, near the slag tap overheated. When it was removed, a flame shot out

from the 1/4 inch diameter opening. The combustor was shut down. After a brief

consultation, it was recalled that in one test in early 1988, fugitive gases

from the slag tap had produced a similar occurrence. It may have been caused by

slag blockage. The thermocouple was replaced and the slag tap heating system

was restarted, and the temperature at that location again rose rapidly. The

slag tap heating system was shut down, and the main combustor was relighted.

This time, the temperature at this thermocouple remained within its normal

operating range.

It was decided to continue the test without the slag tap heating system

and to rely solely on the mechanical slag breaker for slag tap clearing. Accor-

dingly, the thermal input to the combustor was increased and the test conti-

nued. This second shutdown took 1 hour. The operating sequence of the previous

two days was repeated.

The combustor was switched back from a steady 14 MMBtu/hr coal firing

after nearly four hours, when the thermocouples in the boiler front wall

reached the pre-selected temperature. The combustor was then shifted to

unattended overnight operation .

S[_ARY RESULTS OF THE FIRST 3 DAYS:- The performance results of the first

three days of testing were essentially identical and repeatable.

-The thermal input was about 14 MMBtu/hr.

-Coal feed was very stable.

-Slag removal from the combustor was measured by weighina' the collected

slag passing through the tap at the end of each day's tests. The average hourly

rate of slag collection was within 10-20% in all 3 days.
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-The sla_ passing through the tap was also measured by collectir_ the sla_

lifted out by the slag conveyor in a random i0 minute period. This measurement

excluded the slag freed by the mechanical sla_ breaker. The results a_reed

within 10% on the ist two days, when the slag heating system was in operation.

On the third and 4th day, the results also agreed with each other within i0%,

but the flow rate in the conveyor was 40% less. This _ant that more slag was

being removed by the mechanical breaker on the last two days, without the

heating system, than in the ist two days, with the heaters.

-Another important operating result was that pulverized coal was delivered

on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday by a tarter truck. It was loaded into the

on-site coal bin while the combustor was operating on coal. This delivery

procedure validated the operating plan for continuous coal firing.

SLAG REMOVAL FROM THE COMBUSTOR: Perhaps the _st important result of the

test was the excellent performance of the new mechanical slag tap breaker.

This device was designed and tested successfully in a two day period in June,

1989. Durirg the present 4 day test it was used re_]larly. The slag tap was

always open, and coal fuel input was constant. All prior mechanical slag tap

clearing procedures that we used required a major reduction in coal fuel

input. This prevented continuous operation at a constant fuel input. Sla_ tap

blockage has been the primary factor in limiting extended continuous combustor

operation.

-DAY 4:- The 4th day of the test was devoted to sulfur control with fuel

rich combustor operation. After verifying on the morning of the 4th day,

Thursday, that the combustor internals were unchanged, the daily heatup se-

quence began. However, on this day the combustor was operated fuel rich. Af-

ter about two hours of steady coal fuel input at 14 MMBtu/hr, a flameout oc-

curred. Visual inspection from the rear of the boiler revealed a pile of char/

slag on the upstream floor of the combustor. On immediate restart of the com-

bustor, it was visually observed that the pile disappeared in a matter of mi-

nutes at a low thermal input. This suggested that the pile was unburnt char,

and that the combostor had been too fuel rich or that proper operating condi-

tions had not been established for complete char gasification in the combustor.
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There was insufficient time to optimize fuel rich combustion in the

combustor, lt was, therefore, decided to continue operation of the fuel rich

test with a mixture of coal and oil in the ratio of about 4 to i. Oil provides

a high preheat, and combustion optimization is not as critical. The balance of

the 4th day test was performed at two different limestone injection Hmss flow

rates. A quick readir_ of the SO2 stack gas gauge indicated that major

reductions in SO2 emissions were taking,place.

EXIT NOZZLE OF THE COMBUSTOR:- The front wall of the boiler had been

reb_ilt in October 1988. Subsequent tests revealed that a modest additional

amount of cooling was required to allow round the clock operation on coal and

at full thermal in.it to the comhlstor. However, for the cycling operation

planned for this project, the coolin_ design was adequate.

The four day test _i March 1989, revealed that the new refractory material

used in the inner front wall of the boiler was not suitable for extended operat-

ing periods. On the other hand, the inner wall material in the exit nozzle

performed satisfactorily since its installation in early 1987 until the end of

the Clean Coal tests in May 1990. (By May 1990 it had accumulated nearly 900

hours of total operating time.] A decision was _mde after the first 4 day test

in March 1989 to use the high quality material in the downstream end of the

exit nozzle, i.e. the boiler front wall, if further testing revealed that the

present material was eroding rapidly. However, as no extensive materials loss

had occurred it was decided to continue testing with the existing refractory

and order thr high quality refractory for possible future use.

Twenty-seventh Test: The 3td Continuous 4 Day Test:(PC24), 9/24 to 9/28/89

S[_MMARY: The third of the planned 4 day long duration tests took place

between 9/24/89 and 9/28/89. Combustion occurred for 90 hours. 45 hours were

unattended overnight operation with gas. 29 hours on heatup and cooldown with

oil. 16 hours were on coal firing, in equal increments of 4 hours per day. 6

tons of coal were consLm_d. Coal firing occurred at a steady 12 million Btu/%r

during the Ist day, 13 MMBtu/hr on the 2nd day, and 16 to 17 MMBtu/hr on the

3td and 4th days. The latter level is the capacity of the scrubber fan at

current operating conditions. Daily coal fuel shutdown were as per schedule.

All 4 days of coal firir_ were at fuel rich conditions, at stoichioH_tric

ratios of 0.7 to 0.85. Coal combustion efficiencies were _ood on all 4 days.
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During the Ist 3 days, the same coal as £n the August tests was used. It had a

nominal 2.5% sulfur, and 30% volatile matter, VM. On the 4th day, a low 20% VM,

high melting point ash, coal was used. Again combustion was excellent despite

relatively high coal feed fluctuations caused by excessive residual moisture in

the coal. The high moisture level was caused by the pulverization supplier,

and it will not recur. The latter coal had been used at the beginning of the

present Clean Coal project in 1988. At that time combustion efficiency was

poor even at fuel lean conditions. The present high combustion efficiency with

this coal is a measure of the progress that has been made upgrading the combus-

tor performance. Sulfur capture was lower than in the prior tests. This was

attributed to the use of a different auxiliary fuel input configuration which

probably caused "deadburning" of the sorbent. There was only one flameout in

the entire 4 day period, and it was caused by high fuel feed fluctuations. The

total operating time of the combustor approached 700 hours. The operation of

the entire combustor-boiler system was excellent.

Post test inspection of the combustor-boiler internals revealed no ceramic

material loss in the combustor or exit nozzle. There was no slag dam, nor any

slag flow from the exit nozzle into the boiler. Both these phenomena had been

observed in earlier tests. There was a dry ash deposit on the floor of the

furnac_ region of the boiler. This deposit may have been caused by either the

operating conditions, or more likely by the high feed fluctuations on the 4th

test day.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST: The only difference between this and the previous

4 day test was that fuel rich operation was used on all four days. As the

reductions in sulfur and nitrogen oxides emissions are optimum under fuel rich '

operating conditions, operation at fuel rich conditions is clearly preferred.

Prior to the present test, some of the refractory in the front wall of the

boiler which joins the combustor exit nozzle was replaced with the sa_e

material because the new refractory had not arrived. In addition, the

refractory in the slag tap, which had been damaged by mechanical slag tap

clearing operations, was _placed. Finally, several patches on refractory

mortar were placed on one section of the combustor liner, which had thinned out

after the prior runs dating back to the Spring of 1988. This was done only as
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a precaution, as it has been found that slag can rebuilt the liner thic_._ess.

The test procedure was the same as the previous 4 day test so that on ly

changes will be noted for the balance of this Appendix.

-DAY i: Due to the late arrival of one of the test persons, coal firing

did not begin until early afternoon. The combustor stoichiometry was initially

fuel lean. After noon, conversion to fuel rich operation wi_h oil/gas was

implemented. As this is a manual process it is very tJ_ consuming. At about

1:30 PM coal firing began. Due to the very fuel rich operating conditions,

auxiliary oi]./gas fuel was maintained at about Z9% of total thermal input. The

combustor remained at this thermal input level, which corresponds to approxi-

mately 1/3 ton/hour of coal flow until 6 PM. At that time conversion to only

oil/gas was implemented and the thermal input was reduced to the level required

for automatic overnight operation.

The test was performed at limestone injection levels which produced a

higher slag viscosity than in previous tests. This required more frequent

operation of the slag tap breaker. Nevertheless, it was possible to keep the

slag tap open throughout the test. On several occasions the mechanical breaker

became stuck in the tap, which required extra effort to free it. On one

occasion the breaker was stuck for at least 5 minutes and as a precaution

against its melting, the coal feed was shut off. However, the breaker was soon

cleared and operation resumed. It was concluded that the problems with the

breaker were caused by the low slag flow rate and the high slag viscosity. It

was therefore decided to increase the coal feed on the second day, and to

slightly reduce the slag viscosity. No other problems were encountered.

Unlike all previous tests, no ash or slag deposits were formed in the exit

nozzle, and there was no slag flow into the boiler.

-DAY 2: The only changes made were to increase the fuel input to 13-14

MMBtu/hr. Coal firing at the 14 MMBtu/hr level was scheduled to commence at

about IIAM on Tuesday. However, the damper on the outlet of the stack remained

stuck in the open position. After fruitless attempts to repair the electric

operator, a technician climbed up the stack and freed the damper mechanically.
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Slag tap clearir_ operations were implemented without any difficulty. On

the second day, a different auxiliary fuel firing configuration was used in an

attempt to improve the very fuel rich combustion efficiency. The improvement,

if any, was not significant. No ash or slag deposits were observed in the exit

nozzle, and no slag flowed into the furnace. However, as anticipated some loss

of the new refractory in the front furnace wall was observed.

Halfway during the test, the limestone was replaced with another sorbent.

The latter sorbent had produced better results in reducing sulfur levels in

prior tests in the Spring of 1989. However, it was soon determined that the

slag viscosity was increasing to unacceptably high levels. Also, no visible

improvement in sulfur capture was observed. Therefore, the sorbent was removed

from the limestone feed bin and the limestone was used again. During this shift-

over process a period of poor slag flow occurred.

-DAY 3" Coal firing resumed at fuel rich conditions with a thermal input

level was increased to 16 MMBtu/hr. On all 3 days, fuel feed was extremely

steady. Due to a late delivery of coal, 25% oil firing was maintained to

conserve the coal in the bin for a full day test.

-DAY 4"- After verifying on the morning of the 4th day, Thursday, that

the combustor internals were unchanged, the daily heatup sequence began at 8:30

Am, after a 1 hour shutdown. Coal firing resumed with the thermal input bet-

ween 16 and 17 MMBtu/hr. Unlike the previous three days, where the coal feed

was very steady, the new coal produced feed fluctuations of the order of 10% in

minute time periods. It was subsequently determined that the pulverization

vendor had reduced the coal drying because he wished to maintain the volatile

matter level in the coal. Despite the higher fluctuations, combustion efficien-

cy was still excellent. However, when we attempted to completely eliminate the

oil auxiliary fuel, a flameout occurred. This is attributed to the high fluc-

tuations. After the flameout, the combustor was immediately restarted and

operation at the previous condition, with 25% auxiliary fuel firing resumed.

The come,stor was shutdown a little after 7 PM. It had been on line for 90 of

the intervening 94 elapsed hours since Sunday night.
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On the 4th day, a modest level of ash/slag deposits were observed in the

exit nozzle. This was attributed to the high feed fluctuations. The balance

of this coal was used in subsequent tests, but the coal was dried to normal

operating levels. The results with this low VM coal was a measure of the

degree of progress that has been made in the project. In late 1987, the use of

this coal. resulted in very poor combustion even under fuel lean conditions.

The excellent combustion during this 4 day tests was the result of numerous

improvements in coal feed, coal and sorbent injection, air injection and

mixing, auxiliary fuel application, liner material, exit nozzle design,

tertiary air injection design, slag tap operation.

S[_ARY RESULTS OF THE 3rd 4 DAY TEST:- The performance of the combustor

on ali four days of testing was essentially identical and repeatable.

-The thermal input was maintained at a constant level each day, increasing

from 12 MMBtu/hr on the ist day to 16-17 MMBtu/hr on the 3rd & 4th days.

-Coal feed was very stable with no detectable fluctuation on the ist three

days, and with about 10% fluctuation on the 4th day. This was due to excessive

moisture in the coal supplied for the 4th day test.

-The slag tap remained open throughout the 4 day test. This was accom-

plished by using the mechanical slag breaker.

-The slag conveyor performed nearly flawlessly. It was necessary to

remove it only once from the tank during the 4 days to replace a bent bolt.

This is in sharp contrast to the experience in the previous 4 day test where

the conveyor had to be moved every time the mechJ_nical breaker was used.

-Slag removal from the combustor was measured by weighing the collected

slag passing through the tap at the end of each day's tests. The average hourly

rate of slag collection varied considerably during the test because the slag

viscosity was varied as different sorbent and coal types were used. As a

result there remained a considerable quantity of slag and ash on the walls of

the combustor.

S[_FITRREDUCTION RESULTS: In view of the fact that the entire test was

implemented under very fuel rich operating conditions, ranging from stoichiomet-

ric ratio of 0.7 to O.85, excellent sulfur reduction was anticipated. Instead,

it was found that the sulfur reduction was worse than had been observed in

earlier tests under similar operating conditions. In general, the sulfur reduc-
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tion was very small, from less than 10% to less than 20%, throughout the test.

Since auxiliary oil firing was used during the test, it is assumed that the

sorbent was "deadburned" by the oil. This was confirmed by several observa-

tions.

-One, the oil injectors were modified to improve the auxiliary heat perfor-

mance. This resulted in even lower sulfur reduction.

-Two, unlike in previous tests, the other sorbent did not improve the sulfur

reduction. Its use resulted in large ash deposits around the injection ports,

which provides further evidence that the sorbent was being "burned" by the oil.

P(_T TEST INSPECTION: An internal inspection of the boiler and combustor

was made after complete cooldown. After the present test, no material loss

was observed. Instead a thin slag layer coated the inside of the combustor

liner and exit nozzle.

Twenty-ei=hth Test: The 4th Continuous 4 Da_ (PC25), 2/11 to 2/15/90

A major objective of this test was to operate the combustor with very high

(4%) sulfur coal, under very fuel rich co_aditions.

Prior to the performance of this test, a series of five 24 hour duration

tests were performed on the combustor facility in November, December 1989, and

January 1990. These tests were performed as part of two projects sponsored by

the DOE and EPA on ash vitrification. In the course of performing these tests,

it was noted that the cyclone separation chamber in the stack particulate

scrubber had eroded. A new steel plate was welded to chamber at the eroded

section. During the ist test after this repair, steel scrap material was drawn

through the induced draft fan at the outlet of the scrubber vessel, and it

severely unbalanced the fan wheel. A new fan wheel and bearing assembly was

installed on the fan.

A second item of relevance from the ash tests to the present project

concerns sulfur capture irithe combustor-boiler hot gas flow train. As part of

the ash injection tests, it was necessary to inject limestone/lime sorbent into

the combustor and separately into the furnace region of the boiler. During one

of these sorbent injection tests, it was observed that the injection of the
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lime reduced the SO2 emission produced by the coal fuel by 81%. This compares

with 40-50% reduction in SO2 that was the best result observed in prior

combustor sorbent injector tests in the Clean Coal project. Accordingly,

sorbent injection tests in the furnace was included in the 4th four day test.

Several diagnostic tools were added in the ash injection tests, and they

were included in the test plan for this Clean Coal 4 day tests. These
diagnostics were:

-A water cooled probe had been placed at inlet to the convective tube

section of the boiler to collect particulates from which the products of

sorbent-flue gas reactions can be analyzed.

-A fiber glass filter connected in an approximately isokinetic mode was

used to sample particulates at the stack exhaust from the scrubber fan.

-The same stack sampling line was used to collect condensables and

particulates from the stack exhaust .i_water .

The test procedure was the same as in the prior tests, with

operations commencing on Sunday evening at about 7 PM, when the combustor was

fired with natural gas, and placed on automatic, unattended overnight opera-

tion. It was planned to operate at very high fuel rich conditions with a stoi-

chiometric ratio of about 0.7 to 0.75. In prior tests, operation at this fuel

rich condition resulted in significant rejection of unburnt coal char. In an

attempt to achieve better combustion in the combustor, it was decided to ope-

rate the combustor at higher thermal inputs than in prior fuel rich tests. Dur-

ing the first day the thermal input ranged from 13.3 to 15.4 MMBtu/hr, and the

SR ranged from .68-.81. Coal firing began shortly before noon and continued
for nearly 6 hours.

Analysis of a sample of the coal revealed a sulfur content of slightly

over 3%. This coal also had an extremely high iron content in the ash, i.e.

over 20%. As a result, it slagged reasonable well without the addition of a

sorbent. However, iron is very aggressive on the ceramic liner at the fuel

rich conditions used in the test. Therefore, the initial period of coal only

firing was limited to somewhat over I hour. This period was used for esta-

blishing a performance baseline. At the end of this time, lime was injected in

the furnace region of the boiler for about 15-30 minutes. This was followed by
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injection of lime and then limestone into the combustor. To achieve a higher

sorbent injection rate, one of the four coal injection ports was used in

addition to the sorbent injection ports, for sorbent injection.

In both cases, i.e. with and without the sorbent injection in the combus-

tor, excellent slag flow was obtained through the slag tap, with negligible

unburnt carbon . This indicated that good combustion efficiency was being

obtained. The major difference between coal only, and coal+ sorbent operation

was that _, the latter case the combustor liner wall ten._peraturedecreased.

This suggests that the slag layer thickness on the combustor wall was increas-

ing with the addition of sorbent, and in fact the T250 temperature of the slag

increased somewhat with limestone addition.

The coal feed, as well as the combustor-boiler operating conditions,

remained very steady throughout the period of coal fired operation. For this

re, on, and in order to limit costs of overtime to test personnel, it was

decided to cease the day's coal fired operation at about 5 PM after nearly 6

hours of operation. The combustor was cooled down and placed on overnight

standby operation on gas.

The thermal input on the 2nd day was about the same as on the

Ist day. It rsnged from 12.7 to 14.9 MMBtu/hr. The stoichiometric ratio [SR]

ranged from 0.74 to 0.86. The coal feed rate was again very steady. Combustor

operation on coal continued for nearly 6 hours, at which time the combustor

thermal input was again lowered for automatic overnight operation on gas.

•On the second and third days of this test, two technicians from an

independent testir_g laboratory selected by DOE-METC, wer_ at the test site to

collect slag, stack particulate and water samples. This data will be analyzed

by DOE as part of a general study of the environmental impact of waste

discharges from the several Clean Coal Projects. The technicians completed

they planned sample collection on the 3td day.

On the 2nd day, additional sorbent injection tests at two locations in the

boiler were performed. (he location was near the front of the boiler, while

the second one was near the end of the boiler. There was no SO2 reduction in
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the latter section, while for_r section produced 82% reduction at a Ca/S of 3.

DAY8: The 3td day of the test was performed at hi_her thermal in_t

levels, namely 13.4 to 17 MMBtu/hr. The SR ranged from 0.63 t_ 0.77, which was

the _st fuel rich condition utilized to date. Again based on visual observa-

tion of the slag,,it appeared that _ood combustion efficiency was obtained in

the combustor. It was noted that durin_ coal only operation, the combustor

heat transfer rates durin_ the 3 days was at the highest levels observed t0-

date, with the highest levels reached during,the 3td day. As noted, these

rates decreased significantly with sorbent _jection. One proble- encountered

on the 2nd day was erratic readings from the thermocouples used to monitor the

combustor wall temperature. Accordingly, the combustor was briefly shut down

for about 1 hour on Wednesday mornin_ to effect temporary repairs on several of

the the_K>couples. These repairs were only moderately successful, and more

permanent repairs were imple_mnted later. Post test observation revealed that

the thermocouple tips had been eroded, and in one location in the combustor

wall significant reduction in liner thickness occurred. It is believed that

this occurred pri_mrily during the coal only firing, where the iron attack

would be _st severe.

On the mornin_ of the 3rd day, the coal pulverization supplier informed us

thatthe ball mill broke down. The earliest that he could deliver fresh coal

was on Thursday afternoon. A 6 ton pulverized coal supply had been prepared

for this 3td test, as this had been the maximum amount of coal consumed in each

of the prior two tests. By the morning of the 3td day, about 5 tons of coal

had been consumed, and only 3 tons of coal remained in the bin. Rather than

cut the 1/2 t_n/hour coal firir_ rate that had been used since the beginning of

the 2nd day, it was decided to use the contents of the bin on the 3td day.

This allowed about 6 hour of steady coal firing, which was completed at 5 PM.

Rather than shut down the combustor, the 4th day of the test was devoted

to an ash vitrification test usin_ oil as the heat source. This has the effect

of simulating the operation of coal firing. However, the test was devoted to

the ash project. The thermal input on the 4th day was about 10.5 MMBtu/hr.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS:

-The combustor remained on line for approximately 92 hours in a 4 day

period. Of this time, 72 hours were devoted to the Clean Coal project test,

while the remainir_ 18 hours were used for the ash test.

-Of the 72 hour period of the Clean Coal Test, about 18 hours were on coal

fired operation in a 8 day period, 88 hours were on automatic overnight,gas

fired operation, and the balance was on oil fired heat up and cooldown.

-A total of 8 tons of coal were consumed in the three day period, compared

with a 6 ton maximum in the prior two 4 day test periods.

-The total operating time of the combustor to-date, including the brief 40

hour test period on coal-water slurry prior to the start of the Clean Coal pro-

Ject and the several fly ash to coal conversion tests, is approaching 800 hours

-For a given coal feed, the combustor operation, as measured by the steam

rate, was very steady. This indicates a very steady coal feed rate.

-Coal firing ceased each evening on schedule. There were no flameouts

during the test, despite the extremely fuel rich operation. This is attributed

to the high combustion efficien_¢ as well as to the new multi-point flame

detection system that has been in place since late last year.

-The test coal sample analyzed had a sulfur content of slightly over 8%,

compared to a 4% nominal sulfur level content promised by the coal supplier.

However, the sulfur content varies widely in each truck load. In fact by

mistake the coal pulverization supplier delivered a low sulfur coal for two of

the three days of testing, so that the high sulfur coal was used in only part

of the test.

-The iron oxide content of tho coal was very high, over 20%. This resulted

in good slag flow without flux addition. However, it is well known that iron,

especially under fuel rich conditions is very aggressive in ceramic wall

material attack. Evidence of wall material removal was noted in the high wall

heat transfer. Indeed post test internal examination of the combustor liner

revealed wall material thickness reduction in one small section of the combus-

tor liner. The post test inspection also revealed that the slag tap block was

mostly removed which was due to either the slag breaker action or slag attack.

On the other hand, post test analysis showed no signizicant ceramic or slag

loss on the wall of the exit nozzle. This is the opposite of prior experience

with fuel lean operation.
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--Basedon wall thermocouple readings, the ceramic liner temperatures were

a strong function of the slag properties in the combustor. I)urin_ coal only

firing peri_x_s, the temperatures were generally high indicating that the iron

in the slag was removing accumulated slag and ceramic wall material. As noted,

this was confirmed by post-test visual observation. By ad.iusting the slag

properties with sorbent, it was possible to lower the temperature readings,

indicat_ a thickening of the slag layer.

-The present liner has been in place since March 1988, and it has been

patched in several small sections with ceramic mortar only two or three times

times since then. The last time was in early September 1989, which was prior

to the second 4 da_ test. Since that time, between 250 and 300 hours of o_era-

tion have taken place. It is only in this 4 day test that a significant wall

material loss occurred. This is attributed to the very fuel rich operating

conditions, and to the high iron content of the slag.

-In several prior multi-day test_, extensive ceramic material loss was

experienced in the exit nozzle. However, since the September test no material

loss has been observed. With the exception of the ash injection tests, this

period has been one of fuel rich operation, while the pricr period was one of

mainly fuel lean operation.

-This was the first test that very fuel rich operation, i.e. stoichiomet-

ric ratio as low as 0.63, resulted in very good combustion efficiency. Combus-

tion efficiency can be approximately determined by examining the slag rejected

by the slag tap. Poor combustion results in a significant carbon content in

the slag. This was not observed to any significant extent during the present

test. The higher efficiency is att'_-ibutedto the steady coal feed rate, and to

the high thermal input used in this test series. It is not clear whether a new

air pre-heat system, which installed and used for the first time in this test,

was a significant factor in the higher combustion efficiency. The input

averaged 14 MMBtu/hr on the ist and 2nd day, and 16-17 MMBtu/hr on the 3td

day. SR ranged from 0.63 to 0.86.

-Sorbent injection in the combustor with limestone or lime produced 20-40%

reduction in stack _O2 . Lime injection in the furnace produced 58%, 67%, and

82% measured reductions in stack SO2 during various test periods. This

reduction is based on the SO2 reading prior to injection, not on the coal
sulfur which varied considerably.

-The slag tap clearing system operated without problems on all 4 days, and
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the tap was always kept open. However, the slag tap port suffered severe

materials loss which was attributed either to the iron in the slag or the slag

breaker.

- A new result was the very strong odor of sulfur emanating from several

of the large slag pieces that were removed from the slag tap. These samples

were subsequently analyzed and they were found to contain up to 10% of the coal

sulfur. This was the highest sulfur concentration measured in slag to-date.

CONCLUSION: The results exceeded the test objectives. The coal firing

rate was so high t_t 8 tons of coal were consumed in 3 days, compared to a

maximum of 6 in prior 4 day tests. The sorbent injection tests in the boiler,

which were not part of the original test plan, yielded very high SO2 reductions

of up to 82% at a Ca/S of 3. In general, the test proceeded very well. The

only area of some concern is the wall material loss in one s_mll part of the

liner, and the slag tap block materials loss, both of which may be attributed

to the high iron content of the slag and the very fuel rich operating condi-

tions.

Twenty-ninth Test: The Final Continuous 4 Day Test- (PC26), 5/21 to 24/90

Test Preparations: The refractory interface between the combustor and exit

nozzle was rebuilt to correct a material loss problem that had recurred at that

location in several prior tests durirg the course of the project. The root of

this problem was a design defect caused by an incorrect thermal analysis of

that region. The new installation has performed as per design in both the

final 4 day Clean Coal test in a series of subsequent combustor tests to this

date ((_t.1990). However, lt was necessary to replace the exit nozzle refracto-

ry after this last Clean Coal Test as the installation at the interface section

was incomplete. Since that time, the new exit nozzle section has operated with

no observable materials loss.

The new secondary air pre-heat system produced no observable improvement

in the fuel rich combustor performance. Instead it caused a local overheating

problem in one section of the combustor, and it has not been used since the

trial in the 4th 4 day test.

The March test showed that it was possible to maintain the thickness of
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the air cooled combustor wall refractory liner with proper thermal control.

This would eliminate the need for periodic refurbishing of the liner wall. To

implement this procedure and to take advantage of the operating experience

gained in the prior three years, it was decided to proceed with computer con-

trol of the combustor's operation prior to the final Clean Coal test. While

all the necessary components and computer equipment were in place prior to the

last Clean Coal test, the system was not ready to assume control of the combus-

tot's operation. It was therefore decided to proceed with manual control and

to use the computer for limited data acquisition on a trail basis. In post

Clean Coal tests the computer has been gradually introduced to control the
combustor.

The Four Day Test" As this was the final test of the Clean Coal project,

Coal Tech extended invitations to project sponsors, namely, DOE, PEDA, and

PP&L, to observe the second day of the four day test. Messrs. Coates, Gyorke,

and Watts of DOE, Bickley and Garbacik of PEDA, and Marston of Villanova U.
attended the second day test.

Friday. Mar 1Sth: A final check of the operation of all the new equipment

was made on the 1Sth. This included using both the computer and electrical

potentiometers to manipulate all the new valves. The combustor was operated on

gas and oil for a number of hours while all the new equipment was checked.

DAY 1- Monday. May 21s%..The coal selected for this test had a nominal 2@%

sulfur content, and a 250 poise slag viscosity temperature that was several

100°F higher than in the February tests. Coal firing began around noon and

continued for about 5 hours. The thermal input was about 14 MMBtu/hr, and the

stoichiometric ratio was about 0.77. One significantly different aspect which

differed in this test from the prior Clean Coal tests was the injection of suf-

ficient sorbent into the combustor to obtain a Ca/S ratio of 3 in the combus-

tor. (_ this day, a range of Ca/S from 2.1 to 3.4.was used. To maintain pro-

per slag flow at this high calcium content in the slag, fly ash from a PA bitu-

minous coal was also injected in the combustor. The ash injection rate ranged

from 160-350 ib/hr. Due to the high viscosity of the cash in the coal, the

slag flow in this test was considerably slower than in the March test. This

meant that the slag residence time in the combustor was greater allowing slag

desulfurization. The SO2 reduction at the stack was only 13-24%.
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The only problem encountered on the first day, was with the slag

conveyor. It jammed and had to be removed from the slag tank for cleaning.

Due to the press of other test activities, it was not possible to reinstall the

slag conveyor until the third day. It functioned properly for the balance of

the test. This was the first time that the conveyor was removed during a test

since late last year.

DAY 2."The combustor's internal were briefly inspected at 6:30 AM, and the

preheat resumed. Coal firing began at about i0:30 AM. The visitors arrived

after ll AM. After an overview presentation, they visited the test facility

between 1 and 2 PM. The visit at the test site included a demonstration of the

computer control system, and observation of the combustor's operation on coal.

Thermal input was about ii MMBtu/hr at a stoichiometric ratio of i.1 to 0.88.

Coal firing continued to about 5 PM, at which time the combustor was placed on

overnight pilot plant operation. Limestone injection at a Ca/S ratio between

1.6 and 3 produced a 27% to 34% SO2 reduction at the stack. Li_ injection at

a Ca/S of 2.4 produced SO2 reductions of 40-47%. Simultaneous ash injection
was at the rate of 70 ib/hr.

Due to the defective oil flow valve, computer operation was limited to

combustor control during coal firing. However, certain flaws in the process

control software required considerable rewriting of parts of the input instruc-

tions. As a result, the computer was only able to read the computer operating

data on the first three days of the test. It was only on the 4th day, that

very limited computer control of the combustor was attempted.

DAY 3: The objective of this day's test was to further reduce the stoichio-

metric ratio to improve sulfur capture. The high viscosity of the coal pro-

duced operational problems as the stoichiometric ratio was reduced. The slag

removed from the combustor contained extensive char particles suggesting poor

combustion. In addition, considerably slag flow was observed to cover the front

wall of the boiler at the combustor exit. Eventually this flow was sharply re-

duced as a slag dam developed across the lower half of the nozzle exit. Due to

an error, the cooling circuit to the mechanical slag breaker was not turned on,

and the slag breaker became stuck in the slag on its first use. By the time it

was removed, it was deformed and it was difficult to use thereafter. To improve
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the combustion in the combustor, the stoichiometric ratio was increased to an

average of 0.8 during the balance of the test at a thermal input of 12.6 to

13.6 MMBtu/hr. This greatly improved the combustor performance but the

combustion of unburnt char which had accumulated on the combustor wall, flooded

the slag tap, which further increased the difficulty in slag tap operation.

Lime injection at a Ca/S of 1.6 to 2.5 produced SO2 reductions of 23%/24%
to 51%/58%, respectively.

One other problem that was encountered was caused by low water flow to the

boiler house. This limited the water available to the water cooled parts of

the combustor, and serious water h_r developed for a brief period until the

water flow distribution adjusted. At the end of the coal firing period, an

internal inspection of the combustor revealed a minute water leak, caused by

the water hammer, inside the combustor at one of the water cooled sections. It

was, therefore, decided to leave the combustor shutdown overnight, and to

reinspect the combustor in the morning.

Internal inspection of the combustor revealed what appeared to be

two pinhole water leaks. Since only a small part of the combustor is water

cooled, and the leak appeared to be minute, it was decided to complete the

fourth day of the test. During initial heatup, a significant quantity of

moisture collected on the observation ports in the boiler, which was higher

than would be expected from a small pinhole leaks. However, this moisture

disappeared as the combustor heated up.

The primary objective of this final test day of the Clean Coal project was

to study slag desulfurization by injection gypsum [calcium sulfate] instead of

lime or limestone in the combustor. Coal firing began at about noon and con-

tinued for over 1 hour. However, after several uses of the slag breaker, it

became increasingly difficult to remove it after becoming stuck in the slag.

It was thus obvious that rapid slag.flow could not be achieved with the exten-

sive slag deposits in the slag tap. Therefore any slag samples collected would

not provide a meaningful assessment of the fate of the sulfur after injection

of the gypsum. For this reason, it was decided to stop the coal firing and

continue with oil firing. This would allow testing of the computer control.
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The computer operation test focussed on the procedure to be used to main-

tain the materials integrity of the comb_stor wall. The computer was _enerally

able to accomplish this task. However, the operation revealed certain shortcom-

ings during periods of rapid changes of input variables. This was corrected in

subsequent tests. Computer control continued for several hours. Finally, an

error in the control logic was detected when the computer cutoff the air flow

to the combustor in an attempt to maintain constant thermal conditions. This

resulted in a flameout. Since it was late in the day, it was decided to end

the test.

Post Test Inspection: An internal inspection of the combustor the fol-

lowing week, revealed that a crack of several inches in length had been ope.ned

at one of the welds in one of the water cooled sections of the combust_r,

presumably during the period of water hammer conditions. The only apparent

damage from the water leak was a loosening of several square inches of wall

refractory at a point on the lower sidewall near the upstream end of the

combustor. This was patched.

To prevent this water cooling problem in the future, the water flow to the

affected part modified by adding a water pump in that location. It should be

noted that the location of the weld crack was in the same place as a prior

crack that had developed during reinstallation of the combustor after its

disassembly in March 1988. The repairs were made after the May tests and no

further problems have been experienced.

The ceramic in the slag tap was found to have been damaged due to the

problems with the slag breaker and the affected parts were replaced. As noted

this problem developed due to a human error, and it has not recurred.

Conclusions" The combustor operated about 68 hours, including the brief

pre-heat period on the 18th, and the continuous period from Monday _orning to

Wednesday evening. Of this period, about 19 hours were on coal and about 6

tons of coal were consumed. The total combustor operating period since the

beginning of the Clean Coal project was approximately 900 hour, including all

fuels with about I00 hours from the ash tests. About 1/3 of that time was on

coal.
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The present test produced positive results and some disappointments. The

failure to turn on the coolin_ to the slag probe on Wednesday morT_in_,was _st

probably the primary reason from the difficulties with the slaa_,tap on the last

two days. This resulted in incomplete SO2 test results on that day, and the
premature, termination of the calcium sulfate injection test on the 4th day.

The observed 58% peak SO2 reduction on the 3rd day suggests that possibly

better results could have been obtained with proper very fuel rich operation.

One positive result is that all 5 four day t_sts in Phase 3 were completed

with 4 days of testing in all cases. Fuel rich operation was implemented for

most of this time, compared to the anticipated need to operat_ fuel lean for

efficient combustion. Also, the preliminary results of the computer control

modification were very promising.

On balance, the Clean Coal project yielded most of the results that were

anticipated. The conditions for long duration operation have identified durin_

the tests. Also, sufficient data was obtained which suggests that considerably

higher sulfur capture and retention in the slag could be achieved. A series of

tests have been identified that could rapidly resolve the remaining issues on

sulfur capture in the combustor. On the other hand, the very high _ifu_'

capture of 82% in the boiler furnace was unanticipated.

Perhaps a most significant result is that in the final 1-1/2 years of the

project nearly all the scheduled test periods were completed. Even when unanti-

cipated operational problems or equipment malfunctions arose, it was generally

possible to repair them and proceed with the test without early termination.

This combustor was the first com_rcial scale operation of Coal Tech's

combustor. The air cooled design concept is sound, and the design modifica-

tions, as well as the operational procedures needed for long duration operation

have been identified. The next step is computer controlled round the clock

operation on coal, as well as further optimization of the sulfur control

process in the combustor.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

TESTS Test number and condition number. E.g. PC26-1a is test

PC26, condition la.

HEATIN total fuel heat input in MMBtu/hr

PCTPC Percent contribution of coal to HEATIN

SRI First stage inverse equivalence ratio or fraction of
theoretical combustion air.

SR2 Second stage inverse equivalence ratio.
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]HT Editor

Case IES TS H EAT IN PCT PC SR 1 SF',2

1 PC9-1 17.200 30.000 0.890 1. 190

2 PC9,-2 ] 7. 800 ,58. 000 O. 900 I . i "-.10
3 PC9-3 18.400 35.000 0.900 I . J80
4 PC9-4 18.200 40.000 0.900 1 . 190

5 PC9-5 17. 700 28. 000 O. 7(..',0 ] . ?70
6 Pcg-6a 17.700 27.000 0.710 1. 130

7 PC9-6b 17.400 26.000 0.730 1. 160
8 PClO-la 12.800 41 .000 0.810 1.,390

9 PClO- lb 12. 800 41. 000 O. 810 1. 390
] 0 PC/1- .1 6,. 750 81. 000 1. 680 2 o 750

] 1 PCll-2 9. 740 87.000 1.170 1.910
12 PCI J.-3a 12. 260 89. 500 i. 050 1. 630

] ,5 PC11-3b 12. 360 89. 500 1. 050 1. 630
14 PC 11-X ] 5. 070 9 t. 400 O. 860 1. ,540

15 PCll-4a 15.560 90.400 1 .010 i .540

MYSTAT Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRI SR2

16 PCll-4b 13.560 90.400 1.010 1.540

17 PC12-1 15.950 73.000 0.880 1.250

18 PC12-2 15.630 92.000 0.950 1.330

19 PCI4-1 18.720 93.000 0.820 1.230

20 PCl4-2a 16.700 92.000 1.000 1.450

21 PC14-2b 15.360 91.500 1.070 1.570
22 PC14-3 15.570 94.000 1.090 1.580

23 PC15-1 3.330 0.000 2.020 2.020

24 PC15-2 4.170 0.000 1.870 1.870

25 PC15-3 5.260 0.000 1.490 1.880

26 PC15-4 5.960 0.000 1.510 1.870

27 PC]5-5 7.330 52.000 1.670 2.430
28 PC15-6 9.240 65.000 1.330 1.910

2_ PC15-7 9.340 67.000 1.250 1.820
30 PC15-8 9.340 68.000 1.360 1.950
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_YS]A]- Ed] tor
Case TESI$ HEA]IN PC:I PC SRI SR2

31 PC15-9 I I .350 _0.000 1 .130 1 .600

32 PC]S-lO ]0•050 e,,.3.000 ] .420 ] .950

53 PCl5-1!a _.950 57.000 1 .450 1.990

34 PC 15- 1 ib ].0. 550 67. 000 1. 390 ]..900

35 PCl6-1a 15.270 58.000 I .150 1.290

36 PCl6-1b 15.090 58.000 i. 120 1.470

37 PC16-2 9.340 0.000 I .310 1.410

38 PC] 6-3 ii.440 0.000 I. 130 1.580

39 PCl6-4a I0.480 75.000 i. 190 1.700

40 PCl6-4b I0. 480 81. 000 1. 410 1. 930

41 PCl6-5a I0. 820 91. 000 1. 370 1. 870

42 PCl6-5b 11.830 57.000 i .000 1.450

43 PC16-5c ii.950 67.000 I. 120 1.550

44 PCI 6-5d i0. 930 65. 000 1 •240 1. 730

45 PC17-1 i0.490 83.000 0.870 1.600

MYS_A] Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRI SR2

46 PC17-2 10.190 83.000 0.900 1.650

47 PC17-3 10.090 82.500 0.890 1.640

48 PC17-4 11.350 84.000 1.360 1.500

49 PC17-5 ]0.650 83.000 1.120 1.270

50 PCl8-1a 11.320 85.000 1.240 1.730

51 PCl8-1b 11.320 85.000 1.230 1.710

52 PCl8-1c 11.320 85.000 1.240 i.710

53 PCl8-2a 11.110 85.000 1.260 1.720

54 PCIS-2b ii.ii0 85.000 1.270 1.730

55 PCIg-I 9.470 0.000 1.270 1.270

56 PC19-2 ii.010 73.500 0.920 1.920

57 PC19-3 15.740 69.500 0.990 1.160

58 PC19-4 15.440 70.000 0.950 1.120

59 PC20-la 12.360 88.000 1.080 1.210

60 PC20-ib 11.560 87.000 1.190 1.260
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1YSTAT Editor

(:ase JESTS HEAT]N PCTPC SRi SR2

_I PC20-1c 11.900 87.000 1.160 1.230

62 PC20-Da 1,2.560 _6.000 1.]30 1.195

o3 PC20-2b 12.360 65.000 i.Ii0 1.210

64 PC20-3a 12.350 89.000 ] .120 ].190

_5 PC20-3b 13.380 89.000 1.160 1.210

66 PC20-3c 12.870 89.000 i.]70 1.240

67 PC20-4 13.870 87.000 1.010 1.120

_8 PC22-] 12.510 86.000 0.910 1.470

69 PC22-2a 11.660 86.000 1.260 1.830

70 PC22-2b 13.020 87.000 1.220 ].730

71 PC22-3 12.710 87.000 0.975 1.520

72 PC22-4 12.910 87.000 0.975 1.500

73 PC22-5 12.910 87.000 0.925 1.600

74 PC22-6 12.910 87.000 0.885 1.580

75 PC23-1a 12.760 87.000 1.330 1.780

MYS]A] Edltor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRi SR2

7_ PC23-1b 12.760 87.000 1.330 1.790

77 PC23-Ic 12.760 87.000 1.330 1.770

78 PC23-1d 12.760 86.500 1.350 1.810

79 PC23-2a 12.460 64.000 1.330 1.790

80 PC23-2b 12.560 88.000 1.330 1.780

81 PC23-2c 12.560 88.000 1.330 1.795

82 PC2372d 12.460 88.000 1.460 1.920

83 PC23-2e 12.760 88.000 1.490 1.960

84 PC23-2f 13.060 87.000 1.190 1.660

85 PC23-3a ]2.360 86.000 1.320 1.820

86 PC23-3b 12.560 86.500 1.380 1.870

87 PC23-3c 12.760 87.000 1.360 1.830

88 PC23-3d 12.760 87.000 1.360 1.820

89 PC23-4a 13.170 88.000 0.800 1.585

90 PC23-4b 13.170 88.000 0.800 1.780
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IAI Ed] tor

_aco ] KST$ HEAT IN PCTF,C SR1 SR2
_1 PC:25-4c: 14.390 02 000 0 720 1.615
92 PC23-4d 14.610 60 500 (-; 7!0 1.590

_3 PC25-4e 14.610 60 500 0 710 1.590

"_4 PC23-4f 14.590 61 000 0 7t0 1.590

_5 PC24-1a 11.740 64 000 0 890 1.730

_ PC24-1b 11.740 04 000 0 900 1.740

_77 PC24-Ic 11.800 64.000 0 900 1.730

'9_ PC24-ld 11..800 64.000 (_ 870 1.700
99 PC24-1e 11.800 64.000 0.880 1.710

I00 PC24-2a 12.310 72.000 0.810 1.630

i01 PC24-2b 12.620 73.000 0.780 1.580

102 PC24-2c 12.620 75.000 0.790 1.590
103 PC24-2d 13.320 74.000 0.750 1.510

104 PC24-2e 12.820 73.000 0.770 1.550

105 PC24-3a 15.930 73.000 0.750 1.540

MYETAT Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRI SR2

106 PC24-3b 15.720 68.000 0.760 1.560

I07 PC24-3c 15.930 68.000 0.750 i.540

108 PC24-Sd 16.230 69.000 0.735 1.510

I0_ PC24-4a 16.450 72.500 0.740 1.500

ii0 PC24-4b 16.150 71.000 0.750 1.560

Iii PC24-4c 16.150 71.000 0.740 1.560

112 PC24-4d 16.390 71.500 0.730 1.540

113 PC24-4e 16.390 71.500 0.730 1.530
114 FA3-6a 8.680 82.000 1.120 1.810

i_b FA4-1a 10.550 76.000 1.690 1.770

116 FA4-1e 10.550 7_.000 1.690 2.150

117 FA4-3 10.800 76.000 0.750 1.430

118 FA4-7 11.060 77.000 0.860 1.780

119 PC25-1a 13.250 8].000 0.810 1.410

120 PC25-1b 13.7B0 82.000 0.780 1.340
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IfSIRT Editor

Case IEST$ HEAT)N PClPC SRI SR2

121 PC25-10 13.780 82.000 0.770 1.340
122 PC25-]d 14.840 83.000 0.7]0 1.240
123 PC25-1e 15.360 84.000 0.700 1.210

]24 PC25-1f 15.360 84.000 0.715 1.220

125 PC25-1g 15.360 84.000 0.680 1.190

126 PC25-2a 13.780 82.000 0.790 1.370

127 PC25-2e 14.040 82.000 0.790 1.340

128 PC25-2f 14.310 83.000 0.770 1.310

129 PC25-2g 14.840 83.000 0.750 1.270

130 PC25-2h ]4.840 83.000 0.750 1.270
131 PC25-2i 14.570 83.000 0.740 1.270

132 PC25-2j 14.570 83.000 0.740 1.270
133 PC25-2k 14.570 83.000 0.740 1.270

]34 PC25-21 14.040 82.000 0.770 1.320
135 PC25-2m 14.570 83.000 0.740 1.270

MYSTAT Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SR1 SR2

136 PC25-3a 16.420 85.000 0.660 1.240

137 PC25-3c 15.890 84.000 0.680 1.280

138 PC25-3d 16.690 85.000 0.650 1.220

139 PC25-3e 16.690 85.000 0.650 1.220

140 PC25-3f 16.950 85.000 0.630 I.]90

141 PC25-3h 16.690 85.000 0.630 1.200

142 PC25-3i 16.420 85.000 0.630 1.210

143 EPAI-I 9.310 0.000 1.270 1.970

144 EPAI-2 9.310 0.000 1.270 1.970

145 EPAI-3 9.310 0.000 1.150 1.850

146 EPAI-4 9.740 44.000 1.090 1.730

147 EPAI-5a 9.500 43.000 1.200 1.830

148 FA3-1 8.680 81.500 1.250 1.940

149 FA3-2 8.680 81.500 1.210 1.900

150 FA3-3 8.680 81.500 1.210 1.900
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dYSIAT Editor

(:ase TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRI SR2

151 FA3-4 8.680 81.000 1.190 1.880
J52 FA3-5 8.680 81.000 1.160 1.840

153 FA4-2 10.550 76.000 1.400 1.840
i54 FA4-4a 10.800 76.000 0.750 1.440

155 FA4-5 10.550 76.000 0.790 1.470
156 FA4-6 10.550 76.000 0.840 1.800

157 FA5-1c 11.660 82.000 0.960 1.370
158 FA5-1e 11.560 82.000 0.970 1.390

159 FA5-1f 11.450 82.000 0.965 1.380
160 FA5-1i 11.450 82.000 0.965 1.380

161 PC25-3b 15.360 84.000 0.710 1.380
162 FA4-1b 10.550 76.000 1.740 1.840
163 FA4-1c 10.550 76.000 1.740 2.230

164 FA4-1d 10.290 75.000 1.560 2.050
165 PC25-2b 13.780 82.000 0.790 1.430

MYS]AT Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRI SR2

166 PC25-2c 12.720 80.000 0.860 1.490

167 FA4-4b 10.800 76.000 0.750 1.450
168 PC25-2d 13.250 81.000 0.830 1.495
169 PC25-3g 16.160 84.500 0.660 1.290
170 FA3-6b 8.680 82.000 1.120 1.810

171 FA3-6C 8.680 82.000 1.120 1.810
172 EPAI-5b 9.500 40.000 1.200 1.830
173 EPA2-1b 10.050 0.000 I.i00 1.250

174 EPA2-1c 9.950 0.000 1.120 1.750
175 FAI 12.940 0.000 1.010 1.150

176 FA2 10.940 0.000 1.180 1.180
177 FA6-1 10.830 87.000 1.180 1.490

178 FA6-2 10.830 87.000 1.200 1.520
179 FA6-3 10.830 87.000 1.200 1.520

180 FA6-4 10.830 87.000 1.170 1.480
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IYSTAT Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SRI SR2

181 FA6-5 10.830 87.000 1.120 1.430

182 FA6-6 10.830 87.000 1.120 1.430

183 ITl-la 8.970 59.000 1.000 1,400

184 ITl-lb 8.970 59.000 1.000 1.700

185 ITl-lc 8.970 59.000 1.000 l.?Ot

186 ITl-ld 8.970 59.000 1.140 1.840

187 ITl-le 8.970 59.000 1.195 1,89(_

188 PC26-1a 14.410 93.500 0.750 1.250

189 PC26-1b 14.410 93.500 0.770 1.260

190 PC26-Ic 14.410 93,500 0.770 1.260

191 PC26-1d 14.410 93.000 0.780 1.290

192 PC26-1e 14.410 93.00C 0.790 1,300

193 PC26-2a 9.060 77.000 i.i00 2.320

!94 PC26-2b 9.060 77.000 I.i00 2.320

195 PC26-2c 9.060 77.000 I.IDO 2.320

MYSTAT Editor

Case TESTS HEATIN PCTPC SR1 SR2

196 PC26-2d 9.060 77.000 I.i00 2.320

197 PC26-2e 9.060 77.000 1.040 2.270

198 PC26-2f 10.820 81.000 0.860 1.890

199 PC26-2g 10.820 81.000 0.890 1.920

200 PC26-2h 10.820 81.000 0.890 1.920

201 PC26-3a 13.510 89.000 0.740 1.460

202 PC26-3b 13.510 89.000 0.750 1.470

203 PC26-3c 13,630 89.000 0.810 1.530

204 PC26-3d 12.370 83.000 0.830 1.630

205 PC26-3e 12.370 83.000 0.860 1.650

206 PC26-4a 9.900 85.000 0.960 1.490

207 PC26-4b 9.690 84.000 1.090 1.640
2O8

209

210
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i. INTRODUCTION

In an attempt to unravel the complex interactions of com_x_stor operating

conditions on test observables, the Clean Coal data base, supplemented by the

DOE and EPA ash conversion data, was subjected to statistical analysis. The

extensive data base consisted of a matrix sized 2(17X 45, i.e. there were 207

separate test conditions, each having up to 45 different observations or mea-

surements. Thus the matrix potentially consisted of over 9000 entries. How-

ever, in many cases certain measurements were not always t_d_enso that the

actual data base consisted of about 6500 entries. It should be noted that the

Clean Coal data base did not include tests with the initial liner since most of

that data was obtained in preliminary testing, where combustion efficiency and

slagging were very poor and, in any case, the recorded data were not as compre-

hensive as with the new liner. Thus, all results are for the new liner only.

2. DEPENDENT & INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The initial step in the analysis was to divide the 45 variables into depen-

dent and independent variables. The dependent variables were the test observ-

ables of interest such as N(_ and S02 levels in the boiler outlet, the liner

temperature, combustion efficiency, etc. The nominally independent variables

included first and second stage stoichiometries, fuel type, heat input, calci-

um/sulfur ratio and so forth. The nominally independent variables were then

correlated and plotted against each other to determine the degree of mutual

interaction. If the interaction between two variables was high, then only one

was selected for subsequent use in modeling. Otherwise, one could obtain re-

sults which are contradictory or unintelligible from a physical mode] point of

view. It should be noted that high levels of positive or negative correlation

between variables in any given data base are a mathematical result and do not

necessarily suggest a cause-and-effect relationship. Quite often, however,

this kind of coupling does occur. For example, analysis showed a high degree

of positive correlation between the coal firing rate in FFH (FF}{PC)and the

percent contribution of the coal to the total fuel heat input (PCTPC). From

test experience, it is "knownthat as the coal firing rate went up, the coal's

percentage of the total fuel also went up.
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Wirmowing of the independent variables was followed by linear regression

modeling of the dependent variables against various combinations of the remain-

ing independent variables. However, for the sake of simplicity, no "X*Y" terms

were included. Retention of an independent variable in any given model was

based on its having a low probability (two-tailed significance) of zero coeffi-

cient and possessing a high tolerance or orthogonality, i.e. one independent

variable cannot be easily modeled by the other independent variables in the

model. In cases where two or more models, having different but non-orthogonal

independent variables, could be constructed for a given dependent variable, the

one that covered the most cases, while providing a "good fit" or high R-

squared, was chosen.

A unique situation arose in evaluating the nominally independent slag T-

25(Itemperature (oxidizing conditions) or OXIDT250. Even though OXIDT250 is

operationally independent, efforts to include it in models also having total

fuel heat input (HEATIN) as an independent variable were unsuccessful, owing to

the very low mutual tolerance of these two variables. The probable explanation

is that at high coal firing rates, coinciding with high HEATIN, the _lag T-250

generally increased due to physical limits on the maximum flow of fluxing

agent. In any case, one of these variables had to be eliminated. Since

OXIDT250 occurred in the data base only 66 times vs. 207 times for HEATIN, it

was deselected. Attempts to build models with OXIDT250 while excluding HEATIN

were inconclusive.

Finally, the effects of second stage or boiler sorbent injection, as well

as the effects of fly ash injection, on key process observables could not be

evaluated statistically since the number of non-zero cases was very low. In

the case of sorbent boiler injection, there was really no need for this ap-

proach since experimental results clearly show a cause-and-effect relationship

between injection of calcium hydrate into the boiler and reduction of SO2 in

the boiler outlet. In addition, testing also showed that limestone was much

less effective than hydrate for this application. These results are presented

in section 3.6.5. In the case of fly ash injection, modeling occasionally

revealed some low level of influence on various measurables. However, more

experimental data would be.needed to clarify this.
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3. EFFECTS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS ON PERFORMANCE

After evaluating hundreds of ,Kxlels, it was determined that ali key

process observables could be adequately account_d for by _Kxlelshavirg four

independent variables, r_mely, first stage inverse equivalence ratio (SRI),

combustion swirl air pressure (SWIRLPR in "WC), total fuel heat input.(HEATIN

in MMBtu/hr), and percent contribution of coal to the total heat input

(PCTPC). In addition, models of the sulfur re.latedindependent variables

_cluded the Ca/S mole ratio (CASRAT).

To determine the relative effects of the above four (or five) independent

variables on test observables, model predicted values for these observables or

dependent variables were calculated. These calculations were performed by

varying one independent variable at a time over its normal range while the

remaining independent variables were held at their average values. The ranges

and average values, respectively, for each independent variable were: SRI, 0.6

to 1.3, 1.03; SWIRLPR, I0 to 40, 17.8; HEATIN, 8 to 20, 12.35; PCTPC, 0 to I00,

71.5; CASRAT, 0 to 3, 1.33. Independent variable effects on a given dependent

variable were then gauged by comparing the spreads in the calculated indepen-

dent variable resulting from each independent parameter's normal variation.

The spreads in the calculated dependent variables were quantified by expressing

the minimum calculated value as a pe._cent change from the maximum calculated

value. A positive percent change was chosen to indicate that the dependent

variable increased as the independent variable increased, while a negative

change meant that the dependent variable decreased as the independent variable

increased. This method was chosen so that the strength of a given independent

variable's effects could be evaluated for different dependent variables, having

different engineering units, on a normalized basis.

It should be emphasized that the above comparison method, while useful in

gauging relative effects at average conditions, is less useful, and may even be

misleading, in predicting the true or actually measured range of values for the

various dependent variables. This resides in the fact that model predicted va-

lues used in this analysis are based on the full range of one independent vari-

able plus the average values for the other independent variables in the model.

In actual operation, the negative effects of one of the process variables on
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good operation were ordinarily compensat_d for by varying other parameters,

usually away from their average values.

(he other point is that linear models of experimental observables yield

only a general dependency on the independent variables over their range of

values. This simple approach, while appropriate for dealing with a large and

complex database, cannot describe,detailed variable relationships associated

with non-linear or "bell shaped" curves. In these cases, physical modelirg,

based on empirical relations _d/or theoretical principles, is preferred to

statistical modeling provided that the physical concepts are fairly well

defined. The results of the above analysis on process observables or

independent variables of interest are discussed below by category.

3.1. Combustion Efficiency

There were three independent methods to assess the degree of fuel utili-

zation or combustion efficiency as a percent of total combustibles" slag carbon

content (SLAGCEFF), measured air and fuel flows vs. stack oxygen (GASCEFF), and

carbon content of the solids discharged by the scrubber (TSSCEFF). These va-

lues are expressed as percent conversion of fuel combustibles to final pro-

ducts. SLA_ relates directly to the combustor's operation, which includes

fuel rich conditions, while the other two relate to overall efficiency, includ-

ing second stage combustion with excess air. In percent units, the average

measured value, standard deviation, plus high and low values for each of these

variables is: SLAGCEFF: 99.8, (1.7,100.0, 95.(I;GASCEFF: 1(17.(I,9.(I, 135.0,

81.(I;TS_C_EFF: 94.4, 3.8, 99.8, 80.8. Models based on the four independent

variables were constructed. Evaluations of the effects of the individual

independent variables on each of the three combustion efficiency variables are

presented below.

3.1.1. Combustor Stoichiometrv

For the three comt_stion efficiency variables SLAGCEFF, GASCEFF, and

TSSCEFF, the effects of SRI, as maximum percent variation in the calculated

dependent variable, were +2_, +26%, and +25%, respectively. The positive signs

indicate that all combustion efficiencies increased as SRI increased, which is
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expected on the basis of improved combustion at stoichiometric and low excess

air conditions. The effect of SRI is nearly equal for all three combustion

efficiency variables. It should be reiterated that the above percentages refer

to the effects of SRI on each of the independent variables when the other inde-

pendent variables are at their average values. Thus the percentages do not add

to 1007.4.This convention is used throughout unless indicated otherwise.

3.I.2. Combustion Air Swirl Pressure,

Combustion air swirl pressure (SWIR_-R) effects on SLAGCEFF, GASCEFF, and

TSSCEFF, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable,

were -7%, -13%, and -I0%, respectively. The negative signs indicate that all

combustion efficiencies decreased as air swirl pressure increased. This effect

is likely due to increased liner surface cooling at higher swirl pressure.

This phenomenon had been observed on several occasions. This cooling probably

results in partial quenching of the wall coal burning reactions, especially at

low SRI where endothermic char gasification reactions must proceed to comple-

tion to obtain good fuel utilization and/or combustion efficiencies. As with

SRI, the small effect of SWIRLPR is about the same for all three combustion

efficiency variables.

3.1.3. Fuel Heat Input

Fuel heat input (HEATIN) effects on SLAGCEFF, GASCEFF, and TSSCEFF, as

maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable, were +35%,

+39%, and +39%, respectively. The positive signs indicate that all combustion

efficiencies increased as fuel heat input increased. This effect is probably

attributable to increased combustion intensity at higher firing rates, result-

ing in improved fuel utilization. As with SRI and SWIRLPR, the effect of

HEATIN is about the same for all three combustion efficiency variables.

3. I.4. Percent Cea] Firin=

The percent of fuel heat input due to coal (PCTPC) effects on SLAGCEFF,

GASCEFF, and TSSCEFF, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent

variable, were +29%, +16%, and +15%, respectively. The positive signs indicate
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that all combustion efficiencies increased as the percent of coal firing in-

creased. At first glance, this appears to be unexpected since coal is more

difficult to burn than natural gas or light oil, the auxiliary fuels used in

the tests. However, as FCT_ increases, the percent of auxiliary fuel decrea-

ses and there is, therefore, less competition for oxygen from the premium

fuels, and coal combustion can proceed to a greater extent. In addition, and

probably more importantly, coal char combustion/gasification takes place to

some extent in the combustor wall slag layer. As PCTPC goes up, there is rela-

tively more coal ash/slag in which the char particles can be embedded for subse-

quent reaction via gas scrubbing. This interpretation is supported by testing

in early Phase III, which showed that the presence,of a liquid combustor wall

slag layer was necessary to ensure good coal combustion.

Unlike SRI, SWIRLPR, and HEATIN, the effect of PCTPC on the three combus-

tion efficiency variables is not the same. This is illustrated in figure A.

PCTPC appears to affect SLAGCEFF about twice as much as GASCEFF or TSSCEFF.

This is not unexpected inasmuch as the latter two variables are measures of

overall combustion efficiency and thus include the effects of second stage burn-

out, which always takes place under excess air conditions. SLAGC"EFF,however,

includes fuel rich combustion and would therefore be more susceptible to the

oxygen competition and wall burning effects of P_ than the other variables.

3.1.5. Combustion Efficiency Review

Although each of the combustion efficiency variables depends on several

operating parameters, the relative effects vary. The following is the strength

ordering of these effects.

SLAC4TEFF:HEATIN > I_ > SRI >> SWIRLPR

GASCEFF: HEATIN > SRI > PCTPC > SWIRLPR

TSSCEFF: HEATIN > SRI > I_ > SWIRLFR

These effects are depicted graphically in figures B, C, and D, where the

parameter effects are normalized to I00 % absolute. As noted previously, posi-
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tive percent contributions me._ that combustion efficiency increases as the

numerical value of the operating parameter or independent variable increases,

while negative percent contributions mean that combustion efficiency decreases

as the value of the parameter increases.

3.2. Process Temperature

Three experimental observables are related to process temperature. The cal-

culated liner surface temperature (LINERTEM), degrees F, is an indicator of the

combustor wall temperature. The combustor cooling air tube-hot-side tempera-

ture (THSTEMP), degrees F, is a directly measured variable which relates to the

amount of heat being generated in and extracted from the combustor. Finally,

the wall heat flux in Btu/ht/ft2, as calculated from the cooling air flow and

delta-T (AIRFLUX), is an overall measure of the thermal interaction between the

hot combustion gases and the combustor wall. The average measured value,

standard deviation, plus high and low values for each of these variables, were

used in the analysis. The specific terms analyzed were LINERTEM, THSTEMP, and

AIRFL[D<.Models based on the four independent variables were constructed.

Evaluations of the effects of the individual independent variables on each of

the three process temperature variables are presented below.

3.2.I. Combustor Stoichiometry

For the three process temperature variables LINEFrEM, THSTEMP, and AIR-

FLUX, the effects of SRI, as maximum percent variation in the calculated depen-

dent variable, were +22%, +21%, and +_/_,respectively. The positive signs indi-

cate that all process temperature indicators increased as SRI increased, which

is expected on the basis of improved combustion efficiency and/or heat release

at stoichiometric and low excess air conditions. This effect is naturally

coupled to the effect of SRI on combustion efficiency discussed above. The

effect of SRI is nearly equal for LINERTEM and THSTEMP but considerably less

for AIRFL[D(. This difference is probably due to the fact that AIRFLUX is a

measurement integrated over the entire combustor wall surface, including both

the relatively cool mixing zone as well as the main flame or combustion zone.

The other two measurements are localized to the downstream side of the combus-

tor where the main flame zone is located. Peak flame temperatures strorgly
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depend on SRI so that flame zone wall temperature measurements are expected to

be highly influenced. Alternatively, integrated or averaged wall thermal

effects would tend to smooth out this SRI effect due to combustor geometry

effects on radiative heat transfer.

Analysis of combustor circumferential and axial wall thermocouple (TC)

temperature measurements, made in early Phase III testing (March, 1988), showed

that combustor heat release was essentially radially uniform but axially non-

uniform. Excluding the exit nozzle, approximately the first one-third of the

combustor served as an alr/fuel/sorbent mixing zone and had a relatively low

temperature, which was anticipated as this was the air-fuel mizing zone, while

the rest of the combustor had higher temperature and heat release. It should

be emphasized that these measurements reflect the smoothing effect of radiative

heat transfer, so that the actual differences in combustor zone gas tempera-

tures are probably much greater than those suggested by the wall TC measure-

ments.

3.2.2. Combustion Air Swirl Pressure

Combustion swirl alr pressure (SWIRLPR) effects on LIN_f_M, THST_, and

AIRFL[_, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable,

were -8%, +7%, and +1%, respectively. The negative slgn for LINERTEM is in

line with the wall cooling effect discussed in the preceding section on combus-

tion efficiency. The positive sign for THSTEMP is undoubtedly en artifact of

combustor operation. (_ numerous occasions, it has been observed that increa-

ses in gwirl air pressure, brought about by closing the swirl dampers, resulted

in diminished cooling air flow via a backpressuring effect, which also resulted

in an increase in tube-hot-side temperature. The effect of SWIRI2R on AIRFLUX

is negligible.

3.2.3. Fuel Heat Inmut

Fuel heat input (HEATIN) effects on LINERTEM, THSTEMP, and AIRFLUX, as

maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable, were +37%,

+35%, and +40%, respectively. The positive signs indicate that all process

temperature indicators increased as fuel heat input increased. This effect is
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attributable to increased combustion intensity at higher firing rates, result-

ing in higher heat release. The effect of HEATIN is about the same for all

three,process temperature variables.

3.2.4. Percent C_%1 Firin_

The percent of fuel heat input due to coal (PCTPC) effects on LINERTEM,

THSTEMP, and AIRFL[D(,as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent

variable, were +27%, +23%, and +37%, respectively. The positive signs indicate

that all process temperature indicators increased as the percent of coal firirg

increased. This effect is no doubt coupled to improved combustion efficiency

at higher PCTPC as already noted. However, the relative effect is larger for

process temperature than for combustion efficiency. This is probably attribut-

able to enhanced wall heat transfer as PCTPC increases, owing to its higher

flame emissivity vs. oil & NG, and the effects of wall burning. The effect of

PCTPC on the process temperature variables is essentially the same for LINERTEM

and THSTEMP, but is somewhat higher for AIRFL[D(. This is illustrated in fig.E.

3.2.5. Process TemPerature Review

The following is the strength ordering of the effects of the independent

variables on the various process temperature variables.

LINERTEM: HEATIN > PC_ > SRI >> SWIRLPR

THSTEM2: HEATIN > PCTPC = or > SRI >> SWIRLPR

AIRFL[D<:HEATIN = or > PC_ > SRI

These effects are shown graphically in figures F, G, and H.

Basically, process temperature variables are affected by the same indepen-

dent variables, and to the same degree, as the combustion efficiency vari-

ables. This is to be expected, since good combustion is associated with high

heat release.
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3.3. Solids Distribution

(_ the total solids injected into the combustor, which include coal,

sorbent, and, on occasion, fly ash, various percentages of the non-combustible

and/or non-volatile solids report as slag rejected by the combustor (SLAGREJ),

as boiler deposits (BOILREJ), as scrubber solids (SCR[_REJ), and as atmospheric

emissions. In a separate DOE SBIR project, aimed at evaluating the feasibility

of converting utility fly ash to an environmentally inert slag, using the Coal

Tech combustor, non-isokinetic particulate sampling of the atmospheric dis-

charge, downstream of the scrubber, was performed. Results of these prelimi-

nary measurements showed that with coal firing (HEATIN = 10.6 MMBtu/hr, PCTPC =

75%), plus combustor sorbent and fly ash injection (0 to 150 PPH), the solids

discharged to atmosphere accounted for about 0.5 to 3% of the total solids

input. This relatively small amount was neglected in the present bulk solids

distribution analysis.

SLAGRB3 is actually a lower limit on combustor slag retention since the

measurement only occasionally included slag inventoried in the combustor and

_xit nozzle and basically was only the slag rejected through the tap. In our

assessment, the slag depositing in the exit nozzle, and flowing onto the boiler

front wall and hearth, should be considered as part of the combustor slag.

This is especially important at high coal fire, when there can be large slag

deposits in the exit nozzle, since this material can rarely backflow into the

combustor and be rejected through the tap. However, in practice, this material

was seldom included in the SLAGREJ measurement since retrieval of this slag

required considerable effort and downtime. Thus, in the present analysis, this

slag ended up as BOILREJ by default.

In addition, the lower SLAGRF_ measurements were obtained for unoptimized

parametric operation. This kind of operation was necessary for scoping the

effects of operating conditions on SLAGREJ, but does not reflect optimum

performance. SCRUBRF_ was determined from the scrubber water discharge solids

content and flow. BOILREJ was obtained by difference, namely, BOILREJ = I00 -

SCRUBREJ - SLAGREJ, and is therefore an upper limit. As percents of total

permanent solids, the average measured value, standard deviation, plus high and

low values for each of these variables is: SLAGREJ: 45, 13, 8(I,18; BOILREJ:
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19, 14, 50, 0; ,9_[_REJ: 36, 16, 66, i. Models based on the four independent

variables were constructed. Evaluations of the effects of the individual

independent variables on each of the three bulk solids distribution variables

are presented below.

3.3. i. Combustor Stoichiometry

For the three bulk solids distribution variables SLAGREJ, BOILREJ, arid

SCRUBREJ, the effects of SRI, as maximum percent variation in the calculated

dependent variable, were +50%, +45%, and-8%, respectively. The signs indicate

t_t SLAGREJ and BOILREJ increased as SRI increased, while SCR[BREJ decreased.

The considerable positive effect of high SRI on SLAGREJ is probably related to

the already discuss_ enhancement of combustion efficiency and process tempera-

ture, which is expected to result in better solids melting and slagging. In a

similar way, high BOILREJ is also associated with high SRI. As noted above, a

substantial fraction of BOILREJ could be conceptually considered as part of

SLAGREJ. Thus, it is reasonable that SRI should produce' he same qualitative

effect on both variables. In addition, it is possible that with improved com-

bustor melting, the material carried _It of the combustor is partly melted and

thus sticks easier to boiler surfaces than dry ash. The effect of increasing

SRI on SCRUBREJ is negative. This is ex%0ecteddue to mass balance conside-

rations, i.e. if more solids are retained by the combustor/boiler at high SRI.

then less will be in the scrubber. These effects are shown in figure I.

3.3.2. Combustion Air S_'irll>ressure

Combustion swirl air pressure (3WIR[/_) effects on SLAGREJ, BOILREJ, and

SCRUBREJ, as maximum percent variatic_ in the calculated dependent variable,

were +7%, -17%, and -35%, respectivel'j. The signs indicate that SLAGREJ in-

creased, but BOILREJ and SCRUBRF_ decreased, as SWIRI_ increased. Improved

slag rejection at higher SWIRLPR is likely due to enhanced cyclonic action of

the swirl air. Although the modeled strength of this effect on SLAGREJ is rela-

tively small, the large negative influence it has on BOILREJ and SCRUBRF_ can

only be attributable to enhanced combustor slag retention at high swirl pres-

sure. The relatively small strength of SWIRI_ in the SLAGREJ model may re-

flect a non-lin_r threshold effect. In any case, the effect of SWIRLPR on
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total comb_stor slag retention is believed to be of more significance than

indicated by the SLAGREJ modeling results.

3.3.3. Fuel Heat Inst

Fuel heat input (HEATIN) effects on SLAGREJ, BOILREJ, end SCR[_REJ, au

maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable, were +I_,

+53%, and +48%, respectively. The positive signs indicate that all solid

stream contents, as a percent of total solids, increased as fuel heat input

increased. There appears to be a relatively small improvement in SLAGREJ as

HEATIN increases, conceptually in line with improved combustion intensity and

melting as discussed previously. However, both BOILREJ and SCR[IBREJ are also

increased as the total fuel heat input goes up. Here we have a contradiction

since mass balance considerations require that the sign dependencies of the

dependent variables cannot all be the same.

Even though combustion efficiency/process temperature increase as HEATIN

increases, and you might therefore expect better ash melting and slag rejec-

tion, visual observations of the combustor exit nozzle have indicated that at

higher HEATIN a significant portion of the combustion takes place in the exit

nozzle, particularly with staged combustion. In this situation the flame is not

entirely confined within the combustor proper. Thus experimental observations

suggest that the rat_ of combustor slag rejection increases at higher firing

rates, but that slag retention, as percent of total solids input, probably has

a negative dependence on HEATIN when PCTPC is large, i.e. total solids loading

to the combustor is high. This interpretation is at odds with the present sta-

tistical result but i_ justified to some extent by the huge positive effects of

HEATIN on BOILREJ and SCR[IBREJ, and by the_effects discussed below.

3.3.4. Percent Coal Firin_

The percent of fuel heat input due to coal (PCUE_) effects on SLAGREJ,

BOILREJ, and SCRUBRF_, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent

variable, were -I_%, -48%, and +73%, respectively. The signs indicate that both

SLAGREJ and BOILREJ are reduced, while SCR[IBREJ is increased, as the percent of

coal firing increased. This result is in line with the discussion in the
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preceding section, where it was generally concluded that higher solids loading

lead to decreased SLAGRF_ in spite of better combustion efficiency and higher

process temperatures. As PCTPC increases, we have higher solids input, with

the associated negative effect on SLAGREJ. One interesting difference is that

BOILREJ has a negative dependence on _ but had a positive dependence on

HEATIN. This may be related to one of the experimental results of the DOE SBIR

ash melting project, in which it was discovered that ash melting was enhanced

as the ratio of heat input to solids went up. In any case, it is quite clear

that increases in coal firing, either in absolute terms or as a percent of fuel

inlmJt,dramatically increased the scrubber solids loading. The effects of

on solids distribution are shown in figure J.

It is important to emphasize that the positive effect of increased PCTPC

on SCR[_3REJ is due to increased scrubber solids loading as ash, not as unburned

coal. In section 3.1.4 it was determined that increased PCTPC lead to improved

combustion efficiencies, having a +15% maximum spread influence on TSSCEFF, the

combustion efficiency based on scrubber carbon. Thus, the positive effect of

increased PCTPC on scrubber solids cannot be due to poorer combustion efficien-

cy and, hence, more unburned coal carryover to the scrubber. Instead, it must

be due to more ash and other non-combustibles carryover.

3.3.5. Solids Distribution Review

The following is the strength ordering of the effects of the independent

variables on the various bulk solids distribution variables.

SLAGREJ: SRI >> [HEATIN ? =] PCTI_ > SWIRL_R

BOILREJ: HEATIN = or > PCTPC = or > SRI >> SWIRLPR

SCRUBR_: i:_ > HEATIN > SWII_ >> SRi

These effects are illustrated in figures K, L, and M.

SLAGREJ appears to be positively influenced by variables (e.z. SRI) which

enhance ash melting via improvements in combustion efficiency/process tempera-
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ture, but is negatively influenced by variables (e.g. PCTPC) which increase

total mass or solids input. The impact of variables (e.g. HEATIN) which have a

dual effect is unclear. As solids input increases, the rate of slag rejection

also increases but SLAGREJ, as a percent of total solids, goes down while the

amount of solids in both the boiler and scrubber goe._up. Part of this result

is due to the narrow definition of SLAGREJ imposed by the experimental method.

In addition, solids not captured in the combustor tend to end up in the scrub-

ber rather than layout in the boiler as the total solids input increases. As

SWIRLPR increases there is bett_r SLAGREJ and less boiler and scrubber solids.

In general, these results, plus test observations, support the view that the

present combustor volume is underutilized, or that the combustor is too short

to adequately retain and reject slag at high mass/thermal input.

Although not part of the statistical analysis, an examination of factors

leading to exit nozzle slag buildup is relevant to this section. Exit nozzle

slagging can occur either as an upset in operation or as a normal adjunct to

operation at moderate to high fire. This latter phenomenon has already been

mentioned in section 3.3. Upset exit nozzle slag buildup/blockage has two

requirements: (I) poor slagging in the combustor; and (2) a hot exit nozzle.

The for_r requirement is usually accompanied by poor combustion as evidenced

by "char balls" in the rejected slag. Poor slagging/combustion occurs when the

ash/sl_ is not tacky or sticky so that injected solids tend not to be trapped

on the combustor wall but are carried out to the exit nozzle. Since the exit

nozzle is almost always hotter than the combust_r, due to heavier insulation

and the lack of active cooling, slagging occurs here with buildup and potential

blockage, or with slag flow into the boiler. The presence of a hot exit nozzle

was especially evident during consecutive day firing with overnight heating.

C_)nditions in the combustor itself, which are not conducive to good slag-

ging/combustion can arise if (i) the combustor is too cold; (2) the flame

temperature is too low; or (3) the slag T-250 is too high. The first case

occurs when the combustor is cooled too much or if the switch-over from oil to

coal is premature. The second condition can occur if SRI is too low (< 0.6) or

too hig_ (>i .5 as per test FA4 of the IX)ESBIR project), in which cases there

is poor heat release to the combustor due to incomplete combustion or excessive

flame cooling, respectively. Thus the interplay of these three factors can
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-)r?._,account for poor slagging/combustion as well as exit nc._..,leslag _x_ildup As

noted above, there is almost always some.nozzle slagging at moderate to high

fire o_ing to direct flame impingement.

3.4. Refractory Liner Wear

The combustor liner consisted of several metal oxide compounds. By

focussing on the quantity of one of these oxides whose concentration exceeded

that in the slag it is possible tc,estimate liner material loss. The oxide

selected for this purpose was chrome oxide. The presence of chrome (XSCHROM,

as percent of slag sample weight) in the coal ash slag is an indication of

liner loss. Models based on the four independent variables were constructed.

Evaluations of the effects of the individual independent variables on XSCHROM

are presented below. Efforts were made to include variables relating to

combustor sorbent injection rates in the models. However, they were excluded

on the basis of high probability of zero coefficient.

3.4.i. CQmbustor Stoichiometr_

The effect of SRI on XSCHR(_, as maximum percent variation in the calcula-

ted dependent variable, was -24%. This means that as SRI increased there was

less liner degradation. From the preceding discussions, we have determined

that high SRI yields high heat release a_d process temperature, which are

generally known to be unfavorable to refractory life (Reference A). However,

SRI also affects the nature of the gaseous environment in terms of oxidizing

vs. reducing conditions. Articles in the literature (e.g. Reference B) indicate

that reducing atmospheres usually promote refractory corrosion by slags. Thus,

it appears in the present case that the negative effects of reducing atmosphere

on refractory life outweigh the benefits of reduced gas temperature. Put

another way, the positive effects of an oxidizing atmosphere on refractory life

at high SRI outweigh the negative effects of higher temperature.

3.4.2. Combustion Air Swirl Pressure

Combustion swirl air pressure (SWIRLPR) effects on XSCHR_, as maximum

percent variation in the calculated dependent variable, was -26%. The sign
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indicates that XSCHR(_ decreased as SWIRLPR increased. As in several of the

above discussions, this effect may be attributed to increased liner/slag

cooling at high SWIRLPR, which results in a kinetic rate reduction of

slag/liner chemical interaction.

3.4.3. Fuel Heat InDu%

The fuel heat input (HF/TIN) effects on XSC_, as maximum percent varia-

tion in the calculated dependent variable, was +49%. The positive sign indi-

cates that liner degradation, as measured by XSCH_, increased significantly

as HEATIN increased. This effect is likely due to increased process tempera-

ture at higher heat input, which accelerates the kinetics of slag corrosion of

the liner.

3.4.4. Percent Coal Firing_

The percent of fuel heat input due to coal (PCTPC) effect on X_, as

maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable, was +88.°4.The

sign indicates that XSC}_OM is greatly increased as the percent of coal firing

is increased. As with HEATIN, increases in P_ lead to increased process

temperature, with its associated negative effect on liner life. In addition,

as PC_ is raised, the amount of coal ash slag also increases, thereby provid-

ing greater potential for corrosive interaction between the slag and the liner.

3.4.5. Refractory Liner Wear Review

The following is the strength ordering of the effects of the independent

variables on the liner degradation variable, XSCHROM.

XSCHR(_: PCTPC > HEATIN > SWIRLPR : or > SRI

These effects are illustrated in figure N.

Degradation of the combustor refractory liner, as indicated by chrome in

the rejected slag, is primarily caused by the presence of coal ash slag. This

may be caused by chemical corrosion which increases kinetically as process
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temperature increases (HEATIN effect). Although this coal ash effect is

largely immune to effects of ash composition, analysis indicated that higher

iron content slags somewhat accelerated the negative effect of coal ash on

liner wear. Alternatively, the presence of basic sorbent material had no

discernable impact on liner loss. Increased SWIRLPR partially offsets slag

corrosion by cooling the liner/slag surface. In addition, liner wear appears

to be.more severe under reducing vs. oxidizing conditions (SRI effect), in

line with the literature.

3.5. _IQx__

One of the main goals of the Clean Coal project was to reduce the atmos-

pheric emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOy) to I00 ppm or less. The technique
used to achieve this was staged combustion, with a fuel rich first stage to

convert fuel-bound-nitrogen (FBN) to _le_lar nitrogen, followed by a fuel

lean second stage to complete fuel burnout, _t without generatirg excessive

thermal NOx. In the present project, the combustor itself was the first stage,

while second stage or tertiary air was injected into the _iler firebox sur-

roundirg the comb_stor ga_ exit nozzle. The effects of this control strategy

were determined by measurirg NOx (ppmv, dry basis) at the boiler outlet. For

comparison, the measured. NO levels were converted to equivalent values at 3%

oxygen or 15% excess air (NORMNOX). In addition, a small further reduction irl

NO was obtained due t_ the action of the wet particulate scrubber This ef-
x

fect contributed an additional 5 to 10% reduction in NO emitted to atmos-x

phere. As ppmv, dry basis, and normalized to 3% 02, the average measured

value, st;_ndarddeviation, plus high and low values for NORMNOX are: 355, 148,

769, 81. It should be noted that the lowest value corresponds to o_l-only

firir_ and that the min_ with coal firing was 184 ppm. The minim_J coal

fired NO level in the sc_b_r stack was 160 ppm. M_lels based on the four
x

independent variables were constructed. Evaluations of the effects of the

individual independent variables on NORMNOX are presented below.

3.5. i. Combustor Stoichiometry

The effect of SRI on NORMNOX, as maximum percent variation in the calcu-

lated dependent variable, was +48%. This means that as SRI increased the level
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of NOx in the boiler outlet increased. This relationship has been demonstrated

many times by various groups, and is due to increased oxidation of FBN to NOx

at higher SRI. For high coal firing as percent of total heat input, namely

PCTPC > 70%, the degree of control of NOx at the boiler outlet, obtained by

staged combustion, is shown in figure O. As can be seen, a minimum in NO
X

o_,cursat SRI around 0.75. Globally, NOx levels have been reduced from an un-

staged value of about 800 ppm to below 200 pl=m, a reduction of Fore t_n 75%.

3.5.2. Combustion Air Swirl Pressure

Combustion swirl air pressure (SWIRLPR) effects on NORMNOX, as maximum

percent variation in the calo_lated dependent variable, was +21%. The sign

indicates that NORMNOX increased as SWIRLPR increased. As SWIRLPR increases, we

have seen that slag combustion efficiency and process temperature decrease

while combust_r slag rejection increases. The former effect is due to higher

liner/slag surface coolir_, while the latter result is caused by higher cy-

clonic action. With regard to NOx control via staging, it is important to

release the FBN in the fuel rich first stage. Otherwise, FBN carried over to

the fuel lean second stage will be easily converted to NO . In the present
X

instance, the twin effects of increasing SWIRLPR on FBN release are at cross-

purposes. Decreased combustion efficiency and process temperature are expected

to result in lower FBN release, while higher combustor solids retention is ex-

pected to improve FBN release. Since the overall effect of increased SWIRLPR

is to increase NO emissions, the solids retention effect must be subordirmtex

to the combustion efficiency and temperature, effects, i.e. there is less FBN re-

lease in the combustor, resulting in more NOx formation in the second stage.

3.5.3. Fuel Heat Inst

The fuel heat input (HEATIN) effect on NORMNOX, as maximum percent

variation in the calculated dependent variable, was -32%. The negative sign

indicates that NORMNOX decreased as HEATIN increas6_. This effect, is likely

due to increased slag comhmtl4,i__fflc]ency and process temperature at higher"

heat input, which ac_i_l_d i_li__ _l_:_ii__,f_'_ _n the cc_1_st_i',
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3.5.4. Percent Coal Firing

The percent of fuel heat input due to coal (PCYPC) effect on NC)RMNC)X,as

maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable, was +4_4. The

sign indicates that NORMNOX increased as the percent of coal firing increased.

As PCTPC increases the total amount of FBN increases. It is generally agreed

that fuel-NOx is highly dependent on the amount of fuel nitrogen or FBN present

in the system. For the eight coals tested, fuel nitrogen averaged i.27% by

weight, with a range of I.12 to I.83%. This narrow range of FBN content was

tested in models of NORMNOX but had a relatively low tolerance of PCTPC, which

was a more important variable.

3.5.5. _Qx Control Review

The following is the strength ordering of the effects of the independent

variables on measured N(_ levels in the boiler outlet.

NORMNOX: SRI > _ > HEATIN > SWIRLPR

These effects are illustrated in figure P.

As SRI and PCTPC increase, NOx increases as expected. As HEATIN in-

creases, NOx decreases due to better FBN release on the first stage, owing to

higher combustion efficiency and process temperature. This results in lower

overall N(_ with staged combustion. As SWIRI/_ increases, N(_ increases due to

the liner/slag cooling effect quenching FBN release.

3.6. Sulfur Control

During combustion the coal sulfur was partitioned among four streams:

sulfur retained and rejected with the slag (ACTSLGS), sulfur deposited in the

boiler (BOILS[_F), sulfur found in the scrubber discharge (PCTSSCRB), in solu-

tion and/or as part of the suspended solids, and sulfur emitted to atmosphere

(ATMS[_F). In practice, BOILS[_uF was not measured directly but was determined

by subtracting ACTSLGS from the measured reduction in SO2 (as percent of total
sulfur) in the boiler outlet or SREDBO. In a similar way ATMSULF was taken
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to be (100 - SREDFS), where SREDFS is the measured reduction in SO2 in the

scrubber fan stack. As percent of total sulfur, the average measured value,

standard deviation, plus high and low values for each of the directly _asured

variables is" ACTSLGS" 1.90, 2.54, II.15, 0.16; SREDBO: 15, 17, 82, 0;

PCTSSCRB: 25, 18, i00, i; SREDFS: 35, 12, 57, 9. It should be noted that the

SREDBO maximum value of 82% was obtained with boiler sorbent injection. The

maximum obtained with combustor sorbent injection was 5_/_. Models -basedon

the four independent variables were constructed. Evaluations of the effects

of the individual independent variables on each of the four sulfur

partitioning variables are p_:_sented below.

3.6.i. Combustor Stoichiometry

For the four sulfur variables ACTSLGS, BOILSULF, PCTSSCRB, and ATMSULF,

•the effects of SRI, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent

variable, were -87%, -9%, -23%, and +2% respectively. The signs indicate that

overall system sulfur retention decreased as SRI increased, while emission to

atmosphere increased. It is likely that these effects, taken as a whole, are

due tA increased sorbent deadburning at high SRI, which has been shown to

raise combustor temperature. On an individual basis, however, the different

degrees of dependency of the sulfur variables suggest that other changes in

operatiz_ conditions, due to variation in SRI, _st be at work.

The slag sulfur content is the sulfur variable most susceptible to SRI

variation, as shown in figure Q. This profound dependency suggest_._that at low

SRI (around 0.6 to 0.7) local conditions of temperature and gas composition

are optimized for in-situ sulfur capture by sorbent with subsequent rejection

in the slag. This aspect had been studied in detail by Coal Tech Ln previous

work (Reference C) where it was fo,x_dthat first stage stoichiometrj was a

critical parameter in the sulfur capture process. For co_Jarison, data

obtained from Reference C are presented in figure R, showing a r_markable

qualitative similarity to figure Q.

It should be noted that good slag sulfur retention/rejection is also asso-

ciated with rapid slag removal from the combustor, in order to minimize slag

desulfurization. As discussed in section 3.3, good slag rejection depends most
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significantlyupon high SRI. This result contrastswith the slag sulfur

results, which show maximum slag sulfur at low SRI. This implies that local

combustor thermal/chemical environment is more important than bulk slag remo-

val in achieving good slag sulfur retention. In any case, it is probably

necessary to optimize both ACTSLGS and SLAGREJ by manipulationof operating

parameters other than SRI and/or by incorporatingcombustor design changes as

discussed in section 4.2.

Figure S* illustratesthe relative effects of SRI on BOILSULF, PCTSSCRB,

and ATMSULF. Both boiler and scrubber sulfur contents decrease as SRI increas-

es. This is partly due to sorbent dead_, as noted above. In the case

of PCTSSCRB, however, the reductionat higher SRI is undoubtedlycoupled to

the fact that total scrubber solids (SC_) also decrease as SRI increases,

as discussed in section 3.3.1. In addition, it was shown in section 3.I.1

that increasing SRI lead to improved combustion efficiency and, thus, less

unburned fuel. Since PCTSSCRB increasedas SRI decreased, it is fair to attri-

bute part of the increase in scrubber sulfur to the presence of some unburned

coal. More will be said on this in section 3.6.4. Finally, more sulfur is

emitted to atmosphere as the sorbent becomes less effective in capturing sulfur

due to the deadburning effect of high SRI. However, the correspondenceis not

proportional since the scrubber can remove some sulfur with or without sorbent.

3.6.2. CombustionAir SwlrlPressure

Combustion air swirl pressure (SWIRLFR)effects on ACTSLGS, BOILSULF,

PCTSSC_, and ATMSULF, as maximum percent variation in the calculated depen-

dent variable, were +78%, +5%, -1%, and +8%, respectively. The positive sign

for ACTSLGS indicates that slag sulfur content greatly increasedas air swirl

pressure increased. The high positive effect of increasingSWIRLPR on slag

sulfur content may be due to a number of factors. First, it has been shoal

that high SWIRLPR leads to increased liner/slag surfacecooling. This could be

important for slag sulfur retention by (a) helping to reduce sorbent deadburn-

ing, and (b) minimizing temperaturedependent slag desulfurization. Secondly,

it has also been shown that high swirl air pressure improves slag rejection.

This would result in more of the sulfated sorbent being thrown to the wall and

embedded in the slag. The other sulfur variables show only a weak dependence

(*)-Added information is contained in the Proprietary Report"
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on SWIRLFR. These effects are believed to be indirect and coupled to the

SWIRI_ effects on combustion efficiency and process temperature, with their

attendant impact on fuel sulfur release, and on bu_-.solids distribution.

3.6.3. Fuel Heat Input

The fuel heat input (HEATIN) effects on ACTSLGS, BOILSULF, PCTSSCRB, and

ATMS[E/, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable,

were +41%, -II%, +60%, and -29%, respectively. The signs indicate that ACTSLGS

and I_ increased when HEATIN increased, while BOILSULF and ATMSULF de-

creased as HEATIN increased. The positive effect of higher fuel heat input on

slag sulfur retention/rejection may be due to enhanced combustion efficiency/

process temperature resulting in better coal sulfur release. Alternatively,

the higher combustion intensity may promote more vigorous mixing of the air/

fuel/sorbent. In addition, the rate of slag rejection (but probably not

SLAGREJ as percent of total solids) also increases as HEATIN increases, thus

minimizing slag residence time and desulfurization in the combustor.

As HEATIN increases there is a slight decrease in boiler sulfur. This may

be due to unfavorably high flame temperatures and/or more sorbent deadhurning

in the second st_e, which generally burns more intensely at higher HEATIN.

The significant increase in scrubber sulfur with increasing heat input is no

doubt largely related to increased bulk solids in the scrubber as discussed

previously. In addition, higher fuel rates may provide a higher and more

favorable sulfur/sorbent reaction temperature in the boiler, downstream of the

second stage flame zone, and in the boiler outlet. For example, the boiler

outlet stack temperature was found to increase most at higher fuel heat

inputs. Finally, as HEATIN increases, there is a fair decrease in atmospheric

SO2. This drop is mainly due to improved scrubber sulfur retention at high

HEATIN. The effects of HEATIN on slag, boiler, and scrubber sulfur retentions

are shown in figure S-2".

3.6.4. Percent Coal Firing

The percent coal firing (PCtr) effects on ACTSLGS, BOILS[_F, PCTSSCRB,

and ATMSULF, as maximum percent variation in the calculated dependent variable,

(*)-Added information is contained in the Proprietary Report"
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were +i00, +I00%, +61%, and -18%, respectively. The extremely large positive

effects of higher Ft_ on slag, boiler, and scrubber sulfur contents are

shown in figure T*. This situation arises since higher coal contributionsto

total heat input are expected to kinetically increase the sulfur/sorbentreac-

tion rate by increasing the partial pressure of SO2. It has been variously

shown (e.g. Reference D) that the overall reaction rate of sorbent and SO2 is

proportionalto the concentrationof 802, usually expressed in atmospheres. In

the present analysis, this effect is believed to be mainly importantfor im-

proved slag and boiler sulfur retention, while the enhancementof scrubber

sulfur is mainly attributableto increased scrubber solids at high PCTr. A

possible corollary effect is that at higher PCT_ there may be more condensa-

tion of SO2 vapors on particles going to the scrubber. As with fuel-nitrogen,

efforts to explicitly include coal-sulfur content in the models were not suc-

cessful owing to high correlationwith PCTPC. With increasingPCTPC, there is

a moderate decrease in atmospheric sulfur, as expected from an overall sulfur

balance,

It is importantto note that the positive effects of increasedPCT_ on

slag and boiler sulfur retention are not due to lack of complete releaseof

sulfur from the coal. That is, the sulfur measured in the slag and boiler

solids is chemically associated with the presence of sorbent, and is not asso-

ciated with the presence of unburned coal. With no combustor sorbent irLiec-

tion, slag and boiler solids sulfur contents are always below the level of

detectability.

Scrubber sulfur content may be slightly associated with the presence of

unburned coal. With no sorbent injectionand TSSCEFF > 95%, PCTSSCRB averaged

14% of total sulfur. Of this, the vast majority is due to the washing out of

SO2 (+ 0.5 02 + H20 = H2SO4), as indicatedby the high dissolved sulfur con-
tent, accounting for 94% of PCTSSCRB, and the low pH of 4. Thus, with about

6% of PCTSSCRB in the scrubber solids, presumably as unburned coal, less than

1% of the total sulfur can be associated with unburned coal under these condi-

tions. In the relatively few cases where TSSCEFF < 95%, again with no sorbent

injection,PCTSSCEB averaged 26_/o,of which 77% is dissolved and 23% is in sus-

pended solids. Thus for these cases of low TSSCEFF, only about 6% of the total

sulfur can be associated with unburned coal. This would be the worst case.

(*)-Added informationis contained in the Proprietary Report"
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With combustor sorbent injection, PCTSSCRB averaged 24% while TSSCEFF

averaged 94%. Here, around 58% of PCTSSC_ is dissolved while 42% is in the

solids. Based on the above analysis with no sorbent injection, the bulk of the

sulfur solids cannot be coal since TSSCEFF is relatively high. This is con-

firmed by chemical analysis of the scrubber solids, showing high sulfur con-

tent only in the presence of sorbent calcium. In addition, the associated pH

averages 9.5, showing the neutralization effect of hydrolyzed sorbent on the

originally acidic scrubber water. Nearly all of the dissolved sulfur is pre-

sent as sulfate, with measured dissolved calcium and sulfate concentrations cor-

responding to the solubility limit of CaSO4_. In this situation, "excess" CaSO4

would remain as a solid, since the ionic solubility product cannot be exceeded.

3.6.5. Calcium/Sulfur Mole Ratio

The effects of the calcium/sulfur mole ratio (CASRAT) on ACTSLGS,

BOILSULF, l_'rSSCq_, and ATMSULF, as maximum percent variation in the calcu-

lated dependent variable, were +44, +27%, -22%, and -13%, respectively. As

anticipated, both slag and boiler sulfur contents increased significantly as

the Ca/S ratio increased due to enhancement of the sulfur/sorbent reaction rate

via increased sorbent availability. Since more sulfur is retained in the slag

and boiler at higher CASRAT, the amounts retained in the scrubber and emitted

to atmosphere correspondingly decreased. These effects of CASRAT are illu-

strated in figure U* for the slag, boiler, and scrubber sulfur variables.

The data show little or no dependence of the sulfur variables on combus-

tor sorbent type. It is possible that calcium hydrate performed slightly bet-

ter than limestone but only marginally so. In addition, injection of calcium

acetate could not be fully evaluated due to feeding problems associated with

combustion of the organics at the injection point, resulting in heavy ash build-

up.

Although there was limited data on boiler sorbent injection, it is clear

that this technique was most efficacious in reducing SO2. At a Ca/S ratio of

3, an 82% reduction in measured stack SO2, using hydrate, was obtained. With

limestone injection at Ca/S > 3, the reduction in SO2 was less than 20%. Im-

proved SO2 reduction in the boiler outlet with hydrate vs. limestone was

(*)-Added information is contained in the Proprietary Report"
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probably related to the lower calcination temperature of hydrate, which, in the

present application, gave rise to more internal surface,exposure, i.e. a higher

porosity, for reaction with the _)2 than did the limestone. Besides sorbent

type and Ca/S ratio, analysis of the limited data indicates that the tempera-

ture in the boiler sorbent injection area is also critical.

3.6.6. Sulfur C_ntrol Review

The following is the strength ordering of the effects of the independent

variables on the sulfur distribution variables.

ACTSLGS: PCTPC > SRI > SWIRLPR > CASRAT = or > HEATIN

BOILSULF: PCTPC >> CASRAT > HEATIN > SRI > SWIRLPR

PCTSSCRB: PCTPC = or > HEATIN > SRI = or > CASRAT >> SWIRLPR

ATMSULF: HEATIN > PCTPC > CASRAT > SWIRLPR > SRI

These effects are illustrated in figures V, W, X, and Y.

Even though the global phenomena are complex and not yet fully under-

stood, several conclusions are possible. Slag sulfur retention and rejection

is clearly a delicate process, having very narrow parametric windows in which

to be optimized. Every independent variable in the ACTSLGS model exercised

great influence. Aside from the obvious requirements of sufficient sorbent

(CASRAT effect) and high sulfur concentration (PCTPC effect), maximum slag

sulfur strongly depends on the local thermal/chemical environment as indicated

by its sharp dependence on SRI, which is believed to have a major impact on

sorbent deadbun]irg as well as sorbent/sulfur reaction kinetics and the stabili-

ty of the sulfat_ sorbent product. (_her variable enhancemen< factors seem to

include minimum sorbent deadburning, minimum slag desulfurization, and good

slag rejection (SWIRLPR effect); good coal- sulfur release and good air/fuel/

sorbent mixLng (HEATIN effect).

Except for HEATIN, boiler sulfur retention (BOILSULF) is qualitatively
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affected by the independent variables in much the same way as ACTSLGS. Since

the boiler observables implicitly include the exit nozzle and the surrounding

boiler refractory face, it is not unreasonable to consider at 3_._astsora por-

tion of this zone as an extension of the combustor. Thus it is expected that

parameters affecting combustor slag sulfur rejection also affect BOILSULF. The

negative dependence of BOILS[K/ on increasing HEATIN may be attributed to se-

cond stage sorbent deadburning.

PCTSSCEB appears to totally depend on the amount of bulk solids reportirg

to the scrubber since its dependence on the four major independent variables

practically mirrors the SCR[_BREJdependence. The negative dependence of

PCTSSCRB on increasing CASRAT simply states that sulfur not retained in the

combustor/boiler, due to sorbent capture, will end up in the scrubber or go to

atmosphere. ATMSULF essentially increases when operating conditions tend to

deadburn the sorbent (high SRI) or tend to reduce PCTSSCRB (low HEATIN and/or

PC'fPC),which is in turn coupled to reduced SCRUBREJ.

It should be noted that post-test chemical analysis of boiler solids,

obtained late in the Phase III testing, yielded up to 30% of the total sulfur

in the presence of CaO. Experimental evidence indicates that almost all ob-

served reductions in boiler outlet SO2 were due to carried over sorbent. What

is unclear is whether the actual SO2 capture took place within the combustor,

with the sulfated sorbent being carried out, or whether the sorbem.twas first

carried out, then reacted with the sulfur in the second stage. The overall

impression, however, is that significant sulfur capture may be taking place in

the combustor but that there is insufficient reactive residence time to accom-

plish fuel burnout/ash melting at the higher coal firing rates needed to maxi-

mize slag rejection. Consequently, most of the reactive solids, at high fire,

are blown out of the combustor, with some settling in the boiler and some

getting carr!ed _ the scrubber.

4. STATISTICAL MODELING S[_

The four major independent variables used in dependent variable modeling

were discovered to produce one or more general effects on the overall process.

These effects, for increasing values of the variables, are as follows"
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SRI: - better fuel combustion, h_rnout, heat release.

- better ash melting.

- a more oxidizing atmosphere.

- higher flame temperature.

SWIRLPR: - cooler liner/slag surface.

- more cyclonic action, better combustor solids retention.

HEATIN: - higher air/fuel/sorbent mixing, combustion intensity, _d

heat release.

- better ash melting.

- higher mass throughput, less combustor gas and/or solids

residence time.

PC_: - more ash/slag system loading.

- more coal wall burning, different combustor heat release

pattern.

- increased sulfur and fuel-nitrogen to the system.

Based on maximum effect on the modeled dependent variables, PCTPC was

found to have the greatest impact on operation, followed closely by SRI and

HEATIN. SWIRLPR proved to have the least global influence although its

contribution to slag sulfur retention was very high. For models containing

CASRAT, its influence was about midway between SRI (or HEATIN) and SWIRLPR.

This relatively modest effec¢ of Ca/S mole ratio may be due to some type of

threshold effect and/or the fact that the scrubber can remove some sulfur even

with no sorbent.

In the preceding sections, we have discussed how operating parameters have

impacted the individual dependent variables. In actual operation, however, the

picture is more complex since efforts to optimize one dependent variable, by

manipulating one or more independent variables, invariably lead to performance

charges in other areas of operation. In the remainder of this section, the ef-

fects of varying individual paran_ters will be.assessed in terms of group im-

pact on important process observables. This information is useful for two

reasons: (i) it allows model simulation of condition combinations which may not
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have been actually run; and (2) it provides guidance in evaluating combustor

operating or design modifications needed to upgrade performance. In regard to

statistical modeling, it shou?d be emphasized that predicted results are gene-

rally valid provided that the input values of the independent variables are

within the normal range of those in the database. In other words, statistical

models are good for interpolatn_ but poor for extrapolatir_.

4.1. Independent Variable Effects

The average global impact of varying SR1 over its normal range of values

is illustrated in figure Z. In the figure, the total effect of SRI is broken

down on a percent basis. Thus, any change in first stage stoichiometry will

affect slag sulfur content _e most and atmospheric SO2 the least. The signs,

as has been the convention, indicate whether the variable will increase (+) or

decrease (-) as the independent variable increases.

From figure Z, it can be seen that efforts to improve slag sulfur reten-

tion by lowering SRI will also result in a fairly strong decrease in N(_, which

is desirable, and a fairly strong decrease in slag rejection, which is not de-

sirable. (_her effects include a moderate decrease in combustion efficiency

and process temperature, a moderate increase in liner loss, and a small de-

crease in atmospheric SO2 emissions. Thus, fine-tuning the operation based on

stoichiometry would involve significant trade-offs.

Following the same convention as with SRI, the average impact of varying

SWIRLPR is shown in figure A-I. From the figure it is evident that slag

sulfur content is the variable most affected by changes in 5WIRLPR, with

sulfur content increasing with increasing SWIRLPR. In addition, as SWIRLPR

increases, we have a moderate improvement in liner life as well as a modest

increase in NOx. The other dependent variables are only weakly affected.

With changes in HEATIN, _he various dependent variables are all moderately

affected as shown in figure B-I. However, except for liner wear, all depen-

dent variables are nudged into more favorable values as HEATIN is raised.

Increasing PCT_ (Figure C-I) markedly improves slag sulfur cen+_nt but
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also has a significant negative effect on liner life, while N(_ is also

moderately increased. The remaining variables are only weakly affected.

Raising the Ca/S mole ratio positively influences slag and boiler sulfur

retention more than it negatively influences scrubber sulfur retention and

atmospheric sulfur emissions, as can be seen in figure D-I. If the presence of

sorbent was the only or, at least, the major factor in sulfur capture, one

might expect nearly equal positive and negative effects on the sulfur distribu-

tion. Part of this imbalance is likely due to the sorbent deadburning effect

which impacts slag and boiler capture the most. As noted, the scrubber can

retain sulfur even without sorbent. The fact that atmospheric SO2 emissions

are little affected by combustor CASRAT indicates that overall conditions have

not been optimized, principally in the area of sorbent deadburning.

4.2. Optimized Model _on Results

Key process variables were model simulated to provide optimized values

based on varying the independent variables. Since the dependent variables

often exhibit different sign dependencies on the independent variables, appro-

priate independent variable values were chosen to individ'mallyoptimize each

dependent variable. SRI was therefore chosen to be (1.6or i.3, HEATIN was 6 or

20 (MMBtu/hr), and SWIRLFR was i0 or 40 (" WC). In order to avoid trivial

cases, PCTPC was held at I00 (%) while CASRAT was always 3. It should be noted

that optimized values of some variables (e.g. NORMNOX) are a minimum, while for

other variables (e.g. TSSCEFF) they are a maximum. The results are presented

in Table A.
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Table A. Model Si,_lation for Individually (_timized Process Observables

C_timized Variables (a)

ACTSLGS BOI[,S[_FPCTSSCRB ATMS[_F SLAGREJ NORMNOX XSCHRC_ TSSCEFF

ACTSLGS 6.5 5.6 4.2 4.2 4.0 4.2 3.1 1.7

BOILSULF 22 24 21 21 21 21 23 20

PCTSSC_ 47 19 48 48 40 48 12 41

ATMS[ILF 48 74 43 43 49 43 75 44

SLAGREJ 27 21 24 24 50 24 44 47

NORMNOX 258 409 168 168 467 168 620 379

X_ 1.5 0.8 1.7 1.7 1.2 1.7 0.6 1.5

TSSCEFF 107 49 116 116 133 116 75 142

Optimum Conditions

SRI 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 1.3 (1.6 1.3 1.3

SWIRLPR 40 40 i0 i0 40 i0 40 I0

HEATIN 20 6 20 20 2(I 20 6 20

(a) (_timized variables are in the horizontal row. (_timized values fo,_-each

variable are found along the diagonal. The columns contain the values of the

other variables when the row variable is optimized. The optimum conditions for

the row variables are at the bottom. PCTPC = I00 and CASRAT = 3 in all cases.

As can be seen from table A, BOILS[E/ is essentially unaffected by vary-

Lng operating conditions when PCTPC - i00 and CASRAT = 3. The only variable

optimized at low fire (HEATIN = 6 MMBTU/hr) is XSCHR(_, which is little af-

fected by changes in SRI and SWIRLPR. However, in this case, low fire results

in 75% of the total sulfur being emitted to atmosphere, N(_ at 620 ppm, and

combustion efficiency = 75%. Clearly, low heat input has a tremendously ad-

verse impact on combustion and environmental control, which is hardly offset by

the corresponding increase in liner life. This is an important result since

operating the combustor at a maximum firing rare is desirable from a process
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efficiency and economic point of view. Ordinarily, this situation would

dictate frequent liner replacement, with resultant high cost due not only to

labor and materials for repair but also due to down time. However, toward the

end of the Phase III testing, an operating technique was developed to reple-

nish the combustor walls. This technique requires careful monitoring of

process temperature as well as timely application in order to be effective.

Thus, the adverse effects of high firing rate on liner life can be neutralized

without derating the combustor. Development of this technique was a major

accomplishment of the present project.

Although the above technique was developed under manual combustor opera-

tion, it is believed that its full potential can only be achieved with computer

process control. In addition, economic factors related to the degree of re-

quired o_rator supe.rvision in a commercial application, dictate,automatic con-

trol of this strategy.

At high firing rate, the overall combustion efficiency, as given by

TSSCEFF, is little affected by changes in SWIRLPR. At low SRI, efficiency is

somewhat lower, but still predicted to be generally acceptable, even if pre-

dicted efficiencies greater than 10(1%are taken with a grain of salt. In any

case, satisfactory combustion efficiency can no doubt be attained by the imple-

mentation of standard techniques such as external air preheat and/or modified

tertiary air injection geometry, if necessary. The implementation of this

kind of technology should not be considered novel or developmental, but is more

of the "off-the-shelf" variety. Slag combustion efficiency (not shown) close-

ly follows overall efficiency in terms of magnitude and degree of independent

variable dependence.

At high firing rate, both NO reduction and slag sulfur content are opti-x
mized at low SRI while slag rejection is decreased from the excess air value.

In addition, NOx levels are significantly decreased at low air swirl pressure,

but slag sulfur content is reduced. Slag rejection is little affected by

changes in SWIRLPR. These results indicate that the above three variables

cannot be simultaneously optimized in the present system by manipulation of

operating parameters alone. Instead, some compromise or trade-off would be

required, all other factors remaining the same.
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Also at ihigh firing rate, the scrubber sulfur ret_:-ion (Pt._TSSCRB_ ay_

the sulfur emitted to atmosphere (ATMS[K2) are litti_ influenced by S_ a_

SWIRLPR. The latter result is important since it basically says c_ _s-

pheric _)2 emissions cannot be re_ced bel¢_ about.43% of total m_if_>r with

combustor sorbent injection, using _he present combustor oper_.i_l and _esign

configuration. The fact that boiler sorbent, injection resulted in a_m6_:ic

S02 of less than 18% of total sulfur clearly shows that t2_rmal/ch_icai :re-

gimes of high sulfur capture potential do exist in the cur_z sys_em configu-

ration, but were not achieved by combustor sorbent injec.ti_n. This is seen In

table A where even the optimized value of ACTSLGS is disappointirgly low.

Regarding overall system sulfur retention, the upshot seems to be that

sulfur capture and rejection in the combust_r have not been optimized due to

underutilization of the combustor volume, i .e. the air/fuel/sorbent mixing

zone is too extensive (with the injection configuration used in the Clean Coal

tests), or the combustor is in fact too short to allow complete reaction to

occur, including fuel burnout, sorbent sulfur capture, and ash melting, within

the combustor proper. With the first stage reaction_ continuing in the exit

nozzle and/or near the boiler front wall, especially with staged operation, it

is not surprising that relatively little sulfur is captured and rejected with

the slag, and tk_atthe amount of rejected slag is r_luced. It is also not

surprising that carried over sorbent/sulfur reactions in the boiler do not

approach the efficiency of direct boiler sorbent injection since the sulfur

capture reactions are either ther_K)dynamically reversed, or the sorbent dead-

burned, as the first stage gases encounter the hot second stage flame front.

4.3. Impact on Combustor Design & (k_eration

Consideration of the above modeling results, as well as other experimental

observations, yielded several conclusions and/or hypotheses applicable to opera-

tion and design of a commercial coal fired, air cooled combustor. (he clear re-

sult was that best overall combustor performance_ was obtained at high fuel heat

input. This is important from an operational and economic point of view. Extra-

polation from the database, setting HEATIN to 3(1MMBtu/hr, predicts improvement

in all key process variables except XSCHR(_ and BOILSULF. The maximum heat in-

put during the tests was around 2(I _iMBtu/hr, even though the combustor was
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designed for 30 MMBtu,rnr and the boiler was thermally rated at around 23

MMBtu/hr. This was due to facility limits on water availability for the boiler

and for cooling the combustor. In fact, even 20 MMBtu/hr was borderline, so

that most of the testing was conducted at lower rates.

Attempts to optimize process variables via independent parameter changes

showed that there,were two difficulties in this approach. _e first was that

changes in operating parameters to enhance,one d_pendent variable often re-

sulted in degradation of other process variables. For example, both NO reduc-x
tion (NORMNOX) and slag sulfur content (ACTSLGS) were optimized at low SRI

while slag rejection (SLAGREJ) was decreased from the excess air value. In

addition, NO levels were significantly decreased at low air swirl pressure,x
but slag sulfur content was reduced. These results indicate that these vari-

ables cannot be.simultaneously optimized in the present system by manipulation

of operating parameters alone. This situation is largely inherent to the pro-

cess physics and chemistry and cannot be disregarded. Here, one must either

compromise and choose operating conditions which involve a trade-off in perfor-

mance among the affected variables, or introduce changes in operating technique

and/or combustor design which will offset the negative effects of certain ope-

rating conditions for one or more process variables.

The latter approach had been successfully implemented for XSCHROM where

liner life, at operating conditions associated with good overall performance

but higher liner wear, was extended by wall replenishment. In a similar way,

the addition of external air preheat was suggested to upgrade combustion effi-

ciency, if necessary, at low SRI. It is possible that high air preheat at low

SRI mey also be helpful in improving the combustion efficiency/process tempera-

ture needs associated with good slag rejection, while at the same time retain-

ing the stoichiometry/chemistry needed for good NO and SO2 control. HereX

the key parameter for slag sulfur retention and NO control, SRI, could bex

maintained while the combustion inter_ity necessary for gcxxlfuel utilization,

heat release, and ash meltirg would be improved. Implementation of this exter-

nal air preheat modification would require an auxiliary air preheater, electri-

cal or gas fired, plus new pipizg includiz_ insulation.

Of perhaps ,ore iu_ortance is the second difficulty, r_mly that the per-
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formance level of certain process variables could not be brought to acceptable

levels for any practical combination of operatirg paraueters. Even under opti-

mum conditions, the best values for ACTSLGS, ATMSULF, and SLAG_KJ are consider-

ably less than desired. It is observed in table A that predicted SLAGRF_ does

not exceed 50% even under optimized conditior_. Part of this result is due to

the narr_w operatiorml definition of SLAGR_3 as discussed previe_Jsly. It

should be noted that the values in table A are from the statistical model and

that during actual combust_r operation the measured values sometimes surpass<_d

these iriperformance. However, these "high water" marks were not typical and

were pro%_bly due to a combination of operatirg conditiors, likely including

unobserved transitory or non-steady-state pherlo_na, which were not routinely

accessible, and therefore were not easily repeatable.

This second difficulty then suggests that optimization of the affected

proc_essvariables is limited by some sort of barrier ir_erent to the present

combustor operating tec_lique and/or design. This in turn suggests that im-

prove,_nt can only be obtained by radically altering operating conditions. As

already _entioned in the preceding sections, experimental evidence strongly

suggests that the combustor volume is underutilized, i.e. the air/fuel/sorbent

mixing zone is too extensive, or the combastor is in fact too short, to allow

complete reaction to occur, including fuel burTiout,sorbent sulfur capture, and

ash uelting. Thus corrective operation or desigTimodifications would include

changes in the air/fuel/sorbent mixing via injection modification, or by making

the comb_stor lorger, i.e. increasirg the length to diameter (L/D) ratio.

With the present injection geouetry, a u_x_est ler_th increase would probably

result _zlsubstantial i_@roveuent. Alternatively, ,_dified air/fuel/sorbent

injection geometry could _mve a positive effect if it reduces the size of the

mixirg zone. In fact, _z_ection modificatiorm have recently been implemented

under another project and have yielded significant improveuent in SLAGREJ.

Additional testirg of this new injection geometry for improving slag rejection

and slag sulfur retention with coal firing would be extremely useful since up

till now both para_eter_ could not be si_mltaneously optimized.

One of the chief goals of the Clean Coal project was to capture the coal

sulfur in the combust_r _-idreject it with the slag. Although this concept was

clearly validated, the quantitative levels of slag sulfur content were general-
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ly low. Part of the problem was that two key process requirements,low SR1

operationfor maximum combustorm_ifur capture, and high slag rejection,could

not be simultaneouslyoptimized h. the present unit. Regarding atmosphericSO2
emissiorm, if combustorsulfur capture and rejectionwith the slag caymot be.

raised to acceptable levels by combustor operation or design changes, then di-

rect boiler sorbent injectionwould be the preferred sulfur control technique.

In this situation, combustor sorbent injectionwould mainly be for slag viscosi-

ty control, and only secondarilyfor sulfur capture. Another possibility is

multi-pointsorbent injection.

In conclusion, it is to be mephasized that the above discussion is based

on an analysis that is suitable for interpolation,but not for extrapolationof

the combustor data base. With the operating experience and continuous improve-

ments made in the combustoroperation in the past three years, the operating

data base is being extended outside the regime considered in the above analy-

c_is. Therefore, the conclusionspresented here, especially in areas such as

sulfur capture and and slag retentionwill most probably be modified as a

result of continued operationunder the more accurate computer control now

installed :m the combustorand improved solids injectionand improved slag
removal from the combustor.
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FIG, A: Effects of Coal Firing on Combustor Efficiency

FIG. B: Operation Variable Effects on Slag Combustion
Efficiency
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FIG C: Operating Variable Effects on Gas Combustion
Efficiency

FIG D: Operating Variable Effects on Total Suspended
Solids Combustion Efficiency
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FIG E: Effects of Coal Firing on Combustor Temperature
Variables

FIG F: Operating Variable Effects on Liner Temperature
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FIG G: Operating Variable Effects on Cooling Tube

Temperature

FIG H: Operating Variable Effects on Wall Flux
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FIG J: Effects of Coal Firing on Solids Partioning
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FIG K: Operating Variable Effects on Combustor Slag
Rejection

FIG L: Operating Variable Effects on Boiler Solids
q
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FIG M: Operating Variable Effects on Scrubber Solids

FIG N: Operating Variable Effects on Slag Chrome Content
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FIG O: Heasured Stack NOx (Normalized to 3Z 02) vs
First Stage Stoichiometry (PCTPC_70)

FIG P: Operating Variable Effects on NOx Emissions
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FIG Q: Measured Slag Sulfur Content with Sorbent

Injection vs First Stage Stoichiometry
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FIG S-2: Effects of Fuel Heat Imput on Sulfur
Partitioning

"additional data is contained in the Proprietary Document"
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FIG U: Effects of Calcium/Sulfur Ratio on Sulfur
Partitioning

"Additional data is contained in the Proprietary Document"
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FIG V: Operatin 8 Variable Effects on Slas Sulfur
Content

FIG W: Oporatin 8 Variable Effects on Boiler Sulfur
Deposits
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FIG X: Operating Variable Effects on Scrubber
Sulfur Content

FIG Y: Operating Variable Effects on Atmospheric
Sulfur Emissions
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Main SRi Effects

FIG Z: Effects of First Stage Stoichiometric Ratio
on Process Observables

Main SL;IRLPR Effects

FIG A-l: Effects of Swirl Air Pressure on Process
Observables
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FIG C-l: Effects of Coal Firing on Process Variables
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Main CASRAT Effects
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FIG D-l: Effects of Calcium/Sulfur Ratio on Sulfur
Variables
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Since the 3(IMMBtu/hr combustor's fabrication in 1985, Coal Tech has taken

a series of photographs at varying intervals t_ chart the progress of the

vario[_ ,steps in its development. These photographs focussed on what appeared

to be an important issue at that time. For that reason, a relatively large

fraction of the photographs focus on problems that.were encountered at the time.

the photographs were. taken. In addition, to protect Coal Tech's proprietary

position the photographs included in this portfolio do not include detailed

design features. Nevertheless, th,,,_ is sufficient detail to enable the

viewer t_ visually the progress and problems experienced. As there was no

prearranged plan to record the entire,progress of the project, there are gaps

in the photographic record. As much as possible these gaps are filled in the

written record of the project that is contained in this report.

The photographs were divided according to the topics contained in the

Table of Contents of this Appendix. These topics generally reflect the most

significant problems and accomplishments encountered in the project. The

photographs only contain brief captions. For further details, the reader is

referred to the chronological record of the project in Appendix I and the body

of the Final Report.
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Figure A-III-3 _-_e_.i7 r c:on_.rc-panel (ic-_.._. "e.rc...,.u_d>,_."_ baci_,::_ the of
ti:ecom" stor ma_. i co,' ',.i pa_-_,:(ricI_.,fc_ejr,_.:z,..].iqnef_-',<:nten c,fthe
comb__st(' is viatible _i 1 ....,ee_ :.}_e":-,_,-_,_.

, :-_ "' : _ i, _., h._ _br:_ _- L,-J._ -:.o_: in March i9.$6

ii --3



Fi_u-e A-I!I-5: i_,ecombustor i_sta!led on the hoiier, wi<,h t,hefront section
removed. The air plem,m ducts are il-t the foregro_m_d. _e refract, orb, !i]-_er is
installed in the combustor, as is the exit nozzle refractoz%, is in the
background. Novembe.r 1.986.

Fiamre A-III-6: The combustor installed on the boiler _qith the primary _d
secondary air pipes connected, and the front section which contains the burners
and primary and secondaz%,air inlets, and fuel inlets. Whiter 1986-7.
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Figure A-iii-8: The prg_la!z;m_d secondary air f,m_sinstalled outside the
boilerhouse. Due to noise problems with the sec<-_dar_,air f_ a sol.rod
insula*_d shack had to be h_stalled arolmd the f_s to allow combustor
oL_ration. It was necessary to reb._ildthe fen in 19_8. The 2000 gallon coal-
water slLlrl_t_{ is sho_,m£_ the t_c_g_n._._ W_,--r ]9_._b,"7.
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Fi_re A-III-9" The com] le_,ed combustor ins+_,ail_:ion she_in_" the 4 ton coal bin

along6ide the };._ilerhou or: <,he right _nd %}_e s!:_,.<,_<sc_:"o.bberattached to the

right, side stack which i:: -.,_p_-+,_,d__ _ __. _....+.o th_ re,tr._,fit,r.ed L,oiier. I_-,_,_,:,,o,

3. Coal Water Slurry Test

Figure A-III-10" The first test, in test in Phase 2 of *_,heClean C_oal projec.t

was performed with a coal-water slurry. The fi_._z'esho_,s the 2000 gallon tank
used tm store the slurr%,. November 1987
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Fi_.:re i-!li-i _ T?:-_ ,-,,:),_l w,_t_:- o_...... " " '.............. _, w,?.s t_",s£szerre.= :c she small hoidir,,{
taDi: st-:o_, in _,..__.=.... _:#......_.,.o.=. '-,_":_.-,_,.._..... t,-,.. _m:m_::".r__ _ to........t,he ,_!_.r_/ bur__-,_er it: %he
_-,_' " '...... _...__u'_flv..'._,,h",:_'__lc."'-=:_{rL_7;,r_,,%her_,..mou:.tc.z._:e pho:,< _.-:,__:_sf.£.%ii:-_:;fthi::'....."" -....
th_,n from the 2C,(!0 gallon :.a_:_. N.,,=,.:i,:,' 1_8 _-'.

4. The Air Cooled:Comb:,_:.__

Figure A-III-12: Tb.eixmer refractory wall of the air cooled combustor liner.
The o_,_ag tap block is sh-r,:,mLn the bottom bacl_round, and part of the exit
nozzle inner wall lr,the bacl:_,rom-_d.Photo t_<en ix:Novemt_r 1986 durir_ the
co_Imst,or"s installation.
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Figure A-III-14' Y'boto ._ t,he _nd lh-_e_." t,.e_en from t.h._ .<, ,nstream end, showh-g
slag tap Ln the fo.,-'egL',:,ur.,d __,._.i +_-_ h_iet ,_ - ' -• .._,.... e_t._o_:_. the t_.ckgro_u_d. Note the

• 0smooth slag covered liner wall Taken h_ Novemh_.r 19<,8. The second liner had

been h_sta!!ed h., March _.o,_o± C'C'<_ ,





Figure A-iII-iS. Ver_,near close-up of the 2hd liner wall. in this case a
slight ripple st_mcture is visible on the wall. The section h_ the lower lest
is part of the exit nozzle wall. Taken November 1988.



Fiaure A-III-19: _oto of section of ist cornbustor !9_e:" <h_t _,ms .d,_J_ed in
test of late February 1988. The refracto_/ from the air < ,:'eJ p__eis have

been removed e_]d pitt,ed _._tai sections of the wall are vi_ ,c,Te. 7_e _,_t,al wall

was re_ired and relLn:.-J_-:=J.'::,=>_J _efra,'t<,_y inor _'i-h,:,ut_,;!acLng the
entire wall,
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The Oil P+_.-._,_-.-...-_r-,_-_-._-.=,_c_ , ___,.

"rbe followJ_t7 l;,i_ot,os v:i,_-'>_.-;_,+_.lie,t-f_.-!_<:' ' ,,-..,-i , .i .... .. oi'. kTtle ];,oiler,

F.ig_reA-III-3CI'Photo ,:,ffLmor of ]:>pi!@_"fu_mace taken b_side the %<:ile_"i,x,k-
h_ toward r,he front.,_£r_to_ ,...........%. t_iier wall. Not,e ash de;osi%s on floor as
well as sm,9.1i_ic_c!SP-_e':k_'_'S-These _._ep<:s_.swere formed after s._sor coal combus-
tion tests The bricks near the front.,_,_llwere placed %o protect the run,ace
flc:.or.,7_e 1988, Note black coal <" _:'):i,-i,,.,''.' ' t}'.-'--oiieL"t,L_be_.s.



Fi___re A-III-S2' Pho%o ,sf rea_."%¢iier floor r_d lower k:oi!er %ut-es %__ken a% the

same time as __-....{i_=_.A-III-S,C). N,:)tethe high ash/char d+.L',osits_in right -e_.ai
corner of b_-,iler. J,.me l_o,_,
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Fi&_re A-IIi-34" _hoT..:_,of ",'ea,r]::oilerfic.<_rm_d lower }:<:iiertu]:._.s.Note that,
the refractory tile f!c_oris visible aridthe near absence of asi-.,deposits in
rear corners of the k<:i]er in <}'.,ism._nwith very gc<_.i-- _' -'"_,_!n-._lsv_,lo_i,_]oombustor.
Late 1988.
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Fi_.Ire A-iiI-3_; m-,_i-<.,._._ .-f <.,,:_:ewall _ the f:.u-nacesection of <.he ].-.oilershowi_
the ash deposits on %h- ,wail, as well as several small sect,ions where the ash

had been brushed off. i98_.
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to#.,tom of +,he slag chute tc, a co!lec-tion h_rrel. 19tzg,

_T_O0A-I_, .



Figure A-I!i-4@" _a___-_...sl_ sections m_uai!y cleared from s!_ tap after the
sL_g tap bL_-cked. Febi_.a1_-!_89.
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_%pplicationof 1:,he:-'].?_bre_D.{er_,,hi::_hwas first installed in :_N:::e.[9_,9._-_e
left piece is al:<,u1:! :fti<:,_<_w,..m:,Jwe__=,hs_a]._:>ut2[!]bs. These, m:_ similar
s.ize,sl,-.-_i:,]eces'..+_,'eciesred afr,er ...Truce1989, while the combc':s<,:,rwas at;
steady st,ate ce,aifJ.r.:<!<;:!_'a_:.ion.

Figure A-III'42" Vie_,_of the bottom of the slag tap ._<dslag t_k, showir__,a
pixie of hot sla__,dropph_g fr m the tap into the ta_k, December 1@88.
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Fi__.,re A-iiI-43' n_=-_i-., .... ,_ *.he a',iag_ tap i_'_ t i-.,e water. ..... ,f t _',= si._,; <'_i}k __e
luminous sg_,t,s a!?e ;,le .... :_ _t slag. Febm._a_; _n,_oJ.._/__} .J .

Figure A-I!!-44: Pho%< of slag top corpletely bL_ked by frozen slag. The view

is from the bor,tom of the tap. Reopening of the tap required chiselli_ of the

slag. Prior to intrc<]uction of the mechanical bre_aker slag i_ Jlme 1989, tap

block_e was the most, f:'_quent reason for test te_h_ation. After that, very

few tests were terminat,ed due !,_ t,_. bloc,karL's. ],_:_:!9_,8.
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Figure A-iiI-47 <%__'c_Tj.x_of scru%%er vess-i h,s,w=,_',-:{-.-i_. sw_.ck ei-_aust (near
ladder on roof'_ ......_,_ steR_. _:!o_,m _._,__ .=_,.__ -._" bciier

I0. C__m]__istor _t ion & _A%oma<.io_:

Fib.ire A-III-4 M._s]uaiiyo_=rat,ed contr .! L.'_ i wh :h _s .s,_ for _he entire

Cle_ Coal pro. scf..
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Vi_._re A-iiY-5,i.£.omput_ ,n%r_l disgr._,_show g *-.._vari us _,=o-_s._ ares
i.ay 1990.
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SM APPENDIX IV: ANALYSIS OF SLAG PRODUCED
I_ SPOTTS,STEVENScmdM¢COY,INC BY THE COAL TECH COMBUSTOR, AS PER
__ EI_NEERS " I_.ANNER$ " KIENIISTS PA DER MODULE 1 PROCEDURE

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 8/19/88
P. O. BOX 154
MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8818610

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: SOLID WASTE DATE RECEIVED: 8/2/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASENO.: DOE-CC-70

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: COMBINEDSAMPLE ORDE_ NO.:

DER MODULE ONE ANALYSIS:
DRY BASIS AS RECEIVEDBASIS

I. Total Analysis of Solid
Total Residue % 96.8
Volatile Residue % 2.31 2.23
pH lO.O
Cyanide mg/Kg < O.Ol < O.Ol
Oil & Grease mg/Kg <52 < 50

Total Metals
Arsenic mg/Kg 66.7 64.6
Barium mg/Kg 218 211
Cadmium mg/Kg < 2.27 < 2.20
Chromium mg/Kg 3660 3540
Lead mg/Kg <15.2 < 14.7
Mercury mg/Kg < 0.26 < 0.25
Nickel mg/Kg 22.0 21.3
Selenium mg/Kg 4.56 4.41
Silver mg/Kg < 4.56 < 4.41
Copper mg/Kg 12.2 I1.8
Molybdenum mg/Kg <37.9 < 36.7
Zinc mg/Kg 15.9 15.4
Total Halogens mg/Kg 62 60
Total Sulfur mg/Kg 83 80
Heating Value BTU/Ib < 50
Corrosivity by pH 10.0

The pH was determinedon a mixture of 150 Grams of sample with 3 Liters of Reagent
Water.

Metals Method SW-846

Form No. Llls Rev. 1187 A-IV-I

REPLY TO:.

r'l HOME OFFICE (3 ANALYTICAL LABORATORIF..S []LEHIGH VALLEY OFFICE n BALTIMORE O,-"R,CE
348 N. WyomluMg Blvd. 30 Noble 8treat MlcArllhur Offloe _ Suite 44)1 608 Fldrmount Avenue
P.O. Box 6307 P.O. Box 6257 3722 Lehigh 8Veat Suit4 106
Reading PA 19410-0307 Reading PA 19611-0527 Alentown PA 111052-3438 Baltimore MD 21204-2810
(21_) 3_b-b_i (21_} _7_-_e-_-m! (2tS) 433.4194 (301) 494-0500
c=. • #o1¢1"t?R.AO=;_ $:==VJ f91_ '_?R.RQ_I3



COAL TECH CORP.
REPORT #8818610
8/19/88

PAGE 2

.Leachin_Tests:

pH mg/L 5.0
Oil & Grease mg/L < 4
Ammonia Nitrogen mg/L O.17
Phenolics ug/L < l
Cyanide mg/L <.O.Ql

Total Metals

Antimony mg/L < .Q.5
Arsenic mg/L < Q.OQ2
Barium mg/L < .Q.3
Cadmium mg/L < 0.03
Chromium mg/L < O.l
Chromium,Hexavalent mg/L < O.O.l
Lead mg/L < 0..2
Mercury mg/L .<O,QOQ5
Ni'ckel mg/L < O.l
Selenium mg/L < O.Q02
Silver mg/L < O.06
Copper mg/L < 0.Q9
Molybdenum mg/L < 0.5
Zinc mg/L Q_QS

Total Organic Halides ug/L < 5
Chemlcal Oxygen Demand mg/L 348
Total Organic Carbon mg/L 141,2
Total.VolatileResidue

(550 oc) mg/L 192
Total Residue (105 oc) mg/L 1730

Respectfully submitted,

Jo S. _URER- GROUPLEADER
LABORATORY'SERV]?CE_

cc: Dr. Zauderer

A-IV-2
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SPOTTS,STEVENS and McCOY, INC

IENCdNIEERS • PLANNERS • SCIENTISTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORPORATION DATE REPORTED: 12/07/88
P 0 BOX 154
MERION PA 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8818610

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: SOLID WASTE DATE RECEIVED: 8/02/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-70

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: COMBINED SAMPLE ORDER NO.:
m ,_m ===im ==.i.mm ==m m =i=wm ==m ==m ==mum ==_

This report is an Addendum to our previousreport issued August 19, 1988.

At the request of Dr. Zauderer the sample was extractedwith Hexane by
sonication accordingto EPA SW-846 Method 3550, and the extract was sub-
sequentlyanalyzed for Total Organic Halidesusing EPA Method 9020. The
sample was found to contain Less Than 1 mg/Kg TOX.

Respectfully submitted,

J.
JAMIS S. MAURER - GROUP LEADER
LABORATORYSERVICES

cc: Dr. Zauderer

FQrm No. Ll lR Rev. 1/87 A-IV-3

REPLY TO:.

I"1HOME OFFICE !"1ANALYTICAL LABORATORIES rl LEHIGH VALLEY OFFICE r't BALTIMORE OFFICE
345 N. Wyo¢tli114_ D_vd. _10Noil)ie Street M_,J)_,thuJ*Office PI&Zl Suile 401 698 Fllrrn_inl Avenue
P.O. ibox (_07 P.O. Box 62S7 3722 Lehigh Street Suite 10S
Reading PA 1N10-0307 P,w_ing PA 1@61i-ON7 NI4mtown PA 18052-3439 BalUmoqo MD 21204.21119
(215) 371k.4S81 (215) 376-6541 (215) 433.4188 (301) 494-0500
i=m,I f;'l_ .'376-ag.')o Fli.xii (_151 376-6_5,G



U.S. DOE-CLEAN COAL PR(GRAM

"THE D_I_ONSTRATION OF AN ADVANCED CYCIX_E COAL CC_BUSTOR, WITH INTERNAL

S[K_IIR, NITROGEN, AND ASH C(_qYROLFOR THE CI_VERSIC_ OF A 23 MMBTUPHO[_

OIL FIRED BOILER TO F[_VERIZED COAL"

FINAL TECHNICAL REPORT

APPENDIX V. Properties of the Coals & Limestone Used in the Test Effort

REPORTING PERIOD - March 9, 1987 to February 28, 1991

DOE Cooperative Agreement No. DE-FC22-87PC79799

August 30,1991

By: Bert Zauderer, Project Manager,

Edward S.Fleming

COAL TECH CORP.

P.O. BOX 154

MERION, PA 19066

prepared for

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

PITTSBURGH ENERGY TECHNOL(_Y CENTER

P.O. BOX 10940

PITTSB[_, PA 15236



INTROIX]CTION

The following tables provide the Higher Heating Value, Proxi_mte0 Ulti-

mate, and ash chemical analysis of all the test coals used in this project. In

addition, a sieve analysis is presented for several of the coals. This size

distribution was used throughout the test effort. The test coals can be corre-

lated with the chronological test effort described in Appendix I by noting that

the date of the analysis, as given in each table, corresponds to the dates at

which a specific coal was used in the test effort, which is described in Appen-

dix I. As the coals was delivered to the off-site pulverization company in 20

ton trucks, each coal delivery was used for several tests runs until the supply

was exhausted. In one case, test PC25 February 1990, due to a mix-up, the

supplier pulverized delivered 3.26% sulfur coal for part of the test and i.06%

sulfur coal for the balance of the test. This error was uncovered during the

data analysis, and the results have been corrected for the proper coal. All

the coals were PA bituminous coals, that were supplied by the PA Power & Light

C_mpany's coal suppliers. This was PP&L's cost share to the present project.

The HHV was in the 12,000-13 ,000 BTU/Ib range, the ash content was irathe 10%

range, the volatile matter was in the 20-3(P%range, and the sulfur content was

in the 1 to 3% range.

A major problem was the T250 temperature of the coals, and this matter is

discussed at length in the Final Report. We also include in this Appendix a

brief memo on this subject from Penn State's Fuels Research Center.

The limestone properties and size distribution are listed after the coal

tables. This material, as well as the hydrated lime, which was used in several

very brief tests near the end of the project, were commercial, pulverized

material sold for agricultural purposes by Agway Company, Williamsport, PA, a

farm supply distributor. They obtain the material from PA suppliers. No

attempt was made to perform a pore size analysis of the sorbent.

A-V-1



Finally, several brief tests were performed with food grade, calcium

acetate, which was obtained from Niacet Chemical Company, Niagara Falls, NY.

While the initial test showed that this material was considerably more

effective as a sulfur sorbent than limestone, subsequent attempts to increase

the injection rate into the combustor caused the formation of major deposits in

the injection zone, and the tests were t_rminated. These tests are briefly

noted in Appendix I. Due to the injection difficulties, we cannot draw any

conclusions on the effectiveness of this sorbent.

Finally, numerous slag and scrubber samples were taken and analyzed. The

conclusions drawn from these analyses are given in the body of the final

report, and in Appendix II. Due to the numerous data sheets of these data,

they are not included in the Final Report. However, they are available for

future inspection or analysis, if the need arises.

A-V-2



PROPERTIES OF THE TEST LIMESTONE. AS SUPPLIED BY AGWAY COMPANY

COMPOSITION

CaCO3 (%weight) MgO (%weight) OTHER INSOL[_LE (%wt)

87 i0 3

SIZE DISTRIB[_ION

Mesh Size 30 50 60 I00 200 325

Percent Passing Mesh 100% 97% 90% 85% 65% 40%

A-V-3



STATEPENN (g14) gO._-h._4._

mm_ FJIcrgy@ FuelsRer_i_ch Ccnlcr 513 Dcik_' Buildi._
The Penn_)'lvuniaStateUnivtr._il)'
University Park, PA 16802

July 21, 1988

MP. Ed Flemtng
1109 Wassergass
Hellertown, PA 18055

Dear Mr. Flemtng:

Enclosed ts the information you requested (7/21/88) pertaining to the
ash fusion properties of coal seamsthat may be used by Pennsylvania Power
and Light. Table 1 provtdes a ltsttng of coal seamsby county that have
ash fusion (reducing softening) temperatures below 2200°F. Total sulfur
also is included to provide sometndtrect information on raw coal qualtty.
The information provtded in Table 1 was extracted from the Pennsylvania
Coal Data Base and Market Analysts System which ts a remote access coal
data base funded, tn part, by PEDA. . .

In an earlter conversation with David Gltck, you expressed interest in
correlations between ash fuston (reducing softening) temperatures and the
forms of sulfur. The following is a ltsttng for whole seamsamp/es from
the Appalachian region as a whole (174 samples) and for pennsylvania coal
seamsalone (97 samples). This information was obtained from a preliminary
statistical analysis of the Penn State Coal Data Base.

• .

Correlation Coefficients
Ash Fusion vs. Sulfur Forms

Total Pyritic Organic

AppalachianCoals -0.72 -0.69 -0.52
PennsylvaniaCoals -0.71 -0.71 -0.42

Thank you for your inquiry.

cerely,

_:plm

Enclosure

A-V-4

An EqumlOpportunity University



TABLE 1

Ash Fusion,
Township Sea.___mm Reducing SofteningTemp. Total Sulfur

CambriaCount_

Blacklick Lower Freeport 2193 2.59

Barr Lower Freeport 2175 2.44

Barr Lower Freeport 2130 2.58

Barr Lower Freeport 2045 3.25

Barr Lower Freeport 2080 2.82

Barr Lower Freeport 2025 2.98

Barr Lower Freeport 2020 2.54

Barr Lower Freeport 2070 3.76

Barr Lower Freeport 2065 3.17

Barr Lower Freeport 2120 4.83

Barr Lower Freeport 2170 2.93

Lower Freeport 2180 2.58

Dean Upper Freeport 2040 3.56

Upper Kittanning 2140 2.83

Centre Count_

Rush Brookville 2190 5.20

Rush Brookville 2130 3.50

Rush Lower Kittanning 1900 3.90

A-V-5



TABLE1 continued

Ash Fusion,
Township Sea..__m Re.ducin9 Softening Temp_ Total Sulfur

Indiana Count_,

CherryhiIl Clarion 2170 .40

Canoe Lower Freeport 2130 2.50

Canoe Lower Freeport 2130 3.10

Lower Kittanning 2190 3.79

East Wheatfield Lower Kittanning 2000 4.45

BurrelI Upper Freeport _130 2.40

West Wheatfield Upper Freeport 2169 .86

Banks Upper Freeport 2080 2.10

Canoe Upper Freeport 2170 2.40

Pine Upper Freeport 2185 3.54

Canoe Upper Freeport 2100 3.50

Canoe Upper Freeport 2140 1.90

Banks Upper Freeport 2090 2.80

West Wheatfield Upper Kittanning 2127 3.30

Somerset Count_,

Lower Bakerstown 2180 4.14

Lower Bakerstown 2130 2.10

Stony Creek Lower Freeport 2130 2.90

Middle Kittanning 2195 3.12

Upper Freeport 2190 3.99

MiIford Upper Freeport 2035 3.20

Paint Upper Kittanning 2145 2.00

A-V-6
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I/_IS.SlIMNS ld Nectar. INC

INOINIIS o RJdmlS • Icllmns

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: Coal Tech Corporation DATEREPORTED:11/30/87
P.O. Box 154
Merion Station, PA 19066-0154 REPORTNO: 8712504-001

DATESAMPLED:Unknown

SAMPLE TYPE: Ash and Deposits DATE RECEIVED: 11/23/87

SAMPLED BY: Client PUt,CHASENO.: DOE-CC-26

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:Coal_ _ OROER NO.:

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 0.65
VolatiI• Matter % 19.8 19.g
Fixed Carbon % 68.3 68.7
Ash % 11.2 11.3

Heatir_g Value 8tu/lb 12140 12220

Sulfur % S 1.13 1.14
Carbon % C 78.4 78.9
Hydrogen (ExcludingH in moisture) % H 4.17 4.2
Hydrogen (IncludingH in moisture} % H 4.24
Nitrogen % N 1.21 1.22
Oxygen (Excluding0 in moisture) % 0 3.21 3.23
Oxygen (Including0 in moisture) % 0 3.79

Respectful ly submttted,

C. J. _ummer, Program Supervisor
LaboratoryServices

APR

cc: Dr. Bert Zauderer

Form No. Ll la Rev. 1187 A-Y-7

REPLYTO:.

0 _ _ n _ 0 _ 0 L_m4M_M_.VAtJLrt_ Q _mA.L_E _OFF_
los I¢ W)_mmlnli IIIvl. -- HYOIB(! L.4dloIqAToIIY I,NI01IATORY IdmNIhur OINo Mns IIdN 401 1F_l Avenue
P.O.lloa0,107 a,i4 N.wlmmmlnl Ok4. M i lento, ll_l Leh_ Illnm Ik_lte106

PA IN1_1 P.O.lUIII07 P.O.0oa_. _ PR181_1-.1410 Towlcm MO2120_N19
(216)171_1 Ft144ERI PA t1410-0_7 _ PA1NI1-0_ C_lll_4_1N (301)4_

/'_tlKt q?lt.lll'_1 /_llt q_l.dlL4J'lL



IFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: CoalTech Corporation DATE REPORTED:12/01/87
P.O. Box 154
Merion Station, PA 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8712504-001

DATE SAMPLED: Unknown

SAMPLE TYPE: Ash and Deposits DATE RECEIVED: 11/23/87

SAMPLED BY: Client PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-26

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:Coal._ I ORDER NO.:

ASH ANALYSIS
%

Silica SiO2 52.2

Iron Oxide Fe_O_ 7.37

Aluminum Oxide Al203 29.7

Calcium Oxide CaO 1.04

Magnesium Oxide MgO 0.47

Sodium Oxide Na20 0.24

Potassium Oxide K20 2.68

,//Oohn M. Meholick, Chemist
LaboratoryServices

APR

cc: Dr. Bert Zauderer

Form No. Ll la Rev. 1187 A-V-8

IIEI_.YTO:

OI_ O_ O_ ___ O_I_



SSM
CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 2/5/88
-P. O. BOX 154

MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8813725-001

DATE SAMPLED: Unknown

SAMPLE TYPE: Coal _7-- DATE RECEIVED: 1/22/88

SAMPLFD BY: Client PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-41

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: PulverizedCoal - ORDER NO.:
Sample A

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 0.66
Volatile Matter % 22.8 22.9
Fixed Carbon % 63.6 64.0
Ash % 12.9 13.0
Heating Value Btu/lb 13,420 13,510
Sulfur * % 1.25 1.26
Carbon % 76.8 77.3
Hydrogen (ExcludingH in moisture) % 4.23 4.18
Hydrogen (IncludingH in moisture) % 4.16
Nitrogen % I.30 I.30
Oxygen (Excluding0 in moisture) % 3.54 2.97
Oxygen (Including0 in moisture) % 2.95

Respectfully submitted,

CARL J. WUMMER - GROUP LEADER
LABORATORY SERVICES

A-V-9

Form No. Lllb Rev. 8/86

REPLY TO:

O HOME OFFICE O INDUSTRIAL L"JCHEMISTRY O LEJ'ttGHVALLEY OFFICE O BALTIMORE OFFICE
345 N. Wyont/l_ng Blvd., HYGIENE LABORATORY LABORATORY Ivtad_,rthurOfflcs Pteza Suite 401 698 FIIrmount Avenue
P.O. Bo,, 6307 345 N. W'yomllg_n9 B_v¢l. 30 NoOte SUeet. 3722 _h Btrem _uite i05
I_ PA lg610-030? P.O Box 8307 P.O. Box 6527. WNteh_l PA 18062-34:30 Towson MD 21204+2819
(215) 376.6681 Read,ng PA 194510-0307 Read,n9 PA 19611-0527 (215) 433-4188 (301) 494_)500

,^.r. _-r c¢o. r_11_ "l'tlm.ac,Qc+



SSM
ENGINEERS • PLANNERS • SCIENTISTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH. CORP. DATE REPORTED: 2/5/88
P. O. BOX 154
MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8813726N

DATE SAMPLED: Unknown

SAMPLE TYPE: Coal Ash V;?-- DATE RECEIVED: 1/22/88

SAMPLED BY: Client PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-41

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:OOl: Sample A Ash P=AC_ ORDER NO.:

i,,,i,

ANALYSIS OOl

Aluminum Oxide as Al203 % 23.8

Calcium Oxide as CaO % 1.25

Iron Oxide as Fe203 % I0.7

PotassiumOxide as K20 % 2.72

Sodium Oxide as Na20 % 0.37

Silica as SiO2 % 53.2

Respectfully submitted,

CARL J.(I_UMMER- GROUP LEADER
LABORATORYSERVICES

A-V-10
Form No. L11a Rev. 1187

REPLY TO:

[3 HOME OFFICE I'_ANALYTICAL L.ABOP,ATOiRIE8 O LEHIGH VALLEY OFFICE O BALTIMORE OFFICE
346 N. Wymnialkng Blvd. 30 _ 811|tell MacAr_ur Oflk:e Plaza ,Suite 401 M Felrrnount Avenue
P.O. Box 630"/' P.O. Box 1267 3722 Lehigh SWeot Suite 105
ReedL"tg PA 19610-0307 Reading PA 1114111-0627 Alkmtown PA 18052-3439 Ba_rnore MD 21204.2819
(215) 376-6541 (218) 376-Mdll (215) 433-4188 (301) 494-0500



iI/
.._,,/ I_GINEERS • FLAI_'MIS • SCIENTISTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: Coal Tech Corporation DATE REPORTED: 12/16/87
P. O. Box 154
Merion Station, PA 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8712838-002

DATE SAMPLED: Unknown

SAMPLE TYPE: Coal _] DATE RECEIVED: 12/11/87

SAMPLED BY: Client PURCHASE NO.:

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:Sample B: 2nd Load ORDER NO.:

SIEVE ANALYSIS (WET)

% Retained on 60 Mesh 0.0

% Retained on 100 Mesh 0.2

% Retained on 200 Mesh 2.5

% Retainedon 325 Mesh 4.2

% Passing on 325 Mesh 93.1

Air Dry Loss % 0.13

Respectfully submitted,

K Ki'effe_l Director
_ratory Services

APR
cc" Ed Fleming

A-V-II

Form No. Llla Rev. 1187

REPLYTO:

C] HOMEOFFICE O INDUSTRIAL _ CHEMISTRY [3 LEHIGHVALLEYOFFICE O BALTIMOREOFFICE
345N. Wyom_l_9 Blvd. HYGIENELABORATORY LABORATORY Mer.,A_hurOflk:ePlazaSuite401 698 F_rmount Avlmue
P.O.Box6307 345 N.Wyo_mng B_*d. 30 Nol_e81felt. 3722LehighS_ Suite 105
..... _G"" ._,,,,, _..,., p.o.f.¢,:,,,.._? pr, ==,.,._,;_? .wp..,._,,.:_.=_ ,,,,_.,u.,w= T.'_"w.'..-'_..M.D2;.._w_.._'.._.9
(216)376-t611 ReadingPA 18610-0307 ReadingPA1961t -0527 (216)433.4184 (301)494.0500



SM
_ EN_N|R$ • hANNEB •

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: Coal Tech Corporation DATE REPORTED: 12/16/87
P. O. Box 154
Merion Station, PA 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8712838-001

DATE SAMPLED: Unknown

SAMPLE TYPE: Coal :_I DATE RECEIVED: 12/11/87

SAMPLED BY: Client PURCHASE NO.:

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:Sample A: Bottom of Bin ORDER NO.:

SIEVE ANALYSIS (WET)

% Retained on 60 Mesh 0.7

% Retained on 100 Mesh 3.1

% Retainedon 200 Mesh 7.6

% Retainedon 325 Mesh 5.0

% Passing on 325 Mesh 83.6

Air Dry Loss % 0.18

Respectfully submitted,

• Kieffer;'TechnicalDirector
ratory Services

APR

cc: Ed Fleming

A-V-12
Form No, Ll la Rev, 1/87

REPLY TO:

O HOMEOFFICE [_] INDUSTRIAL r'l CHEMISTRY O LEHIGHVALLEYOFFICE 0 BALTIMOREOFFICE
345 N.Wy_B_wdngBlvd., HYGIENELABORATORY LABORATORY Mar.,AnhurOfficePlazaSu_e401 698 FmJrmountA_n_m
P.O.Box6307 345N. W_lwWn 9 Bird., 30 N(W_oSuea. 3722LM_h 8b'ee( Sultl 105
ReadingPA 19e10-0307 P.O.Box6307 P.O.Box6827, WhltlhaUPA18052-343D T__wmc,n Mr}__t__'_w-__Jl}9
(215)376-6581 ReadingPA 10610-0307 ReadingPA10611-0527 (215)433-4188 (301)494.0500,._,c, n_e ©co, ,^.r. _.. .r..



4 i
SI'OI"TS,STEVINSand McCOY,INC

IENGINIEIEItS• PLANNERS• SCIENTISTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 3/14/88
P. O. BOX 154
MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8814603

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: COAL DATE RECEIVED: 3/I/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-44

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:#8814603-001 ORDER NO.:
SAMPLE "A"

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 1.03
Volatile Matter % 22.4 22.6
Fixed Carbon % 63.0 63.6
Ash % 13.6 13.7
Heating Value Btu/Ib 13280 13420
Sulfur % 1.34 1.35
Carbon % 75.7 76.4
Hydrogen !ExcludingH in moisture) % 4.18 4.11
Hydrogen (IncludingH in moisture) % 4.07
Nitrogen % l.33 l.34
Oxygen (Excluding0 in moisture) % 3.85 2.97
Oxygen (Including0 in moisture) % 2.94

Respectfully submitted,

CARL d. WtJMMER- GROUP LEADER
LABORATORY SERVlCES

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-13
Form No. L11s Rev. 1187

REPLY TO:

PIHOME OFFICE [] NNIALY't'ICAJ=LABORATORJF.8 I"1LEHIGHVALLEYOFFICE [] BALTIMOREOFFICE
348N. WyarnlmdngBlvd, 30 _ 8treet Mee.An_ut_ Ptum8ulte401 (108FIWmo_t Avem,le
P.O. Box6307 P.O. BOX6267 3722LehighSri'ect 8ulte 106
ReadingPA 19e10-0307 ReedlngPA 19e11-062_ AllentownPA 18082-3439 BeJtlmoceMO 21204-2819

,4,,,, 4,_,,, m_, _)1_) 4.'t.'t-41RR (301) 494-OS(X)(zi6)376-_t



'i SSM
CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 6/17/88P. O. BOX 154

MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8816719

DATE SAM@LED:

SAMPLE TYPE: COAL DATE RECEIVED: 6/2/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-62

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: #8816719-001 ORDER NO.:
SAMPLE "A"

nu_

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 1.15
VolatileMatter % 28.3 28.6
Fixed Carbon % 58.2 58.9
Ash % 12.4 12.5
Heating Value Btu/Ib 13280 13430
Sulfur % 1.54 1.56
Carbon % 73.8 74.7
Hydrogen (ExcludingH in moisture) % 4.18 4.22
Hydrogen (IncludingH in moisture) % 4.30
Nitrogen % 1.14 1.16
Oxygen (Excluding0 in moisture) % 5.77 5.84
Oxygen (Including0 in moisture) % 6.79

•L.
,L.J.M. MEHOLICK - GROUP LEADER
LABORATORYSERVICES

cc: Dr. Zauderer

A-V-14
Form No. L11a Rev 1/87

REPLY TO:,

O HOME OFFICE D ANALY'_ICAL LABORATORIES 0 LEHIGH VALLEY OFFICE _ BALTIMORE OFFICE
345 N. WytmWu_ Blvd. 30 _ 8mint MalcA_th_ _ Plaza 8u_ 401 694 F_rmoun! Avon_
P.O. Box 6307 P.O. Box 6257 3722 lehigh SUoot Suite 105
Reading PA 19810-030} Reedlng PA 19411-0527 AJkmtown.PA 18052-3439 Baltimore MO 21204.21119
(215._378-6581 (215) 3711-1_81 (215) 433-4188 (301) 494-0500 "



i
SFOTCS,STEVIENSand McCOY, INC

ENGINEERS • PLANNEIS • SCIENTISTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 6/17/88
P. O. BOX 154

MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8816719

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: ASH DATE RECEIVED: 6/2/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-62

SAMPLE IDEP_TIFICATION:#8816719:001 ORDER NO.:
SAMPLE "A"

ANALYSIS OOl

Aluminum Oxide % Al203 24.2

Calcium Oxide % CaO 0.47

Iron Oxide % Fe203 12.4

Magnesium Oxide % MgO 0.63

Silica % SiO2 49.5

ChromiumOxide % Cr203 0.02

_Res.pectf_

,.._1;/M. MEHOLICK- GROUPLEADER
LABORATORYSERVICES

cc: Dr. Zauderer

Form No. Ll la Rev. 1187 A-V-15

REPLY TO:.

[23HOME OFFICE O ANALYTIG/_ LABORATORIF.8 [3 LB'WGH VALLEY OFFICE [3 BALTIMORE OFFICE
345 N. W)gmlwing _. _ _ _ Ikdii(s/kJllltW_ _ Suite 401 ees FmJrmountAvenue
P.O.Sexe30_ _ P.O.Box_ :1122_ SWeet Suite_S
Reedk_g PA 19610-0307 Wing PA 18e11-0&TI AJlenlown PA 18Q5;_-,3438 Baltimore MD 21204-2819

- (2!5)37-_.LA_. (21s)_7_ (2tS)433-4188 (:)oi)4_-o_



SM
SPOI'TS,STEVIENS and McCOY, INC

ENG_NIEERS • PLANNF31S • SCIENTISTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 9/6/88
P. O. BOX 154

MERION, PA. 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8819251

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: COAL DATE RECEIVED: 8/22/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-71

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:#8819251-001 ORDER NU.:
SAMPLE"BI' COAL

ANALYSIS 001

Aluminum Oxide % Al203 22.3

Calcium Oxide % CaO 0.62

Chromium Oxide % % CrO2 0.03

Iron Oxide % Fe203 16.4

Magnesium Oxide % MgO 0.50

Silica % SiO2 49.7

K- GROUP LEADER
LABORATORYSERVICES

cc" Dr. Zauderer

Form No. L11a Rev. 1187 A-V-16

REPLY TO:.

r-,jHOME OFFICE I-I ANALYTICAL LABORA't ORlt O LEHIGH VALLEY OFFICE O BALTIMORE OFFICE
34S N. WyornhN_ng I_td. 30 Noble Street M=cArthur Office Plaza Suite 401 6_ F-Irmount Avenue
P.O. Box 6307 P.O. Box 6257 3722 Lehigh Sveet $ulte 105
Reading PA 19610-0307 Reading PA 19611.9527 Allentown PA 18052-3439 Baltimore MD 21204.2819
(215) 376-6581 (215) 376-6581 rpl_,4'_'_.4_,,o



•SSM
IENG_|HS • Iq.ANNHS • SM

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP. DATE REPORTED: 9/6/88
P. O. BOX 154
MERION, PA. 19066-)154 REPORT NO: 8819251

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: COAL DATE RECEIVED: 8/22/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-71

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:#8819251-001 ORDER NU.:
SAMPLE "B" COAL
m,lmm a-m.nm_.

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 2.65
Volatile Matter % 34.3 35.2
Fixed Carbon % 50.0 51.4
Ash % 13.0 13.4
Heating Value Btu/Ib 12590 12930
Sulfur % 2.48 2.55
Carbon % 68.0 69.9

Hydrogen IExcludingH in moisture) % 4.43 4.55
Hydrogen (IncludingH in moisture) % 4.73
Nitrogen % 1.14 1.17
Oxygen (Excluding0 in moissture) % 8.21 8.43
Oxygen (Including0 in moisture) % I0.6

I
RATORY SERVICES

cc: Dr. Zauderer

Form No. Ll la Rev. 1187 A-V-17

REPLY TO:

O HOMEOFFICE O ANALYTICALLABORATURIF.8 r'tLEHIGHVALLEYOFFICE O BALTIMOREOFFICE
348 N. WyomisldngBlvd. 30 Noble8Is'let k4er.,ArthutOfficePlazaSuite401 698 FslrmountAvenue
P.O.Box6307 P.O. BoxU67 3722 _ 8Veet Suite105
ReadingPA 19410-0307 R44dlngPA 19411.0527 AilenlownPA 18062.3439 BalUmo_oMU 21204.2019
(215| 376-6581 (216) 376-6581 (21S)4334188 (301)494.0500



CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP
P 0 BOX 154 DATE REPORTED: 12/26/88

MERION PA 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8822262

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: COAL DATE RECEIVED: 12/20/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-78A

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:#8822262-O01 ORDER NO.:
FUEL SAMPLE

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 2.04
VolatiIe Matter % 32.2 32.9
Fixed Carbon % 53.0 54.l
Ash % 12.8 13.1
Heating Value Btu/Ib 12750 13020
Su]fur % 2.08 2.12
Carbon % 72.5 74.0
Hydrogen (ExcludingH in moisture) % 4.42 4.51
Hydrogen (IncludingH in moisture) g 4.65
Nitrogell % 1.16 I.18

Oxygen (Excluding0 in moistureI % 5.02 5.12Oxygen (Including0 in moisture % 6.83

SIEVE ANALYSIS

% Retainedon 50 Mesh 0.2
% R=tained on I00 Mesh 0.4
% Retained on 200 Mesh 22.9
% Passing 200 Mesh 76.5

LABORATORYSERVICES

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer

Form No. L11a Rev, 1187 A-V-18

I;IRPI.YTOs

D HOME OFF_E O ANALYTICAL LABO@tATO_U (3 L.EHJGHViU.LEY'OFFICE O BA4.TIMORE OFFICE
:u__ vvvonuoa_i.vd. ao0_awe8tro_ _ o_e PU_ su_ 4o_ oooFJtn_umAvqmue
p.o.coxeao7 P.O.BoxUS7 aT_ Um_ Sw_ Su_ _OS
Rud4ng PA 18410-0307 Readin(; PA 19411-0627 dJkmlW_mPA 18062-3439 BaJUn_e IdO 21204-2819
(2_s)sTe-mmt (2_s)s7.e4_.)..... (2_s)4_.4_u (3ol)4e,_mo



gK)TTS,STk'_ENSand McCOY,INC
IU_IGINEERS • PLANI_RS • SCiENTiSTS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP DATE REPORTED: 12/26/88
P 0 BOX 154
MERION PA 19066-0154 REPORT NO: 8822262

DATE SAMPLED:

SAMPLE TYPE: COAL DATE RECEIVED: 12/20/88

SAMPLED BY: CLIENT PURCHASE NO.: DOE-CC-78A

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION:#8822262-001 OROER NO.:
FUEL SAMPLE

001

Silica % Si02 48.4

Aluminum Oxide % Al203 21.6

Calcium Oxide % CaO 0.95

Iron Oxide % Fe203 14.3

Potassium Oxide % K20 1.62

Sodium Oxide % Na20 0.02

cJ_ M. MEHOLICK - GROUP LEADER
LABORATORYSERVlCES

cc" Dr. B. Zauderer

Form No. Ll ls Rev. 1187 A-V-19

REPLY TO=

Q HOME OFFICE Q N_L_LY'TK_ALLABORATORIES C] LEHIGH VALLEY OFFICE D BALTIMORE OFFICE
345 N. Wyoml_Wng _vd. 30 Noble SVeet M_,.._thur Ofl_e PltZlll Suite 401 688 Fslrmount AvenUe
P.O. Box6307 P.O.Box6257 3722LehighStreet S_te 105
Reading PA 19(110-0307 Reading PA 1ge11.0527 Allentown PA 18052-3439 Bohirnot'e MD 21_4-2819
(215) 3?64581 (215) 376-6581 (215) 433-4188 (301) 494.0500
c_. _ ,,11=, _._0¢_



LABORATORY
30NobleStramt

m,on_.snrvu,Jm_cov.m¢. P.O.8ox8527
• _ • mtxm_ ReadingPA19811-0527

(2,5) 378-6.,

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS (215)378..

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 8927802

P 0 BOX 154 P.O. NO.: DOE-CC-IO0

MERION PA 19066 DATE REPORTED: 3uly 14, 1989

DATE RECEIVED: auly 01p 1989
WORK ORDER NO. :

SAMPLING DATE: BY: CLIENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: #8927802-001
COAL SAMPLE

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 2.27

Volatile Matter % 33.7 34.5

Fixed Carbon % 53.5 54.7

Ash % 10.5 10.7
Heating Value Btu/Ib 13010 13310

Sulfur % 2.26 2.31

Carbon % 71.8 73.5

Hydrogen (Excluding H in moisture) % 4.b9 4.54
Hydrogen (Including H in moisture) % -4.44

Nitrogen % 1.19 1.22

Oxygen (Excluding 0 in moisture) % 9.53 7.69
Oxygen (Including 0 in moisture) % 7.51

COAL SAMPLE - 001

Silica % SiO 2 44.8

Aluminum Oxide % Al_3 21.8
Calcium Oxide % CaO 3.57

Iron Oxide % Fe_3 19.0
Magnesium Oxide % MgO 1.43

!RTIFICATIONSANDAFFILIATIONS A-V-20

'---_! /_/_ MARYLAND NEW JERSEY PENNSYLVANIA ....
_IMERICAN _Jl_!/ " " stateCertified StateCertified CertifiedDrinking

INDUSTRIAL_':1 ' watarQuality WaterLaboratory WaterLaboratory

HYGIENE _i _ Laboratory Chemlcal/BiologicalASSOCIATION 'l (Environmental);



ANALYTICAL

30 Noble Street
P.O. Box6527

_,o'rrs,$'r_EN__ U¢COY,mC Reading PA 19611-0527
t_0NR_S • _.*NN,_ • scm_N'ns'rs (215)376-6581

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS F,_(2151376-6950

COAL TECH CORP JULY 14, 1989

REPORT #8927802 PAGE 2

PARTICLE SIZE (BAHCO)

LAB. NO. 8927802-i

TERMINAL VELOCITY PARTICLE SIZE CUMULATIVE WEIGHT (%)

(IN/MIN) (MICRONS) (LESS THAN)

285 45 77.4

?
% Larger Than I00 Mesh (150 Microns) 0.0
% Smaller Than i00 Mesh (150 Microns) I0.0 i-(-'.'._-.

Specific Gravity 1.28

Respectfully submitted,

CARL J. WUMMER - GROUP LEADER

LABORATORY SERVICES

ct: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-21

CERTIFICATIONS AND AFFILIATIONS _ _

__ StateMARYLANDCert,f,ed NEW JERSEY PENNSYLVANIA

AMERICAN StateCertified Certified Drinking
INDUSTRIAL ']_t_._l_ water Quality Water Laboratory Water Laboratory Chemical/Biological

HYGIENE _ Laboratory (Environmental);ASSOCIATION Chemical (Coal_

?,



M ANALYTICAL

LABORATORY

I_ 30NobleStreet
P.O.Box6527•-ows.s_v_s,u_.¢coY,J.¢.

_,_,_B_s,,PUU_=J_• scw.m'_ ReadingPA19611-0527
(215:376-6561

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS FhY (215)376-6950

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 8931465

P 0 BOX 154 P.O. NO.: DOE-CC-Z08

MERION PA 19066 DATE REPORTED: October 16, 1989

DATE RECEIVED: October 05, 1989
WORK ORDER NO. :

SAMPL ING DATE : BY : CL IENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: 9/28/89 RUN

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 1.18

Volatile Matter % 24.8 25.1

Fixed Carbon % 62.5 63.2

Ash % 11.5 11.6

Heating Value Btu/Ib 13250 13410

Sulfur % 1.47 1.49
Carbon % 73.4 74.3

Hydrogen (Excluding H in moisture) % 4.11 4.16
Hydrogen (Including H in moisture) % 4.25

Nitrogen % 1.12 1.13

Oxygen (Excluding 0 in moisture) % 7.20 7.28
Oxygen (IncIL'ding 0 in moisture) % 8.25

SIZE ANALYSIS

% MATERIAL

> I00 MESH 0.0
> 52 MICRONS 21.4

< 52 MICRONS 78.6

ASH ANALYSIS DRY BASIS

Silica % Si_ 47.6
Iron Oxide % Fe2v 3 12.0

Aluminum Oxide % Al_3 26.5
Calcium Oxide % CaO 2.I7
Magnesium Oxide % MgO 0.81

Respectfully submitted,

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer J. M. MEHOLICK - GROUP LEADER

CERTIFICATIONSANDAFFIUATIONS A - V- 2 2 LABORATORY SERV ICES

_A_M..EREAN ___ MARYLAND NEW JERSEY PENNSYLVANIA //

_,__ ............. _.,,_u,,vu _.,enralaurmK,ng
INDUSTRIAL _ _ _ WaterQuality WaterLaboratory WaterLaboratory
HYGIENE Laboratory Chemical/Biological



ANALYTICAL

SSM 30 NobleStreet
P.O.Box6527

=,owr,_rew_AimB=coY,_Nc ReadingPA19611-0527
_e.¢_ • puu_m=• sc._rr.JTS (215)376-6581

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS FAX(215)376.6950

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 9034079
P 0 BOX 154 P.O. NO.:
MERION PA 190bb DATE REPORTED: January 12, 1990

DATE RECEIVED: January 02, 1990

WORK ORDER NO. :
,Oo__- i-t-.c_- I I

SAMPLING DATE: BY: CLIENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: #903407-001
COAL SAMPLE

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 1.17
Volatile Matter % 37.1 37.5

Fixed Carbon % 50.8 51.4

Ash % 10.9 11.0

Heating Value Btu/Ib 13450 13610
Sulfur % 3.29 3.33

Carbon % 74.4 75.3

Hydrogen (Excluding H in moisture) % 5.01 5.07

Hydrogen (Including H in moisture) % 5.14

Nitrogen % 1.53 1.54

Oxygen (Excluding 0 in moisture) % 3.73 3.77

Oxygen (Including 0 in moisture) % 4.77

Respect_mi/d_, L

,...,_/_ I_L'-d__'-v'_
3. M. MEHOLICK - GROUP LEADER

LABORATORY SERVICES

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-23

CERTIFICATIONSANDAFFILIATIONS

MARYLAND NEW JERSEY PENNSYLVANIAcertttiedDrinkingAMERICAN StateCertified StateCertified
_lllll\=q,_,q\_ Water Quality water _n_latu, y ,,==-, ....... Chemical/Biological

INDUSTRIAL,.,,.-.,.-.,. _.;_'_'___'_)._P Laboratory ,=.vimnm_=nt_n'



ANALYTICAL

SM LABORATORY
30NobleStreet
P.O.Box6527

_ons. fnEvN_,kcov, ,.c. ReadingPA19611-0527
r,.Noa_eJW• puue_j_• ICm,'Tm'S (215)376-6581

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS FAX(215)376-6950

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 9034079
P 0 BOX 154 P.O. NO.:

MERION PA 190hb DATE REPORTED: January 12, 1990

DATE RECEIVED: January 02, 1990
WORK ORDER NO.:

SAMPLING DATE: BY: CLIENT _OE-_S_- _

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: #9034079-001
COAL SAMPLE

001

Silica % SiO 2 46.2
Calcium Oxide % CaO 1.44

Magnesium Oxide % MgO 0.6

Sulfur Trioxide % SO 3 1.7

Aluminum Oxide % AI_3 19.b
Iron Oxide % Fe20 _ 2b.8
Barium mg/kg Ba < 1190

Strontium mg/kg Sr 1190

Lead mg/kg Pb < 79
Cadmium mg/kg Cd < 119

Chromium mg/kg Cr < 39b

Arsenic mg/kg As 80

Copper mg/kg Cu 364

O0LEAOE
LABORATORY SERVICES

tc: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-24

_ERTIFICATIONSANDAFFIUATIONS

MERICAN StateCertified StateCertified CertifiedDrinking
INDUSTRIAL WaterQuality WaterLaboratory WaterLaboratory
HYGIENE _ _--_I'/ LaOoratory C,he,,'-_ical/Diological"_,_,',,._,oL '"- ' ' '



ESM/Laboratories
II,Om.llWIl_ .mi I_6.O_, IN(:

INOINIRS • PLANNB$ •

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 9035936
P O BOX 154 P.O. NO. | DOE-CC-II2
MERION PA 19066-0154 DATE REPORTED: March 6, 1990

DATE RECEIVED: February 21, 1990

wo_ om_ZRNO.: D _,_C -iI_ B

SAMPLING DATE = BY: CLIENT

8AMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: #9035936-001
SAMPLE 2/13/90

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 1.28
Volatile Matter % 21.0 21.3
Fixed Carbon % 66.7 67.6
Ash % 11.0 11.1

Heating Value Btu/lh 13500 13680
Sulfur % 1.06 1.07
Carbon % 79.5 80.5

Hydrogen (Excluding H in moisture) % 4.04 4.09
Hydrogen (Including H in moisture) % 4.18
Nitrogen % 1.24 1.25
Oxygen (Excluding 0 in moisture) % 2.98 3.01
Oxygen (Including 0 in moisture) % 4.11

Respectfully submitted,

CARL J. WUMMER - GROUP LEADER
LABORATORY SERVICES

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-25

345NorthWyomlulngBoulevard P.O.Box6307 ReadingPA19610-0307 (215)376-6581 Fax (215)376-6950
I

OtherofficesIn Baltimore,LehighValleyandTrenton.



SSM ILaboratorles
,I IENGINIE|ItS• PLANNHS * SC:ENTISTS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 9035936
P O BOX 154 P.O. NO.= DOE-CC-II2
MERION PA 19066-0154 DATE REPORTED: March 6, 1990

DATE RECEIVED: February 21, 1990
WORK ORDER NO°:

SAMPLING DATE: BY: CLIENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION: #9035936-001
SAMPLE 2/13/90

Aluminum Oxide % A1203 42.4
Silica % Si02 29.7
Iron Oxide % Fe203 7.72
Calcium Oxide % Ca0 1.25

Respectfully submitted,

CARL J. WUMMER - GROUP LEADER
LABORATORY SERVICES

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-26

345NorthWyomiasingBoulevard P.O.Box6307 Reading PA19610-0307 (215)376-6581 Fax (215)376-6950

Otherofficesin Baltimore,LehighValleyandTrenton.



SSM/Laboratories
SKRTS,STt_dN5and McCOY,INC

liNOiNErdtS• PLANNIE_ • _

_ERTIFICATE OF ANkLYSZ8

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NOz 9038951
P 0 BOX 154 P.O. NO.s DOE-CC-124

MERION PA 19066-0154 DATE REPORTEDx June 26, 1990
DATE RECEIVED: June 05, 1990
WORK ORDER NO.:

SAMPLING DATEs BY: CLIENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

8AMPLE IDENTIFICATION_ #9038951-001
COAL SAMPLE

AS RECEIVED DRY BASIS

Total Moisture % 1.67

Volatile Matter % 31.9 32.4

Fixed Carbon % 53.8 54.7
Ash % 12.6 12.8

Heating Vaue Btu/ib 12,830 13,050
Sulfur % 1.75 1.78

Carbon % 74.1 75.4

Hydrogen (Excluding H in moisture) % 4.74 4.82
Hydrogen (Including H in moisture) % 4.92

Nitrogen % 1.27 1.29
Oxygen (Excluding 0 in moisture) % 3.84 3.90

Oxygen (Including 0 in moisture) % 5.32

RESPECTFULLY SUBMTITED,

J. L. PARIS- CHEMIST
LABORATORY SERVICES

cc: Dr. B. Zauderer

A-V-27

345 North WyomissingBoulevard P.O. Box 6307 Reading PA 19610-0307 (215) 376-6581 Fex (215) 376-6950
II I

Other offices In Baltimore, Lehigh Valley and Trenton.



Iri SM/Laboratories

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NOZ 9038951-2
P 0 BOX 154 P.O. NO.Z DOE-CC-124

MERION PA 19066-0154 DATE REPORTED; June 26, 1990
DATE RECEIVED= June 05, 1990
WORK ORDER NO.=

SAMPLING DATE= BY: CLIENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION= COAL

PARTICLE SIZE (BAMCO ANALYSIS}

LAB NO. 9038951 - I COAL

TERMINAL VELOCITY PARTICLE SIZE CUMULATIVE WEIGHT (%)
(IN/MIN) (MICRONS) (LESS T_)

0.34 2.0 10.6

1.18 3.6 18.4
5.70 8.0 37.3

45.0 23.0 78.8
141 40.0 85.6

285 48.0 88.9

Specific Gravity 1.26
% Retained on I00 Mesh 0.0

% Passing I00 Mesh i00

Respectfully submitted,

J. L. PARIS - CHEMIST
LABORATORY SERVICES

cc: Dr, B, Zaudexo_-

A _28

_% N_th WyomlsslnQ Boulevard P,O, Box u307 Reading _ !96t_307 (215) 3766881 Fs_ (216/_/0 6960
....... '................. lfffllil].......... IL._ IIil '_;_.... ' ......................................................

..... Other office_ iri Baltimore, Lehigh '/ali_,_n_i 1"renio-n] ..............................



F: M/Laboratories
ENG_NEEIIS • PLANNIERS • SCIEN11STS

CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS

CLIENT: COAL TECH CORP REPORT NO: 9038951-3

P O BOX 154 P.O. NO.z DOE-CC-124

MERION PA 19066-0154 DATE REPORTED: June 26, 1990

DATE RECEIVED: June 05, 1990
WORK ORDER NO.:

SAMPLING DATE: BY: CLIENT

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: COAL

001

Moisture % 0.33

Loss On Ignition % 84.5

Silica % SiO 2 7.27

Aluminum Oxide % AI203 3.30
Iron Oxide % Fe203 2.73
Calcium Oxide % CaO 0.332

Magnesium Oxide % MgO 0.09

Potassium Oxide % K20 0.29
Zinc mg/kg 120

Cadmium mg/kg < 14.7

Barium mg/kg < 147
Copper mg/kg < 44.2

Mercury mg/kg 0.103

Strontium mg/kg 90.5
Arsenic mg/kg 9.70

Lead mg/kg < 98.2

Chloride mg/kg 120

NOTE: All results reported on the Dry Basis, except the Moisture
analysis.

< Indicates a Less Than value.

Respectfully submitted,

_. L. PARIS - CHEMIST
LABORATORY SERVICES

A-V-29

_5 Noah Wyomissing Boulevard P.O. Box 6307 Reading PA 19610-0307 (215) 376-6581 Fax (215) 376-6950
I

Other offices In Baltimore, Lehigh Valley and Trenton.



U.S. DOE-CLEAN COAL PR($RAM

"THE DEMONSTRATI(_ OF AN ADVANCED CYCIX)NECOAL CCX_BUSTOR, WITH INTERNAL
S[E_VUR,NITR(_EN, AND ASH CONTROL FOR THE C(_WqERSION OF A 23 MMBTU/HOUR

OIL FIRED BOILER TO F[_VERIZED COAL"

FINAL TEC,BNICAL RE_)RT

APPENDIX VI. Results of the Solid Waste Sampling Performed
on the Coal Tech Combustor by an Independent Contractor

During the February 1990 Tests

REPORTING PERIOD - March 9, 1987 to February 28, 1991
DOE Cooperative Agreement No. DE-FC22-87PC79799

August 30,1991

By: Bert Zauderer, Project Manager,
Edward S.Fleming
COAL TECH CORP.
P.O. BOX 154

MERION, PA 19066

prepared for
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

PITTSB[TRGH ENERGY TECHNOI/JGY CENTER
P.O. BOX 10940

PITTSBtS_GH,PA 15236



INTRODUCTION

The DOE Clean Coal Program Office selected an independent contractor,
Energy & Environmental Research, to sample the various solid waste streams
produced by several of the Clean Coal Projects. In 1989, Coal Tech agreed to
participate in this effort. A sampling team was to take slag, scrubber solid,
slag tank water, and scrubber water samples during the course of one of the air
cooled combustor tests. To avoid any conflict of interest, and to protect Coal
Tech's proprietary position, the Environmental Resources Management Company was
selected by DOE and EER to perform the actual sampling at Coal Tech. The
sampling took piace during the four day combustor test in February 1990. The
samples were analyzed in part by the technical staff of the University of North
Dakota Environmental Research Center.

An initial report of the sampling was prepared in the Spring of 1990. A
second report contained a summary of the sampling analysis results. A third
report was prepared in mid-1991 which also summarized the findings and also
presented a series of conclusions. In addition to conclusions concerning the
results of the sampling, this final report also contained conclusions on the
overall combustion process in ,theair cooled combustor. In Coal Tech's
opinion, the latter conclusions extended beyond the mandate agreed upon between
Coal Tech and DOE for this sampling effort. In addition, some of the
conclusions concerning the combustor were speculative as the sampling team had
no access to the complete combustor test data base. After discussing this
matter with DOE, Coal Tech agreed to include in its Final Final Report the
results contained in the first two reports. These two reports contain all the
sampling test results and summaries. As such all the information obtained
during sampling is presented, and it is included in this Appendix.

This Appendix consists of several parts. Parts I, beginning on page VI-I,
summarizes the objectives of the sampling effort and describes the _st
procedures. Part 2, beginning on page VI-II, describes ERM's test procedure.
Part 3, provides the results of the sampling analysis, and the reader is
referred to this part for a summary of the sampling results.

VI-i



SOLID WASTE SAMPLING AND DISTRIBUTION PROJECT

SAMPLING REPORT #1

May 1990

Work Performed Under Contract No. DE-AC21-88MC25185

for

U.S. Department of Energy
Office of Fossil Energy

Morgantown Energy Technology Center
Morgantown, West Virginia

by

Energy and Environmental Research Corporation
Irvine, California

VI-I



INTRODUCTION

The United States Department of Energy (DOE) has established a Waste Management

Program within the Office of Fossil Energy. A key goal of this is to ensure that waste

manqement issues do not become roadblocks to the commercialization of advanced coal

utilization technologies. In achieving this goal, the Waste Management Program identifies

various emerging coal utilization technologies and performs comprehensive characterizations of

the waste streams and products. The characterizations include engineering assessments to

define waste strmuns of interest/potential concern, field studies to collect samples of the waste, and

complete chemical analysis of collected samples.

In a previous effort under the above mentioned program, DOE obtained waste stream

samples from approximately 20 different facilities utilizing advanced coal technologies. These

facilities were mainly small pilot scale facilities. DOE now is extending their characterization

program to include a number of new facilities, particularly larger pilot- and commercial-scale

units. Energy and Environmental Research Corporation (EER) was selected to perform the site

selection and the sampling aspects of this project.

The current EER contract consists of two interrelated efforts: site selection and waste

sampling. Detailed sample analysis is being conducted under another DOE contract. The

primary objectives of the site selection and sampling effort are listed below.

* Survey sites at which advanced fossil energy combustion technologies are being
operated, and identify five sites for sampling. Priority should be given to DOE
Clean Coal Technology Program Sites.

" Identify candidate solid waste streams in advanced coal utilization processes
likely to present disposal problems and prioritize them for sampling at selected
sites.

" Contact site personnel for site access, sample the streams rbpresentatively and
document them according to established methodology and known process
conditions.

" Distribute the samples to DOE's Morgantown Energy Technology Center or their
representatives for analysis and report on the site visit.

Several advanced coal utilization technologies have been tentatively selected for

comprehensive waste characterization. One of those technologies is the advanced slagging

VI-2



cyclone combustor being developed by Coal Tech Corporation of William°port, PA. Coal Tech

agreed to inclusion of their technology in the current waste characterization project. On February

13 and 14, 1990 samples were collected to characterize both solid and liquid waste streams. This

document provides background information on the site and describes sampling activities

performed at this facility.

SITE __ON

EER established criteria for selecting the candidate sites. These included:

• The demonstration has been selected as part of DOE's Clean Coal Technology
(CCT) Program,

• There is a lack of data regarding the waste products from this technology,

• Facility operators will cooperate,

• There is a possibility that the waste contains regulated compounds,

• The demonstration is being conducted in a pilot scale facility or larger with the
availability of 50 Ibs o/`waste, and

• The demonstration will be operational before August 1990.

Coal Tech Corporation is demonstrating the operation of a pilot scale advanced cyclone slagging

combustor. This is a new technology which has not been demonstrated at full scale yet and thus

minimal data are available regarding the characteristics of the waste products. The

demonstration has been selected as one of the projects funded in Round 1 of DOE's CCT Program.

,-__ /__ c _lity operators were willing for this sampling program to be conducted at their facility.

h_v,_,_ _,_ ali of the criteria listed above, the slagging combustor being developed by Coal Tech in

William°port, PA was selected/'or inclusion in the current sampling program.

STREAM SELEC_ION

A process flow diagram for Coal Tech's slagging cyclone combustor is shown in Figure 1.

Both liquid and solid phase wastes are produced by this facility. The major solid waste stream

consists of"slag from the combustor and residue from the wet scrubber, while liquid wastes consist

of scrubber water and slag quench water streams.
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The slag is a glassy dark material rejected in a molten form as small nodules

(approximately 1/4-inch in d/ameter), or as "stalagt/te" formation, depending on viscosity and

other operating parameters, lt is collected from the bottom of the _rnace and flows into a water

quench where it is cooled. The slag then is transported by a submeslJed conveyor to drums for

landfill disposal.

A venturi wet ecnsbber is used for particulate collection in the flue gas. The scrubber water

normally consists of"fly ash suspended in water. However, when limestone is injected into the

combustor with coal, unreacted limestone and lime also are suspended in the scrubber water. The

scrubber water and solids are directly discharged into a sanitary sewer according to a permit

issued by the Wiiliamsport Sanitary Authority.

Streams selected for sampling include the slag, the slag quench water, the scrubber water,

and samples of the inlet water supply and coal supply. The slag was selected because it will be

disposed in a landfill, and permitting problems may arise if"the waste has not been Fully

characterized. The slag quench water was selected to determine the concentration of substances

which may leach into the water while the slag is being cooled. There is one in-fine _amplinz tee

for extracting water samples prior to sewer disposal. This scrubber water was sepmted into two

streams by filtering the scrubber water to obtain the scrubber solids and the filtered water.

Finally, inlet water and coal samples were taken for comparison purposes. The inlet water must

be characterized to determine the eztent to which constituents in the slag quench water and the-

scrubber water can be att_buted to the combustion process and which wore already present in the

inlet water. This same procedure was used for the solids by collecting and analyzing the coal

being burned and comparing those properties to the measured characteristics of the slag and fly
ash.

SAMIq,ING _

Environmental Resources Management, Inc. (ERM) of Exton, Pennsylvania was

subcontracted to conduct the sampling effort. The sampling team was en-site Fora two-day period

during the second week in February when Coal Tech was conducting operational tests. ERM

prepared a sampling plan which is provided in Appendix A, The Following subsections provide a

description of the sampling methods, the operational data collected and the packing and shipping

procedures for delivering samples to the analytical laboratory.
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Streams Sarnolecl

As describedabove,thereare sixstreams from which samples were taken: 1)unburned

coal,2)inletwater,3)slag,4)slagquench water,5)scrubbersolids,and 6)scrubberwater. During

thetestrun,ERM collectedsamplesfrom each ofthesestreamsforlaterlaboratory_nalysis.All

samples were collectedin 500 ml Teflon@bottlesand purged with nitrogentomaintain sample

integrity.Bulk samplesalsowere t_en ofthe slagand coal.Detailsofsample collectionforeach

waste streamareprovidedbelow.

Inletwatersamples were collectedfrom a facilitywater supplylinelocatedupstream ofthe

advanced coalutilizationprocesses.Two water samples were collectedeach day in 500 ml

Teflon@ bottles.The bottleswere purgedwithnitrogentoprepareforshipment.Each sample was

collected,100 ml ata time,in 15-minuteintervals.

Solidslag samples were collectedin both small analyticalsamples and a largebulk

sample of175 pounds (79.5kg). For the analyticalsamples,approximately3 pounds (1.4kg) of

slagwas collected,thoroughlymixed,and then equallydividedintotwo 500 ml Teflon@ bottles.

Two analyticalsamples were collectedeach day of the sampling effort.The bulk sample was

collectedover a two-day periodin triplelayeredtrash bags insidetwo large80-quart (75.?l)

coolers.

Samples ofthe water from the slagquench tank were collectedwith a stainlesssteelladle.-

Ladlesamplesofabout 100 ml were taken at 15-minuteintervalsand transferredintotwo 500 ml

bottles.Sampling continueduntilboth bottleswere filled.The bottleswere then capped,purged

withnitrogen,an Ilabeledforshipping.A secondsetoftwo 500 ml bottleswas collectedthesecond

day of sampling.

Waste from the scrubber,which istypicallyflyash suspended inwater,-wasseparatedinto

two sample streams. Coarse (20mm) filterpaper was used,and one 500 ml bottleofsolidswas

collectedeach samplingday. Two 500 ml bottlesoffiltratewere collectedeach day. Aliofthejars

were purgedwithnitrogenand labeledappropriately.

A coalsample was collectedthe firstday of sampling. A fivegallon(18.9l)bucketwas

filledwith coalby the coalsupplierand sealedby ERM personnel.The coalissuppliedtoCoal

Tech in a pre-pulverizedform.
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Oneration Dat_

Operating data for key parameters also were collected during the test program. The

parameters measured included slag flow rate, scrubber water flow rate, boiler load, boiler steam

pressure, boiler steam temperature, and oxygen and carbon monoxide levels in the exhaust gas.

Data were collected hourly throughout the sampling process. Appendix B provides the table of data

collected during sampling. Some of the other parameters listed on the table could not be completed

due to the confidential nature of the demonstration.

SsmDle Shivment

Samples were shipped via Federal Express to the University of North Dakota Energy

Research Center for analysis_ The analytical samples comprising 18 500 ml Teflon@ bottles were

packed into a large 80 quart (75.7 1) cooler. The samples were surrounded with ice packs and

vermiculite to maintain the temperature at 4°C. Two other 80-quart (75.7 1) coolers were used to

ship the slag samples which were also shipped on ice. The coal was sent in a 5-gallon (18.9 1)

bucket. The chain of custody reports and shipping reports (traffic reports) are provided in

Appendix C.

SAMPI_ ANALYSIS

The samples obtained from the Coal Tech slagging cyclone combustor are being analyzed

at University of North Dakota Energy Research Center. A comprehensive set of physical and

chemical tests are being conducted on these samples. These are presented in the form of flow

:harts in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 4 provides more details of the ASTM Water

Extraction method listed in Figure 3 as one of the chel_ical cha :._cterization test to be conducted.

In addition, testing will include the standard RCRA hazardous classification tests and qualitative

tests for organics.
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Figure 2. Flow Chart for Physical Characterization
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EER - COAL _ CORP..

COAL SLAG & WASTE W_ SAMPLING

W.O.# g72.01.00.01

FEBRUARY 1990

Background

The U.S. DeparUnent Of Energy (DOE) is conducting a surv_/evaluatlon of
alternative coal burn/rig technologies around the country. As part of that
program, the DOE contracted The E_ and _ment_l Research
Corporat/on (EER) to sample the waste products from five of the most
promising altenmt/ve coal technology sy_nq, EER has sub-contracted
Env/ronmental Resources Management, Inc. (ERM} to do this sampling at
the one site in Wmi_m_port, PA. The coP_.l_ pilot plant is being run by
Coal Tech Corp., on the plant property of the Keeler/Darr-Ollver company.
The technology being demonstrated is called a Slagg/ng Cyulone Combustor.

Coal Tech Corp. will be conducting a test run for one week - probably the
second full week in February. During this test run, ERM _ take analytical
samples from the coal slag, the 'rawJ inlet water, the q_neh water, and the
fly ash scrubber water, and send them to the Un/vers/ty Of North Dakota
Environmental Research Center (UNDERC) for analysis. ERM will also
collect a bulk sample of the slag, and of the fly ash water for further testing
at the UNDERC. ERM must also record many operating condition data
during the sampling event, and report them to EER. A brief final report of
the field work wtU also be completed and sent to EER.
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Directions

lt takes approximately three hours to get to the Coal Tech site from the
ERM warehouse. From the warehouse, take Rt. 202 N. to Rh 100 N. to the
PA Turnptk, e, heading West. Get off the Turnpike at Exit 19 -'_-larrlsburg
East". Follow the signs for Rts. 322 & 22 West- tuwazd "State College".
Follow 22 & 322 across the Susquehanna River. Within a mile after crossing
the river, get onto Rts. 11 & 15, headed North- tmmsrd SPmr_sgrove. A few
miles North of Selllnsgrove, Rts. 11 & 15 split. Continue following Rt. 15
Nor_, all the way into W111_=msport- **Note: Do nottake the "Downtown
WI]]t_msport n exit off of Rt- 15. - Stay on Rt. 15. As you cross the river into
Wllllamsport, you will see the Keeler/Dorr-Ollver plant from the bridge on
the left. Follow Rt. 15 to Hepburn Street - now the plant wlll be on the
right. Go to the left side of the front of the plant, that ts where the pilot
plant is located. Look for a srn-111,qh b-11rl_g wlth threesmaU stacks on top
of it.

Pre-Sampllng

Call Dr. Bert Zauderer at (717) 326 - 3361 ex_ 5156 at the W1nl,m_town
site the day before the sampling is scheduled to begin, Make cermln that
the process is up and running, and that Dr. Zauderer is aware that we will be
there to sample. You must have a signed copy.of the Nonel1_closure
Agreement before Dr. Zauderer will answer any questions, or give you any
help.

Call Frank Beaver at (701) 777 - 2869 at the Univ. Of North Dakota. He is
our lab contact, and needs to be notified when the sampIlng is taking place,
so that he can be prepared to receive the samples.

Sampling
There are four locations at the plant, from which samples will be taken. The
'solid' slag sample will be taken off the conveyor belt that brings it out from
under the coal furnace, through the quench water. The quench water will
be sampled dlrecfly from the pool into which the hot slag falls, under the
coal fizrnace. The fly ash scrubber sample wlll be tAk_ from a tap located
outside the furnace b,11dlng, next to the mnln plant bufld_ right next door.
A 'solid' flyash sample will also be collected from that sampling location.
The last sample will be a raw water sample tAk_ from somewhere in the
plant, before the water enters any of the coal processes.
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Each of the four locations will be sampled for tlm nnn3_ parameters at
two different times during the day, when the operating data are all about the
same. Each sample will be coUected in dupllcate 500 ml. volumes. One bulk
slag sample will be composited over a six hour period, for a total of 100
pounds. A bulk sample of _,he fly ash will be collected by periodically be
taking and filtering the fly ash water over a six liour period, and the
resulting flyash filtered out of the water will be compoaited, for a total of
500 ml. of solid sample.

Equipment

Reserve the necessary equipment, listed below,, with DIetex at the
warehouse as early before the sampling event as possible.

Coolers/ Ice packs Special sample Jars (Teflon@}

S/S ladle w/extension handle & spoons P]astle slieetlng

Paper towels _ bags

Bottlelabels& pens Surgical'gloves

Nitrflegloves Clothgloves

 h rdhats Safetygtmmes
Ear plugs Scm_ bucket& brush

Liquidsoap & otherdecon solutions Distilled

First,Aid kit Firee_Ingxxisher

Scale- to weigh samples Nitrogentank - forsamples

Tools- Knife Fieldbook

Traffic Reports & COC's Sampling and H&S Plans

Flash light Bottle overpacks

Vermiculite & other packing supplies Fed-X forms

Cooler custody seals Zip-lock bags

Stainless steel spatulas Millipore@ filter unit & filters
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Bottle List

18 - 500 ml. Teflon@ bottles have been speclally prepared by Dieter /or ch'.__
project

1 Large Coleman@ cooler will be needed for the bulk sample of the slam
as well as three large trash bags

500 ml Teflon® Sample Container

Nitrogen-Fm Port

Ban Valve
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Sampling Instructions

Ooeratin_ Condition Dat_: The information m Table One must be completed
each horn- during which samples are collected. Ask Dr. Zauderer for help in
where to obtain all the necessary mfon_atlon.

Solid SIa_: An_Ivtlcal Samole: Grab four or five ounces e_ery five minutes
from the slag conveyor with a stainless steel spoon or scoop. Thereby,
approximately three pounds should be collected in about fifty minutes. Place
the three pounds of slag onto a new, clean plastic sheet. Fold over the
comers of the sheet, and roll the slag back and forth until it is thoroughly
mixed. Next. equally divide the slag sample into two 500 ml. Teflon@ Jars.
Follow the attached instructions to purge the Jars with Nitrogen. label them.
and pack them for shipment to UNDERC. At another time. at least three
hours later in the day, when the operating data are slmil_r to those during
the first sample, collect a second sample in _ the same manner as thefirst.

Solid Sla_: Bulk SRrnDl_: The rate at which the _ce generates slag will
directly determine the rate at which it will be collected for the bulk sample.
It may take six. or more. hours to get 1QO.:pounds. even if all of it is
collected for the sample. Collect the sample directly off the conveyor belt.
into triple layered trash bags inside a large Coleman@ cooler. If the flow of
slag is higher than anticipated, simply divert the slag into another collection
basin, so that you collect between fifteen and twenty pounds of slag per hour.
Make certain that the rate at which you collect the sample, and the way you
collect it. remain fairly constant throughout the six hour period. Therefore
the slag flow rate should be checked and recorded hourly, as should all the
other operating condition data.

Having collected the 100 pounds of slag_ securely close the plastic bags. use
vermiculite, if necessary, seal the cooler with appropriate Chain Of Custody
and Traf_c Report forms included, and label the cooler for shipment toUNDERC.

Raw Water. Analvtlc_! SArnDIc: The raw water will be collected for the
analytical samples only. The general protocol for this sample will apply to all
the water samples. Wearing surgical gloves, collect 100 mln_,ters of the
water in each 500 ml. bottle from the raw water tap. Do this every fifteen
minutes, until the bottles are filled, which will take one hour. Having filled
the two 500 ml. Teflon@ Jars, Follow the attached instructions to purge
them with Nitrogen. label them. and pack them for shipment to UNDERC.
At another time, at least three hours later in the day, when the operating
data are similar to those during the first sample, collect a second sample in

the same manner as the first.
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Flvash Residue From Filtered Scrubber Water:. Bulk Sarnole: Over a six hour
period, we need to collect approximately 500 ml, of _ fiy_h, lt must
be determined in the field how often, and how much of the fiyash discharge
water needs to be collected and filtered in order to collect the required
amount. Using the course (20 _u_) filter paper, throughout the collection of
the composite water, filter enough water through the Mlllipore® filtration
apparatus to collect at least 500 ml. of solids, over the six hour period.
Carefully remove the filtered solids from the filter paper, scraping them into
one of the specially made 500 ml. sample containers, being careful not to
include any of the filter paper in the sample. After filling one Jar with flyash.
follow the attached instructions to purge it with Nitrogen, label it and pack
it for shipment to UNDERC.

Flwash Scrubber Water. Analvtlcal SsmDle: Far the flyaah water analytical
sample, split volumes between two 500 ml. Teflon® Jars. Collect and filter
200 ml.of the flyash water every fifteen minutes, and split the filtered
volume between the two Teflon@ Jars. Having filled the Jars in
approximately one hour. follow the atme,hed _cttons to purge the Jars
with Nitrogen, label them, and pack them for shipment to UNDERC. At :,
least three hours later, under slmlt_r operating conditions as the first D
sample, collect a second sample in _ the same manner as the first.

Ouench water. Anslvtlcal Samule: The quench water, through which the
slag travels in order to cool, will be collected only far the analytical samples.
Using a stainless steel ladle, with a five foot extension handle, carefully
collect 200 milliliters of the water every fifteen minutes. Placing I00 ml.
into each container will fill the two 500 ml. Teflon® Jars in one hour.
Having filled the Jars, follow the attached instructions to purge them with
Nitrogen. and then label and pack them for shipment to UNDERC. At
another time. at least three hours later in the day, when the operating data
are similar to those during the first sample, collect a second {rumple in
LY_J_ the same manner as the first. If you cannot get a direct reading of
the quench water flow rate, appmxlmate it from the dIAehRrge port, or in
some other way. Record that flow rate, as well as all the other operating
condition data, once an hour
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Nitrogen Pm'gLng. Labellt,',g And Packing Ixwtrnct:lLons

Ali samples collected into the specially made 500 ml. Teflon@ j_s must be
purged with Nitrogen as soon after sample collection is completed as
possible. This is done by attaching the hose from the Nitrogen tank to the
specially fitted port on top of the sample container. With the lld loosely
held on the Jar, and the ball valve below the gas fill port open, start a light
flow of gas into the Jar, holding the lid so that the air in the Jar can escape,
and be replaced by the Nitrogen. After letting gas flow over the sample for
several seconds, begin screwing the tid onto the Jar, and slmultaneouslv turn
off the gas flow. Be very careful not to o_ or damage the Jar with
excessive gas pressure. Close the ball valve below the gas fill port, and then
remove the Nitrogen fill line from the top of the Jar.

Next. label the Jar with the project name and number, the sample location.
ERM Traffic Report number, date and time of sample location, initials of the
samplers, and be sure to note whether it is an analytical or bulk sample.

Place the Jar inside a zlplock b,_g. and then that inside the protective four
inch PVC sleeve. Piace the enth_ unit into the cooler, and keep it cool with
ice packs until all the samples ar_: collected, and the whole cooler is ready
to be packed for shipment to UNDI_RC.

When packing the cooler, remove th_: ice par IeA, and place enough
vermiculite around the bottles to mak_ certain that they are unable to shift
or move during transport. Pack verm_nllte across the top cf the containers.
leaving enough room to replace one lay_-z of ice packs. After including the
ice packs, pack any _rn_Inlng space with vermiculite, and m_kP sure that
nothing can shift during shipment. Seal the Traffic Report and Ch_I- Of
Custody forms inside the cooler, with the corresponding samples. Sign at
least two ERM Custody Seals and use them and clear packing tape to seal
the cooler. Attach the Federal Express forms and a m_iIIng label to the top
of the cooler, along with _'ragile' and 'Handle Wlth Care' stickers. The
cooler should then be ready to be t_k_ to the Federal Express office.
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9A/Qc
For each analytical sample and bulk sample, an ERM Ti-dffic Report must be
filled out, in order to help in the tracking of the samples. List the analytical
samples as "Analytical Samples", and llst the others as "Bulk Samples".
Chain Of Custody must also be mnlntamed and filled out for the samples. List
the bulk samples on separate COC forms, but you may put all the analytical
samples on the same COC form.

There are no travel blanks, nor any other QA samples to be submitted with
these samples. There is also no data package to request.

Shipping

Ali samples wtll be shipped, appropriately _acked (see attached
instructions) in Coleman® coolers, via Federal Express to the following
shipping address:

Umverstty Of North Dakota

Energy And Environmental Research Center

15 North 23rd St.

Grand Forks. ND 58201.

Attn: F_a_,d_vex (701) 777-2869

The nearest Federal Express office is located at:

415 Airport Rd., Montoursvllle, PA

You will have to drop off the samples at that Federal Express location.
Directions:

Take I-180 South or East to the Montoursvilie exit. Follow the signs to
Airport Rd. Fed-X Is supposed to be I/4 tulle down Airport Rd.

ERM's Fed-X account #: 1288-9719-4 ERM Warehouse 208 Carter Dr., Unlt
17A, West Chester, PA 19382 . (215) 430 - 0632.

Because most samples are being collected directly into the sample
containers, there is very little equipment that needs to be deconned. In
fact, the only item needing cleaned before sampling, and between the two
sets of samples wlll be the ladle for the quench water analytical sample.
Thoroughly decon the ladle with a soap scrub, tap water rinse. 10°_ nitric
acid rinse. DI water rlnse, methanol rinse, DI rLnse, acetone rinse, DI rinse,
and then let lt atr dry. Rinse it once more with DI water before beginning
any sarape.
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SpeciaJ. Considerations

Because we .are samPllng during a test run at a pilot plant, please try not to
interfere or vomer me site personnel too much. Also, since this is a test
run, various hazardous situations may arise. K_p alert, and always be ready
to get out of way of the site personnel, whenever necessary.

re is quite a bit of noise inside the boiler building, so it is recommended
t nearing protection be worn. Be carefid of hot slag and quench water as

you are sampling, or working near it. Safety glasses and hard hats are
required to be worn whenever you are inside the boiler building. Use clear
glasses; it is fairly dark inside the building.
Contact Personnel

Frank Holmes - ERM - (215) 524 - 3523

Chris S. Goss - ERM - (215) 430 - 6219

AI Funk- ERM- (215) 524- 3514

Dr. Zauderer- Coal Tech - (215) 667 - 0442

WillI_m._port Site - (717) 326 - 3361 Ext. 5156

Sue Agrawal - EER - (919) 489 - 1726

Jerry Harness - DOE - (304) 291 - 4835

Frank Beaver- Lab contact - (701) 777 - 2869
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INORGANICANALYSES

WaterSamples9154-01,9154-02,and 9154-03

Coal Slag 9255-01and Fly Ash 9255-02

Clean Coal TechnologySamplesReceivedFebruary14, 1990

Sampleswere receivedpackedwith ice, in nitrogenpurgedteflon
containerson February14, 1990. This methodof storageand shippingis
acceptablefor the inorganicparametersrequested.A copy of the samplechain
of custodyreceivedwith this set of samplesis attached(AttachmentI). The
samplesreceivedare detailedon this attachment. Fourcontainersof each
watersampleand two containersof each solidmaterialwere received. The
materialswere sampledon consecutivedays w'ithtwo containersof the water
samplesand one containerof the solidmaterialstakeneach day. Before
beginningthe analyseson thesesamples,the appropriatesampleswere combined
resultingin a set of five samplesfor organicand inorganicanalyses. An
aliquotof each of the originalsampleshas been retainedin our laboratory
for futurereference. The combinedsamples,two solidsamplesand threewater
samples,were analyzedfor the requestedparameterslistedin Attachment2.
lt shouldbe notedthat the solidmaterialsappearedwet on initial
observation,but althoughvisuallythe liquidappearedto be a significant
amount,no water couldbe separated physicallyfrom the solidby the
techniquedescribedin the TCLP samplepreparationprocedure.The analytical
resultson the combinedsamplesare listedon Attachment3.

The leachingproceduresused on the combinedsolidmaterialswere the
ToxicCharacteristicLeachingProcedure(TCLP)which has recentlybecomethe
officialregulatoryleachingprocedurerequiredfor hazardousness
characterizationof solidmaterials,and the SyntheticGroundwaterLeaching
Procedure(SGLP),developedas a supplementaryand comparableleaching
procedureapplicableto monofilldisposalsites. The officialprotocolfor
the TCLP leachingwas followed. The SGLP utilizedthe samegeneralprotocol
as the TCLP with distilledwatersubstitutedfor the acetatebufferused in
the TCLP.

The importantphenomenato note in the inorganicanalyticaldata from
leachingtestsare the differencesbetweenthe TCLP and the SGLP results.
Arsenic,selenium,boron,barium,chromium,and lead were apparentlypresent
in the fly ash in acid solublephases,thus producinghighersolution
concentrationsin the TCLP test whichutilizesaceticacid in the leaching
solution. The coal slag leachedgreateramountsof bariumandchromiumin the
TCLP test. The highersolutionconcentrationsof selecttraceelementsare
not alwaysthe case with the acidictest in comparisonwith an alkaline
leaching. The ultimateleachingsolutionconcentrationsdependon phase
locationsof traceelementsand can differgreatlyin differenttypesof coal
ash. Theseleachingdata stronglyindicatethe need for the use of leaching
testsappropriatefor predictionof leachatequality. Althoughthesedata
wouldtend to supportthe use of the TCLP as a worstcase scenariothis is not
alwaysthe case.

None of the wastescontainedconcentrationsof regulatedelementshigh
enoughto be consideredhazardous.

The wasteswere also non-ignitable.
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LeachageAnalysis
EER/CoalTech

TCLPand SGLPLeachatesli

Sample ID Coal Slag Coal Slag Fly Ash Fly Ash
SGLP 7CLP SGLP TCLP

..... Leachate Leachate Leachate Leachatc

Lab Number 39122 39122 39123 39123

Parameter

Arsenic ug/1 <2 <2 4.5 172
Barium <.02 .08 .43 .22
Cadmium <.02 <.02 <.02 <.02
Chromium <.02 .49 .04 .25
Lead ug/1 <10 <10 <10 <10
Mercury ug/1 <3 <3 <3 <3
Selenium ug/1 <2 <2 3.0 82
Silverug/l <I <I <I <I
Molybdenum .04 .03 .10 .06
Boron <.05 <.05 <.05 1.2

Final pH 9.99 4.95 12.07 4.84
i

* all values are mg/L unless otherwise noted

Liquid Analysis
EER/CoalTech

SampleID QuenchH,O Raw H20 Filtered
ScrubberHzO

Lab Number 39119 39120 39121

Parameter

Arsenic ug/1 <2 <2 2.2
Barium 0.03 0.03 0.10
Cadmium <0.02 <0.02 <0.02
Chromium <0.02 <0.02 <0.02
Lead ug/1 <10 <10 <21
Mercuryug/l <3 <3 <3
Selenium uq/1 <2 <2 56
Silverug/l <I <I <I
Molybdenum O.03 O.02 O.12
Boron <0.5 <0.5 <0.5

* all valuesare mg/L unlessotherwisenoted
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Solids Analysis
EER/Coal Tech

Analysis from LiBO= Fusion-AllValues Reported as Moisture Free

Sample ID Coal Slag Fly Ash

Lab Number 39122 39123

Parameter
% Moisture 10.40 58.38
% LOI <.01 40.71

% SO_ 2.76 6.85
% SiO= 27.7 19.7
% Al=03 22.5 11.8
% Fe=O3 22.2 3.8
% CaO 23.9 13.3
% Mgo 1.4 0.5
% Na=O 0.1 0.1
% K=O 0.2 0.8

CN'ppm/sec. .0022 .00004
H=Sppm/sec. .072 .00057

* all values are mg/L unless otherwise noted

Solids Analysis
EER/Coal Tech

AR/HF Digestion-AllValues Reported in ug/g

Sample ID Coal Slag Fly Ash

Lab Number 39122 39123

Parameter
Arsenic 50.1 2.1
Barium 227 307
Cadmium 7.3 13.8
Chromium 147 10,720
Lead 47.3 <2
Mercury <.6 <.6
Selenium 10.1 1.4
Silver .24 <.2
Molybdenum 206 379
Boron 428 538

* all values are mg/L unless otherwise noted
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ORGANICANALYSES,April,1990

Water Samples9154-01,9154-02,and 9154-03

Coal Slag 9255-01and Fly Ash 9255-02

Summary

The coal slag,fly ash, and each of the watersampleswere extractedand
analyzedfor the targetcompoundsby a contractlab and by the GC/MSlab at
EERC. None of the sampleshad significantconcentrationsof the target-list
analytes(providedby Jerry Harness). Additionally,a broad-spectrumorganic
analysisalso showedonly traceconcentrationsof targetlist and non-target
organics. Detectionlimitsfor the analyseswere typically0.1 to 10 ppb
(ug/Lor mg/kg)or less for the test compounds.

ADDroa,ch

Each samplewas analyzedaccordingto the protocoldescribedin the
memorandumfrom FrankBeaverto JerryHarnessdated4-11-90. Contractlab
analyseswere performedaccordingto EPA methodsSW-8468240 (for the
volatilesfrom liquidsand solids),method625 (for the semi-and non-
volatilesfrom the water samples),and methodB270 (forthe semi-and non-
volatilesfrom the solids). In orderto validatethe contractlab results,
and also to surveythe samplesfor additionalnon-targetanalytes,extractsof
the waterswere preparedand analyzedat the GC/MSlab at EERC,and the solids
extractsfrom the contractlab were analyzedat our GC/MSlab. Becauseof the
lack of any signif.icanttarget-list,or non-targetspecies,no additional
studies(e.g.,leaching)were performedon thesesamplesas outlinedin the 4-
11-90memo.

Results

WaterSamples:

The resu'Itsof the contractlab analysesare shownin AttachmentsI and
II. Note that the reported"lessthan"valuesare highzrthan the "Target
DetectionLimit"valuesfor the semi-and non-volatiles.This was becausethe
water samplesthat were providedto EERCwere too smallto achievethe desired
detectionlimits. However,all threesampleswere essentiallyfree of the
target-listorganicsdown to the detectionlimitconcentrations(ca. I to ]0
ug/L for most species)as shownin Attachme_JtI.

The sampleswere also not collectedand storedproperlyfor volatiles
analysis,which couldhave resultedin the loss of the volatileorganics.
Thus, the valuesin AttachmentII may be artificiallylow. However,sinceall
threesampleswere essentiallyfree from the targetlist analytes,it is
unlikelythat they originallycontainedhighconcentrationsof the volatiles.
Only one sample(RawWater)had significantconcentrationsof one target-list
organic,8.6 ug/L toluene.
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GC/MSanalysesof the water samplesperformedat EERC had detection
limitssimilarto thoseshownin AttachmentsI and II. In general,detection
limitsfor non-targetanalyteswouldbe expectedto be ca. I-5 ug/L. Only a
few non-targetorganicswere identifiedin the samples,and none had
co_centrationsover a few ug/L. Our GC/MSanalysesdid confirmthe toluene
foundin the Raw Water,and also identifiedtraces(ca. I ug/L)of C2-
alkylbenzeneisomers,as well as very low concentrationsof C7 to cg alkanes
(ca. I to 3 ug/L). Additionalspeciesthat mightbe expectedto be presentin
such waters (e.g.,pyridinesand otherN-heterocycles,thiophenes,furans,
benzo-and dibenzofurans,phenols)were not detected.

Coal Slag and Fly Ash:

Both the coal and fly ash samplesshowedno significantconcentrationsof
the targetanalytesexceptfor low concentrationsof bis (2-ethylhexyl)
phthalate(AttachmentIII for volatilesand AttachmentIV for semi-and non-
volatiles). Sincephthalatesare ubiquitousplasticizers,the sourceof this
phthalateesteris almostcertainlynot the coal slag or fly ash, and it is
likelya contaminant. However,it was presentat only very low concentrations
(< I mg/kg),and shouldnot be of concern. No targetvolatileswere detected
(AttachmentIV). GC/MSanalysesof the extractsfailedto detectany of the
target-listor non-targetspecies. Detectionlimitsfor the GC/MSanalyses
were estimatedat ca. I mg/kg (ppb)for most species. As was the case for the
water samples,no PAHs or additionalspeciesthat mightbe expectedto be
presentin coal waste solids(e.g.,pyridinesand otherN-heterocycles,
thiophenes,furans,b_nzo-and dibenzofurans,phenols)were detected.
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•0 11nterpoll
INTERPOLL LABORATORIES.INC.
4500 BALL ROAD N E.
CIRCLE PINES. MINNESOTA 55014-1819
TEL: 612 786-6020

FAX:612_aS.Tar_ Harch 26, 1990

University of North Dakota
Energy & Environmental Research Center
P.O. Box 8213, University Statton
Grand Forks, North Dakota 58202

Attention: Steven Hawthorne

LABORATORY REPORT: #9154
PURCHASE ORDER: #274259

SAHPLES RECEIVED: Harch 9, 1990

FI 1tered
Sample Zdentt ftcatton: Raw Quench Scrubber
Sample Type : Water Ware r Water

Laboratory Log Number: 9154-01 9154-O2L
Target

Detection

parameter Untts Ltmtt! • --

EPA Hethod 625.

Bts(2-chloroethyl)ether ug/L 0.40 < 0.80 < 0.80 < 0.80
---- Phenol ug/L 4.2 < 8.4 < 8.4 < - 8.4

2-Chl orophenol ug/L 1.2 < 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4
1,3-Dtchl orobenzene ug/L 1.8 < :3.6 < 3.6 < 3.6
1,4-Otchlorobenzene ug/L 2.5 < 5.O < 5.O < 5.0
1,2-Dt chl orobenzene ug/L 2.1 < 4.2 < 4.2 < 4.2
Bts(2-chlorotsopropyl )c'ther ug/L 1.4 < Z.8 < 2.8 < 2.8
n-Ntr roso-dt-n-propyl amtne ug/L 2.9 < 5.8 < 5.8 < 5.8
Hexachl oroethane ug/L 1.2 < 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4
n-N1 t roso-dt methyl amtne ug/L 14 < 28 < 28 < 28
Nt trobenzene ug/L 1.4 < 2.8 < 2.8 < 2.8
Z sophorone ug/L 1.1 < 2.2 < 2.2 < 2.2
2-Nt trophenol ug/L 1.1 < 2.2 < 2.2 < 2.2

-- 2,4-Dtmethylphenol ug/L 3.5 < 7.0 < 7.0 < 7.0
Bts (2-chloroethoxy)methane ug/L 1.8 < 3.6 < 3.6 < 3.6
2,4-Dt chl orophenol ug/L 2.6 < 5.2 < 5.2 < 5.2
1,2,4-Tr1 chlorobenzene ug/L 2.4 < 4.8 < 4.8 < 4.8

--- Naphthalene ug/L 1.5 < 3.O < 3.0 < 3.0
Hexachl orobutadt ene ug/L 2.9 < 5.8 < 5.8 < 5.8
4-Chl oro-3-me t hyl phenol ug/L 2.4 < 4.8 < 4.8 < 4.8
Hexachl o roc yc 1opent adt ene ug/L 2.8 < 5.6 < 5.6 < 5.6

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Interpoll Laboratories, Inc.

Laboratory Report _9154 ATTACHMENT I (cont)
University of North Dakota, EERC

Page Two

Ft tiered

Sample Identificatton: Raw quench Scrubber
Sample Type : Water Water _ater
Laboratory Log Number: 9154-01 _)154-02 9154-03

Target
Detect t on

Parameter Units Ltmtt l

EPA Method 625 (continued):
2,4,6-Tri chlorophenol ug/L 1.9 < 3.8 < 3.8 < 3.8
2-Chl oronapht ha 1ene ug/L O. 51 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
Acenaphthy 1• ne ug/L O. 87 < 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7

--- Acenaphthene ug/L 1.0 < 2.0 < 2.0 < 2.0
01methyl phthal ate ug/t 1.8 < 3.6 < 3.6 < 3.6
2,4-Dtnt trotoluene ug/t 2.6 < 5.2 < 5.2 < 5.2
2,4-Di ni t rophenol ug/L 2. ] < 4.6 < 4.6 < 4.6
4-Nitrophenol ug/L 2.1 < 4.2 < 4.2 < 4.2
2,6-0tnt trotol uene ug/t 1.8 < 3.6 < 3.6 < 3.6
Fluorene ug/L 1.0 < 2.0 < 2.0 < 2.0
4-Chlorophenyl phenyl ether ug/L 0.40 < 0.80 < 0.80 < 0.80
Otethyl phthal ate ug/L 0.57 < 1.1 < 1.1 < 1.1
1,2-0t phenyl hydraztne ug/L 2.4 < 4.8 < 4.8 < 4.8
4,6-Otnttro-2-methyl phenol ug/L 2.8 < 5.6 < 5.6 < 5.6
n-Nt t roso-dt phenyl amt ne ug/L 0.78 < 1.6 < 1.6 < 1.6
4-Bromophenyl phenyl ether ug/L 2.6 < 5.2 < 5.2 < 5.2
Hexachlorobenzene ug/L 1.9 < 3.8 < 3.8 < 3.8
Pent achl orophenol ug/L 2.8 < 5.6 < 5.6 < 5.6

m Phenanthrene ug/L 0.40 < 0.80 < 0.80 <- 0.80
Anthracene ug/L 0.20 < 0.40 < 0.40 < 0.40
DI-n-butyl phthal ate ug/L 1.4 < 2.8 < 2.8 < 2.8
F1 uoranthene ug/L 1.2 < 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4
Benzt di ne ug/L 14 < 28 < 28 < 28
Pyrene ug/L 1.5 < 3.0 < 3.0 < 3.0
Butylbenzyl phthalate ug/L 0.98 < 2.0 < 2.0 < 2.0
3, )'-Dtchlorobenzt dtne ug/L 6.2 < 12 < 12 < 12

-- Benzo (a) anthracene ug/t 1.8 < 3.6 < 3.6 < 3.6
--- Chrysene ug/L 0.33 < 0.66 < 0.66 < 0.66

Bts (2-ethyl hexyl )phthalate ug/L 2.5 < 5.0 < 5.0 < 5.0
Di -n-octyl phthal ate ug/L 2.8 < 5.6 < 5.6 < 5.6

--- Benzo (b) fluoranthene ug/L 0.99 < 2.0 < 2.0 < 2.0
"-- knzo (k) fluoranthene ug/L 1.7 < 3.4 < 3.4 < 3.4
---- 8enzo(a)pyrene ug/L 0.39 < 0.78 < 0.78 < 0.78

Indeno ( 1,2,3-cd ) pyrene ug/L O. 90 < 1.8 < 1.8 < 1.8
Dt benzo (a, h ) anthracene ug/L O. 88 < 1.8 < 1.8 < 1.8

--- Benzo(g,h,t )perylene ug/L 1.2 < 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4
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Intenpoll Laboratories, Inc.
Laboratory Re_ort M9154
University of North Dakota, EERC ATTACHMENT I (cont.)
Page Three

Ft 1 feted
Sample Identtftcatton: Raw 0uench Scrubber
San_ole Type: Water Water Water

Laboratory Log Number: 9154-01 _)154-02 9154-09
Target

Detection
parameter Untts Ltmtt

EPA Method SW-846, 8240:

Chloromethane ug/L 3.2 < 3.2 < 3.2 < 3.2
Bromomethane ug/L 2.1 < 2.1 < 2.1 < 2.1
Vtnyl chlortde ug/L 1.5 < 1.6 < 1.6 < 1.6
Chl oroethane ug/L 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5
Acroletn ug/L 13 < 13 < 13 < 13
Acryl on1 trt le ug/L 4.8 < 4.8 < 4.8 < 4.8
Dtchlorodt fluoromethane ug/L 3.2 < 3.2 < 3.2 < 3.2
Methylene chl or1 de ug/L 4.8 20 20 22

-- Acetone ug/L 50 < 50 < 50 < 50
Carbon dt su1 f_de ug/L 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7
1,1-Dt chloroethene ug/L 1.6 < 1.6 < 1.6 < 1.6
1,1-Dt chloroet hane ug/L 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7
Xodomethane ug/L 2.0 < 2.0 < 2.0 < 2.0
Dt b ro_me thane u;!/L 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
1,4-Dt chloro-2-butane ug/L 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.6 < 1.6
trans-l, 2-Dt chl oroethene ug/L 1.3 < 1.:3 < 1.3 < 1.3
Chloroform ug/L 1.0 23 5.5 < 1.0
1,2-Dtchloroethane ug/L 1.3 < 1.3 < 1.3 < 1.3

--- 2-Butanone ug/L 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4
1,1,1-Tr1 chl oroethane ug/L 2.5 < 2.6 < 2.6 < 2.6
Carbon tetrachloride ug/L 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7 < 1.7
Vtnyl acetate ug/L S. 8 < 5.8 < 5.8 < 5.8
Bromod t chl o rome thane ug/L 1.6 4.2 < 1.6 < 1.6
1,1,2,2-Tct rachloroethane ug/L 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5 < 1.5
Ethylmethacrylate ug/L 3.0 < 3.0 < 3.0 < 3.0
1,2-Dtchloropropane ug/L 1.3 < 1.3 < 1.3 < 1.3
trans- 1,3-Dt chloropropene ug/L 1.2 < 1.2 < 1.2 < 1.2
Tr1 chloroethene ug/h 2. ! < 2.1 < 2.1 < 2.1
Dt bronK_ch loromethane ug/L 7.5 < 7.5 < 7.5 < 7.5
1,1,2-Trtchloroethane ug/L 5.0 < 6.0 < 6.0 < 6.0
Trtchl orof 1uoromethane ug/L 1.2 < 1.2 < 1.2 < 1.2
1,2,3-Tr1 chloropropane ug/L 5.3 < 5.3 < 5.3 < 5.3

---- Benzene ug/L 1.O < 1.O < 1.O < 1.O
cl s-1,3-Dt chl oropropene ug/L 4.O < 4.0 < 4.0 < 4 .O
2-Chloroethylvtnyl ether ug/L 2.3 < 2.3 < 2.3 < 2.3
Bromoform ug/L 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4 < 2.4
2-Hexanone ug/L 10 < 10 < 10 < 10
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Znterpoll Laboratories, Znc.
Laboratory Report 19154
University of North Dakota, EERC ATTACHMENT II
Page Four

Ftltered
Sample Identtftcattons Raw Quench Scrubber
Sample Type s Water Water Water
Laboratory Log Numbert 9154-01 9154-02 9154-0)

Target
Detection

Parameter Untts Llmt_

EPA Method SW-846, 6240 (conttnued)z
4-Methyl -2-pentanone ug/L 9.1 < 9.1 < 9.1 < 9.1
Tetrechloroethene ug/L 8.0 < 8.0 < 8.0 < 8.0

-- Toluene ug/L 1.0 6.8 < 1.0 < 1.0
Chl orobenzene ug/L 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0

--- Ethylbenzene ug/L 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
Styrene ug/L 1.0 • 1.0 < 1.0 • 1.0

--- Total xylenes ug/L 1.0 • 1.0 • 1.0 • 1.0

Respectful ly submttted,

Sentor Sctentt st
Or_anto Chemistry Oepartment

WAO/cg
Znvotce Enclosed
• = less than

IThe achteved detection 11mtr ts htgher than the targeted detection 11mtr because the
volume of sample submitted for analysts was approximately half that normally analyzed.

All analyses were performed ustng EPA or other r_cognlzed methodologies.
All untts are on an "as received" basts unless otherwise Indicated.
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Interpoll °.
INTERPOLL LABORATORIES.INC.
4500 BALL ROAD NE.
CIRCLEPINES. MINNESOTA SS014-1819
TEL:612 '786.6020

F,x:s12,?ss.?es, Aprt l 10, 1990

University of North Dakota
Energy & Environmental Research Center
P.O. Box 8213. University Statton
Grand Forks. North Dakota 58202

Attention: Davtd H111er

LABORATORYREPORT, 19255
PURCHASEORDER= 1275281

SAMPLESRECEZVED: Hatch 30. 1990

Sample Type z Coal Slag Fly Ash
Laboratory Log Numberz _

Target
Detection

Parametgr _

EPA Hethod SW-846, 8240s

Acetone mg/Kg S.O < S.O < S.O
2-Butanone lag/Kg O. 24 < O. 24 < 0.24
Benzene mg/Kg O. 10 < O. 10 < O. 10
2-Hexanone mg/Kg 1.0 < 1.0 < 1.0
4-Methyl-2-pentanone mg/Kg 0.91 < 0.91 < 0.91
Toluene mg/Kg O. 10 < O. 10 < O. 10
Chlorobenzene mg/Kg O. 10 < O. 10 < O. 10
Ethylbenzene mg/Kg O. 10 < O. 10 < O. 10
Styrene INI/Kg O. 10 < O. 10 < O. 10
Total xylenes mg/Kg 0.10 < 0.10 < 0.10

AN EOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Interpoll Laboratorles, Inc.

Laboratory Report #9255 ATTACI-IMENT IV
University of North Dakota, EERC
Page Two

Sample Type: Coal Slag Fly Ash
Laboratory Log Number.. 9255-01 9255-02

Target
Detection

Parameter Units Limit

EPA Hethod SW-846, 8270.

Naphthalene mcj/Kg 0.050 < 0.050 < 0.050
2-Chl oronaphthal ene mg/Kg O. 017 < O. 017 < O. 017
Acenaphthylene mg/Kg 0.029 < 0.029 < 0.029
Acenaphthene mg/Kg 0.033 < 0.033 < 0.033
Fluorene mcj/Kg 0.033 < 0.033 < 0.033
Phenanthrene mg/Kg 0.013 < 0.013 < 0.013
Anth race ne mg/Kg O. 0067 <0.0067 O. 0070
Di-n-butyl phthalate mg/Kg 0.047 < 0.047 < 0.047
Fluoranthene mg/Kg 0.040 < 0.040 < 0.040
Pyrene mg/Kg 0.050 < 0.050 < O. 050
Benzo(a)anthracene mg/Kg 0,060 < 0.060 < 0.060
Chrysene mg/Kg 0.011 < 0.011 < 0.011
Bts (2-ethyl hexyl )phthal ate mg/Kg 0.083 0.31 0.26
Benzo(b)fluoranthene mg/Kg 0.033 < 0.033 < 0.033
Benzo(k)fluoranthene mg/Kg 0.057 < 0_057 < 0.057
Benzo(a)pyrene mg/Kg 0.013 < 0.013 < 0.013
Indeno(Z,2,3-cd)pyrene mg/Kg 0.030 < 0.030 < 0.030
Dtbenzo(a,h)anthracene mg/Kg 0.029 < 0.029 < 0.029
Benzo(g,h,t )perylene mg/Kg 0.040 '< 0.040 < 0.040

Respectful ly submttted,

Wayne A. 01son,
Senior Sclenti st
Organic Chemistry Department

WAO/cg
Invoice Enclosed
< = less than

All analyses were performed using EPA or other recognized methodologies.
All units are on an "as received" basis unless otherwise indicated.
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Traffic Report
ii i i ,,n __II II

ii ProjectW.O.. IPJ SampleConcentration ,- -ru..Jr_4 ;3,,I_
ProjectName/Location [_ LowConcentration

_"_ P.._L, L_JMediumConcentration _ Shlp.to:

[-"1 Liquid r _ Solid _,= ..Mow_,,,.=. _. _,_i...___ • C_--,,-,_,,

I I ,Other, _";';_ (215)524-3500 Attn: O,.
I['-11ShlpplngInformation lm Spe©flyTypeofAnalyses,Numberof Contalners,Approx.Volume

ofc4_) Analyses/MethodRequested I No.of ]I_¢_.,...,,, _ _ _1q ,...e._._ Bottle_i TotalVolume(c_os_,__)

(_; N=-_=.,-)" ' I i

I_ SampleLocation

..

Date: ._. lt.. I =10

Time: 4 ] _S_ .......
I

SampleDescription _ SpecialHandling(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)

l"-1 SurfaceWate_i"] Soil

i"-I GroundWater [_ Solid
' i

,_ldl_r.J==m_en=,:(Sl=x_A= p_m0o,mzh_ =po__otaceonUm_,o_)
1"-1Leachate E_Othen _; I,I-t,,._=ot ,,,.! "7.0.,,, _rl_,,- , ,

r-1 Sediment _ ./._ _,

ConditionofSamplesReceived(tobecompletedbyLaboratoryLog.kt.)

[_1"S'amplesat4 degrees(C) L__,._mples notleaking , ' . -

_ntainer numbersmatchas specifiedinItem7
l

[_"C_iner tagsmatchChainofCustody
,,,L

_er receivedwithCustodySealsintact [_mmples containedwithinplasticbags
i ii

Copies: White & Yellow copies accompany sample shipment I= laboratory. Yellow oopy retained by laboratory. White copy to be returned to ERM Ior
rees. Pink copy retained by sampler. Gold copy extra copy msneeded (wwehouse).
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Traffic Report
i • ProjectW.O. IPI SampleConcentration ,.,_'_ _ _ 1

ProjectName/Location [_ LowConcentration
, , ,, ii

E"_ (: o_ I -T ec_ I JMediumConcentration _! Shipto:

B 'SamplingPersonnelContact C_'IVo,d-I,0,_ I,,.o_L_L_

Pmi_u,n,_r
I'-'1 Liquid N Solid F," =,',_ _o Ir._ _ _ _ ,-

Other P_,_No (215)524-3500 Attn: 1'_,.. l_vr0 _,_c_'_
[,! ShippingInformation i'm Speci_ Typeof Analyses, Numberof Containers,Approx.Volume

(N_,=_(C_). I _ res,_ AnalysesI MethodRequested No.of_' ._ )<(o Bottl_ TotalVolume

(DateStrife) / _ _

|:!1 SampleLocation .....

Co, l Sl°

Date: "7- '1LI ,_ 0
"nine: 3 c

_i SampleDescription ii[l| SpecialHandling(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)
, ,

SurfaceWater 1-'-]Soil

r-] GroundWater [_ Solid
lU:ldilional¢ommentl: (Specify data package, rushwork, II:_ detection limitl, etc.)

1-'1Leachate _ Other:(,,= I

I'-'1Sediment _,I ,_,_

iii Conditionof SamplesReceived(tobe_mpletedbyLaboratoryLog-in.)

_'Samples receivedintact
i

E]_amples at4 degrees(C) Log-lhPerson'sSignature

-_mples notleaking
[3_.'_ntainer numbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

, •

_'_tainer tagsmatchChainofCustody
' .....

_}_-ooler receivedwithCustodySealsintact _contained withinplasticbags
Copies: Wllite& Yellow copies mcoompany lample shipment to laboratory. Yellow copy retained by laboratory. White copy to be returned to ERM for

file=. Pink copy mlained by sampler. Gold copy exlra copy al needed (warehou=e).
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Traffic Report
• ProjectW.O. _ Sample.Concentration _ .___"

ProjectName/Locatlon [_ LowConcentration

L_E _ I (" o_ I -l"e c_ I i MediumConcenVation U Shipto".__ .--.

S__'_'_'MatrLx .........

I_ Liquid I"'] Solid _i_ u__ ,.,I_. _ oI,,',_' _'_v

I I Other _,-..-._N=.(215)524-3500 Attn: Dr (_q _.rct _:ls_-- I I I

ShippingInformation I_ SpecifyTypeofAnalyses,Numberof Containers,Approx.Volume

(N,,m,_C,.Wll::;_J.=r'q_ _ "fv_ _ AnalysesI MethodRequested fume
(r,,_,sh_=,-1

Iii HI

SampleLocation

Q..e..cL

i

Date: _ ILII=IO

Time: 3 T 2 (_

SampleDescription [LL_ SpecialHandling(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)

_[-"1SurfaceWater[ ["1 Soil

[_] GroundWater r-] Solid
Additional_on,nenU:(Sped_ckmpec:_, rash_ =pecbldeteck_limit=,etr..)

_[_ Leachate J_ Other:._,"ou_

Sediment _v'__,r
_

I

_ _ndlion of Samples Re_ed (to be _mpbted by LaboratoryLog-in.)

[_._3"a'mplesreceivedIntact
I

[__mples at4 degrees(C) Log-lhPerson'sSignature

E__ples notlealdng (__. -
_ntainer numbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

li

]__ntainer tagsmatchChainofCustody

_01er receivedwithCustodySealsintact I_Sarnplescontainedwithinplasticbags
Copies: White • Yell_ ¢q:de= acmmpany _mlde _hilm_tl I_ Ilbomlor/. Yell_ mlW retained by bbomlmy. Whi_ coPY to be returned to ERM lor

Eles. Pink coIN mtainecl by lamlder. Gold (:opy extra copy al needed (warehouse).
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Traffic Report
i

f,. _,

iii= ProjectW.O. Ik.I SampleConcentration (.;4 _ _ 9

ProjectName/Location [_ LowConcentration

Shipto"F_..E g I ._ -_,,,l -T"_cL I IMediumConcentration II_ _'""

. ......... a
Liquid D Solid P,qs=_ "

!--] Other P_n=_ (215) 524-3500 Attn:I_ ,. _.v r.-clI_-_,;_i i

1,1B ShippingInfon'nation B'J Sl_ci_ Typeof Analyses, Numberof Containers,Approx.Volume
=fc=_) No.of
[' t _.. = I _ _ f,,,._._. Analyses/ MethodRequested Bottles TotalVolume

rataN=mw) " " / "
iiiiii

I_ SampleLocation

Date: "2- 'ILJ _0 i

"lime: ,_1 20

• _ SampleDescription il,l SpeclelHandling(e,0,SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)

D SurfaceWater D Soil
i

D GroundWater D Solid

g Leachate I'_lOthen (;_,/ _k=_.===.._=:(s_,_d.=_._._,,.,._._.,_,,.__,._)

D Sediment _,,/,_,_..,,-
i i

Conditionof £=_mplesReceived(tobecompletedby_beratoryLog-In.)
,,

[_'_mples receivedintact
,, ,m

[_a'mples at4 degrees(C) Log.InPerson'sSignature _

E_amples notleaking _p_j_._ _
_'Container numbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

"_ntainertagsmatchChainofCustody
,,,

[]_C'ooler receivedwithCustodySealsintact _-_mples containedwithinplasticbags
Copies: White & Yellow copies ic¢ompeny Immlde shipment to laboratory. Yelow copy retained by I_bomtmy. White copy to be returned Iio ERM for

lies. Pink copy retained by sample¢. Gold copy extra copy Is needed (warehouse).
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Traffic Report
ProjectW.O. SampleConcentration .,"r_? _ 5

ProjectName/Location _ LowConcentration

F.:K i (_.,o,t "T"ecL, E] MediumConcentration Shipto:

W" I_;= ,.._, y'_/_ SamplingPersonnelContact o (_ N o. 4b D.i.

SampleMatrix s,m_.

Liquid _ Solid p,,=i_u,,w=

J"-I Other (215) 524-3500 I Attn"r-, ,,., t _,

(Nam0_Canw) ,. _,'_._S AnalysesI MethodRequested TotalVolume I(oreSh_xx_

Time: t _ 1O

['7 Surfacewater [-7 Soil

['7 GroundWater ['7 Solid

I"] Leachate I_ Other:lr; I,_.,J A=_,k._com,...=: "='=_.F._I,I
[3 Sediment P,-ou. _._

_to becompletedbyLaboratoryLog.in.)

_amples receivedintact

I__"m plesat4 degrees(C) L_-M__/_4.____ _
[_16"ramplesnotleaking

numbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

_ntainer lagsmatchChainofCustody

_"l_'/er receivedwithCustodySealsintact I I_"mples contained.withinplasticbags
Copies: White & Yellow ¢q_S Imcomplmy lamlde sh_menl to laborelmy. Yellmv copy retained by ieborltmy. White copy to be returned to ERM lo='

rdes. Pink copy ret-;ned by ssmtder. G_d copy lm copy as needed (warehouse). VI- 5 7
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Traffic Report
ian ProjectW.O. _ IP.,IBSampleConcentration 2 1 1 3 2
ProjectName/Location _" LowConcentration

Shipto"J_E lCI C'o _,[ "Tec/_ I I MediumConcentration M _'""

s=_,: _ ACIri SampleMatrix _ _:;:;. C (_5 _Io,.,e,., ,i_.,vl,,,.,,nx.,,Lt_-,_ ____-.-.-_,C¢,-_-1"
[-7 Liquid _]" Solid Pa_xiU,n,_x "

II Other P,,._r._N=.(215)524-3500 Attn:D,-. f98vr_ J_,_..._r._'-_

d ShippingInformation _1_ SpecifyTypeof Analyses,NumberofContainers,Approx.Volume

(N,,,,,Cmr, 3 No.of 7_,.J_,.-,,t _. ,f pre %3 Analyses/ MethodRequested Bottles TotalVolume(o==s_)

(Nd_l Number) I

SampleLocation

e_,,=,t ,,,

Date: -_. 1"31'_O

Time: 4 _ "30

iSampleDescription SpecialHandling(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)

E] SurfaceWater [-"1Soil

[--1 GroundWater ["1 Solid

[--1 Leachate [_Other: _JQ_ ,'_on_com,,.m=:(S_,d_,=w.k,,_,,n,,hwo_,pe=i_W,_i_,._..)
,.,,,,

I-"1Sediment

W iiiiConditionofSamplesReceived(tobecompletedbyLaboratoryLog.ln.)

[_"_ples receivedintact

E_amples at4 degrees(C) Log.lhPerson'sSignature

[_S'amples notleaking _ -
[_J''ContainernumbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

_ntainer tagsmatchChainofCustody

[_]_Co'01erreceivedwithCustodySealsintact [_'mmples containedwithinplasticbags
Copies: White & Yellow copies i¢=ompany sample shipment to laboratory. Yellow copy retained by laboratory. White copy to be returned to ERM for

flies. Pink copy retained by slmlder. Gol¢:copy extra copy as needed (warehouse).
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Traffic Report
iii= ProjectW.O. -- IPi SampleConcentration _1 1 31

ProjectName/Location J_ LowConcentration

_-R (_ _ 0,I "T',zc. l,_ J JMediumConcenVation Bl Shipto:
, ,

B SamplingPersonnelContact

[_ Liquid I"'J Solid _ Umeu "

F'-] Other _ _- "" " _'''' I,_,,I ,-,.o., __,(215) 524-3500 Attn:O,-. D, v, d I_'_

I[.lB ShippingInformation IEJ SpecifyTypeofAnalyses,NumberofContainers,Approx.Volume

(Nrao_c_), AnalysesI MethodRequested No.of
t_ e=-L_,,,_ _ _ to._ _ Bottles TotalVolume

(Airb'11Numb=') _ '

II=li SampleLocation

,,, , ,,

Date: _1t_(¢i0

Time: _ "_ 0
I II

_lB SampleDescription Iii01 SpecialHandllog(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)

I"-I SurfaceWater I-"] Soil
i i i

GroundWater r-] Solid
Adclitoe_lom_men=:(Spm_ dataI_:kloe, rushwork,IpeciaJdetectionlim_, etc.)

I-'ILeachate _ Other:.
i

I"-1Sediment
I

iii Conditionof SamplesReceived(tobecompletedbyLaboratoryLog.kt.)

_'a'mples receivedintact
, I

_pies at4 degrees(C) Log-ktPerson'sSignature

[_'amples notleaking _ -
_ontainer numbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

I

E_C"ontainertagsmatchChainofCustody

[_C_oler receivedwithCustodySealsintact [_"_'mples containedwithinplasticbags
Copies: White & Yeifow copiesicoompimyswnpieshipmonttDI_. YellowcopyretainedbyImbonit=ey.Whitocopytobe returnedto ERM for

rdes. PinkcopyretoJnsdby sampler.Gold¢q_/lm copyiii needed(wlnhouse).
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Traffic Report
alim ProjectW.O. ,.-- IP__ SampleConcentration ' 3 6 4
ProjectName/Location C_ LowConcentration

__C?..._.=! -r< c_ L_JMediumConcentration = .____Shipto:

S,ple Matrix s=a_rC_ -._v;,,o I

L__!Other _'";= (215) 524-3500 Attn:_.., O=V: J I=!;:;_'_

ShippingInformation li. SpecifyTypeofAnalyses,NumberofContainers,Approx.Volume

_, ofc,,,,) AnalysesI MethodRequested No.of"--[I:;e,._,,._.t G _ to_,.__,_. Boffies TotalVolume
_=o s_,,,-')

=lt"l '1o _,,,_t.,-_'c..I_,,..,...t.,. _ 1000_
I

SampleLocation

Date: _. 1_1¢_O ....
ii

"nine:t "_"_
I

SampleDescription _ SpecialI.landling(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Hazardous)
1"-ISurfaceWater [_ Soil

._J GroundWater I"-I Solid

L_JLeachate _ Other:._';_ k_':"-'__"-'-"_'_':('_ _ =='=_'_.,u_,,=,. _ =_.=k, ,,,_,.it=.)

1_ Sediment P_'ocu_w'.,,I¢,, "
'li li

_mpno__..==.,o=_v_(tobe=omp=,t_._.__or=or_L_._)
piesreceivedIntact

[.__amples at4 degrees((3) Log.InPerson'sSignature '

[_]fsamples notlealdng ' _ -
r_ f_ntainer numbersmatchasspecifiedin Item7

=n |

_._'_,,,ontainertagsmatchChainofCustody

CoolerreceivedwithCustodySealsintact [_._,_ples containedwithinplasticbagsi|

Copie=: White • Yellow oq)le| accocqleny Umalde=hIpmm_ to bbomlmy. Yelow eq_y m_ained by I_lmy. Whiw ¢q:)y w be returned to ERM lot
flies. Pink oopy retained by lamlp_. Gold eoRf em ¢q_ ml needed (w_m).
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Traffic Reporti

Ilil ProjectW.O. ---- lP.,! SampleConcentration 2 1 1 3 0

ProjectName/Location _] LowConcentration

_ _ / ('.o ,.,J _ clA J JMediumConcentration Icl Shipto:
i

\.,,(rllr:_,.,..$ po,._ , _ I[_ SamplingPersonnelContact LI,,_v_,.._-L/o¢ N_,,._-L0,_.8J_

I_ Liquid _ Solid P,=i,,=

I'-'] Other _n, No. (215) 524-3500 Attn: Or.. _.qv'J /'_S'-_
!,11 ShippingInformation Irl SpecifyTypeof Analyses,NumberofContainers,Approx.Volume
(Nam=ofc=_) No.of

1__1_._ } F=.--__,,_ _ Analyses/ MethodRequested Bottles TotalVolume

(AirbillNumber)

i

II:! SampleLocation

ii

Date: '_ I1.3 _'='10

Time: 1 "_1(_

_1 SampleDescription iii] SpecialHandling(e.g.SafetyProcedures/Ha_rdous)

i-'] SurfaceWater r-1 Soil

I--] GroundWater I'-] Solid

I-'-I Leachate _ Other:(..;'._ A,_==,U _ommentl: (,_=_ty Cilia package, rushwork, ,pe¢_ detection limit=, etc.)

I'-'1 Sediment Lz'=,_

ill Conditionof$_mplesReceived(tobecompletedbyL_beratoryLog-in.)

[_'_amples receivedintact

[_Samples at4degrees(C) Log.lhPerson'sSignature

[_'amples notleaking ____ __-'-_ -
_ntainer numbersmatchasspecifiedinItem7

(_._n_er tagsmatchChainofCustody

[_ooler receivedwithCustodySealsintact [_S_les containedwithinplasticbags

Copies: White & Yellow copies acoompany sample shipment to laboratory. Yellow oopy retained by laboratory. White copy to be re=mN ¢ ERM for
rdes. Pink ¢oW retained by sampler. Gold copy exb-acopy u needed (warehouse).
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